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Christmas and New Year Message 2018
18 December 2018
Dear Friends,
Once again we reflect on the year just passed
and look over the fence to the other camp,
which dines on lies and insanity, living the
last of its days in demented jubilation.
Those who dare to question the Great Fable
are shamelessly hounded through the courts
and imprisoned at the behest of these
scoundrels. This year Ursula Haverbeck, at the
age of eighty- nine, was sentenced to two
years jail for denouncing the historical lies.
Unrepentant
and
girlishly
cheeky
she
exemplifies Germanic Idealism in concrete
form.
There is also the case of Horst Mahler, now
eighty-two and currently serving twelve years
imprisonment.
With
one
leg
recently
amputated and in general poor health, he
suffers from necrosis of his big toe on his
remaining right foot, in addition to bouts of
pneumonia. A petition to the court to have
him released on humanitarian grounds was
refused. Others, such as Wolfgang Fröhlich,
who denounced the alleged genocide as a
"Satanic lie", has been rotting away in an
Austrian prison for around fourteen years and
continuing – and I recall how 77-year-old Dr
Hans Berger languished on remand at the
Justizanstalt Wien Josefstadt for about 18
months, then without ever facing trial died
there on 10 August 2018.
The quandary now facing the enforcers of the
Sacred Lie is that whilst they have spent their
energies in endless propaganda and clever
manipulation of the lawmakers and courts,
the Revisionists over the years have been
busy
researching,
documenting
and

publishing the definitive history books – The
Holocaust Handbook Series – covering all
facets of the alleged German atrocities, in
forty-plus meticulously researched volumes,
which are now the standard historical
references on this topic. In contrast, in over
seventy years since the end of the armed
hostilities of World War Two, court historians
have been unable to produce any historically
significant works at all.
Since 1945 the German nation as a whole has
been held responsible for the actions of the
National Socialists – “collective guilt”. The
Allies initiated their post-war denazification
efforts
and
continued
a
psychological
propaganda campaign with the main purpose
of indoctrinating the masses about the “moral
responsibility of all Germans for Nazi war
crimes” – ‘You are guilty of this’ and ‘These
atrocities are your fault’.
The Allies can only be congratulated on the
spectacular and extraordinary success in this
endeavour. However, the Revisionists are
slowly but surely destroying this rotting
maggot-infested carcass. All good things must
come to an end.
This year’s recipients of Adelaide Institute’s
Hutten Award are Alison Chabloz and NikolaiVolkslehrer-Nerling for daring to challenge
the
prevailing
debilitating
Historical
Narrative, which aims to destroy our various
global monocultural societies and turn them
into a one-world NWO.
I wish you all Frieden auf Erden — Peace on
Earth.
Peter Hartung
Director
Adelaide Institute
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Australia led the world 70 years ago. We're now far behind
By Helen Watchirs, 10 December 2018 — 9:19am

How many Australians know that, 70 years ago this
week, Australia's H. V. "Doc" Evatt, was president
of the United Nations General Assembly?

Then Australian foreign minister H. V. "Doc" Evatt (right)
at a UN executive meeting.Credit: Nine

On Monday, we celebrated a milestone in global
human rights that Evatt presided over: the 70th
anniversary of the Universal Declaration of Human
Rights. Trail-blazing Australian feminist lawyer
Jessie Street worked with Evatt on both the
declaration and the UN charter that preceded it.
Street was the only female delegate on the charter.
Other Australians also worked tirelessly to bring to
light this landmark declaration, and other UN
documents, which changed the global face of
human rights.
But Australia's record as a global champion of
human rights has diminished since. Australia is now
the only Western democracy without a national
human rights charter.
I recently hosted a YWCA event in Canberra with
former Australian Human Rights Commission
president Professor Gillian Triggs. She said she was
often frustrated in her role by the schism between
our professed commitment to human rights
internationally and our utter indifference to them at
home.

Australia stands alone as the only Western nation without
a bill of rights.Credit: Alan Porritt

For example, even though Australia's refugee policy
has been found to be in breach of various
international instruments, including the 1951
refugee convention, and the Convention Against
Torture, there is no domestic recourse because no
domestic law has been breached.
A national human rights act could provide that legal
recourse.

In the past 15 years, and in the absence of a
national human rights charter, states and
territories have gone it alone.
The ACT was the first jurisdiction to adopt human
rights legislation in 2004. Victoria followed suit in
2006 and, last month, Queensland also tabled a
bill.
In the ACT and Victoria, these instruments have
provided important safeguards against executive
power, beyond those provided by our common law.
The ACT legislation has had the greatest impact in
reforming and drafting legislation, and then in the
parliamentary debate that follows. The ACT
commission plays a unique role in commenting on
draft laws, along with other government agencies
and the community when it is consulted.
Amendments are also regularly made to bills based
on comments by the scrutiny of bills committee
regarding human rights.
In comparison, the Victoria charter has been
argued more frequently and with greater effect in
the courts. In 2017, for example, the Victorian
charter was used to successfully argue that the
transfer of young people from the Parkville youth
justice precinct to the Grevillea unit of the Barwon
adult prison was unlawful. The Victorian courts
found that re-gazetting Barwon prison unit as a
youth justice centre was insufficient, and the young
people needed to be detained in an appropriate
facility.
The Queensland Human Rights Bill, introduced last
month to that state's Parliament, treads a similar
path to the Victorian and ACT legislation, with some
key
differences.
Primarily,
the
Queensland
commission will have a complaint-handling power
based on a conciliation model, similar to that used
in
handling
discrimination
complaints.
The
Queensland legislation also follows the ACT's lead
in legislating a right to education, although
Queensland's is broader. It also adds rights to own
property and access health services. It will be
interesting to see how many amendments are
made to the bill before it is passed into law next
year.
At a federal level, Australia has previously
examined the case for a national human rights bill.
In 2009, Frank Brennan chaired a consultation
committee, which recommended an ACT-style
human rights act. At the time, however, there were
concerns that such an act would be a feast for
lawyers, or give too much power to unelected
judges.
This has been a common and extremely
disingenuous criticism of all bills of rights. It is
judges, after all, who developed the common law
over hundreds of years, building it up as a bulwark
against executive and administrative encroachment
into civil liberties.
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While no law can be a magic bullet for solving
complex social justice issues, the ACT's experience
shows that human rights bills strengthen the rule of
law and democracy.
To quote from Lord Hoffman, Britain's Human
Rights Act has "strengthened the rule of law and
not inaugurated the rule of lawyers".
As we celebrate the 70th anniversary of the
Universal Declaration of Human Rights, an
instrument that changed how we think about
rights, we need to reinvigorate the case for a
national human rights charter.
Here in the ACT, the Human Rights Act has made a
genuine cultural difference to the way the
Legislative Assembly works. The act is often
invoked in parliamentary debates by members
across the political divide.
I look forward to the day a national human rights
charters might be drawn upon by politicians of all
persuasions in our Federal Parliament, to defend
against encroachments of Australians' rights or
liberties.

It is unfortunate that the Declaration has so
depressing
an
immediate
background,
for,
intrinsically, it is of historic importance. Proclaimed
by a virile world council of proven authority, it
would stand as a charter of civilised living in which
progressive nations might find fresh inspiration,
and as a goal of community conduct to which
backward races could be encouraged and assisted
to aspire. As an international manifesto it is new
and provocative, whereas the resolution to outlaw
"genocide," which the Assembly also drafted,
might well be seen as an indictment of barbarism
wholly superfluous in any more enlightened
company than that of a conference of Central
African tribes.

Dr Helen Watchirs is the president of the ACT Human
Rights Commission.

***

Related Article
Flashback 1948: Universal Declaration of Human Rights
proclaimed
70 years ago, the Universal Declaration of Human Rights
was proclaimed by the United Nations. We remember the
Herald's response to this milestone.
10 December 2018 — 10:49am

First published in The Sydney Morning Herald
on December 14, 1948
UNO AND HUMAN RIGHTS
As the main achievement of the General Assembly
after twelve weeks in session, the Universal
Declaration of Human Rights is hardly likely to
restore public faith in the practical value of UNO.
Inevitably the pure idealism of this document will
be contrasted with the barren record of the
Assembly's dealings with urgent international
problems of the day. And it will be wryly noted that
even in this realm of high principle, far above the
awkward level of commitment on concrete issues,
full
agreement could
not
be
reached
among member nations.

UN Secretary-General Trygve Lie and the elected UN
President, Australia's Dr H.V. Evatt, at a UN meeting in
Paris on October 7, 1948.

Dr. Herbert V. Evatt, President of the United Nations
General Assembly, signs - on behalf of his country - the
UN convention outlawing genocide.

The Declaration of Rights is much more than a
mere recital of widely accepted principles. Many of
its 28 Articles prescribe liberties which are by
no means common to all modern States; some
reaffirm
citizen rights
which
have
been
sadly encroached upon by totalitarian regimes and also in our Democracies by the socialist and
the bureaucrat. Again, there are provisions - such
as Article 21, which lays down the right of equal
pay for equal work - involving far-reaching social
change; as well as several definitions of common
"rights" which
today
are
still
hard earned
privileges.
Thus, in one way or another, the Declaration offers
a challenge to the capacity and sincerity of most, if
not all, subscribing States. But it does no more
than that. It is a pious gesture, which, coming
immediately after the Assembly's futile efforts to
end the Berlin deadlock, the vacillation over
Palestine, the tragedy of Bernadotte, the failure on
Greece
and the
postponement
of
the
Italian colonies' problem, has about it a vagueness
and a limpness that rob it of both drama and real
purpose. The onlooking world is left wondering if
the constituent parts of UNO are, in fact, prepared
to give more than lip-service to the aspirations
of its composite body.
*https://www.smh.com.au/politics/federal/australialed-the-world-70-years-ago-we-re-now-far-behind20181210-p50l7w.html
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In a major win for the South Australian economy,
Australia’s Space Agency will be located in Adelaide.
The location announcement is the final step in establishing the
Agency, launched earlier this year with a $41 million investment
by the Coalition Government in the 2018–19 Budget, as part of
our plan to triple Australia’s space economy to $12 billion
annually and create up to 20,000 jobs by 2030.
We have worked closely with Premier Steven Marshall to achieve
this result.
South Australia is already home to more than 60 organisations
and 800 employees in the space sector and this decision builds
on the very strong technology and defence presence in our
state.
A major boost for the South Australian economy, the Agency will
continue to build international space partnerships, opening the
door for local businesses to tap into the US$345 billion global
space industry, helping to drive local job growth.
The Coalition Government is building on its defence industry
investment in South Australia by strongly backing it in again
through the Agency location.
This is another example of the Government’s plan to create new
high-growth opportunities in Australia and long-term, highwage, high-skill jobs in the space sector.

********

Australia’s new future submarines will be known
as the Attack class.
Our first submarine will be called HMAS Attack and will be
delivered to the Navy in the early 2030s.
The Attack class represents the inherent stealth, long-range
endurance and lethality of a submarine.
Chief of Navy, Vice Admiral Michael Noonan, said the Attack
class will provide Australia with a regionally superior submarine.

“The Attack class will meet the Navy’s capability needs and help
protect our security and prosperity for decades to come,” said
Vice Admiral Noonan.
As well, I can also announce the negotiations between the
Commonwealth and Naval Group on all provisions of the
Strategic Partnering Agreement (SPA) have been completed.
Today we have turned the first sod at the Osborne
submarine yard. Hundreds of new Australian construction
jobs will be created at the site.
An Australian continuous naval shipbuilding capability will see
the creation of thousands of jobs across Australia over coming
years - five thousand alone at the Osborne Naval

Shipyard.
While the Attack Class Submarine Project has been stood up
under the contact signed in 2016, the SPA will be signed in early
2019 and will govern the delivery of the Attack class over the
decades to come.
This
achievement
once
again
highlights
the
Government’s $90 billion commitment to upgrading the
Navy’s fleet in the years ahead.
Yours sincerely,
Christopher Pyne MP
Federal Member for Sturt
Minister for Defence
Leader of the House

***
Hon Christopher Pyne MP
429 Magill Road
ST MORRIS SA 5065
E: C.Pyne.MP@aph.gov.au
T: 08 8431 2277
W: www.pyneonline.com.au
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American Pravda: Holocaust Denial
Ron Unz • August 27, 2018
Reason Magazine and Holocaust Denial

A few years ago I somehow heard about a ferocious
online dispute involving a left-leaning journalist named
Mark Ames and the editors of Reason magazine, the
glossy flagship publication of America’s burgeoning
libertarian movement. Although I was deep in my difficult
programming work, curiosity got the better of me, so I
decided to take a look.
During the Immigration Wars of the 1990s, I’d become
quite friendly with the Reason people, frequently visiting
their offices, especially during my “English” campaign of
1998, when I’d located my own political headquarters in
the same small Westside LA office building they used. As
my content-archiving software project began absorbing
more and more of my time during the early 2000s, I’d
gradually lost touch with them, but even so, the 40-odd
years of their magazine archives had become the first
publication I’d incorporated into my system, and I was
now pleased to discover that both sides in the ongoing
feud had put my system to good use in exploring those
old Reason issues.
Apparently, the libertarians grouped around Reason had
successfully been making political inroads into Silicon
Valley’s enormously wealthy technology industry, and
had now organized a major conference in San Francisco
to gather together their supporters. Their left-leaning
rivals decided to nip that project in the bud by
highlighting some of the more unsavory ideological
positions that mainstream libertarian leaders had once
regularly espoused. Perhaps Ron Paul and other
libertarians might oppose overseas wars and drug laws,
and support cutting taxes and regulations, but they and
their Republican Party allies were unspeakably vile on all
sorts of other issues, and all “good thinkers” should
therefore stay very far away.
The debate began in rather mundane fashion with an
article by Ames entitled “Homophobia, Racism, and the
Kochs” denouncing Reason for sharing a platform with a
high-ranking Republican Congresswoman of Christian
conservative views, as well as the magazine’s reliance
upon Koch funding and its alleged support for Apartheid
South Africa during the 1970s and 1980s. The response
by the Reason editor seemed quite persuasive, and he
rightfully dismissed the guilt-by-association attacks. He
also outlined the gross errors and omissions in the
charges regarding South Africa, and ridiculed Ames as a
notoriously error-prone “conspiracy theorist.” Surely few
outsiders would have paid any attention to such a typical

exchange of mudslinging between rival ideological
camps.
But then things took a very different turn, and a week
later Ames returned with a 5,000 word article bearing a
title sure to grab attention: “Holocaust Denial.” He
claimed that in 1976 Reason had published an entire
special issue devoted to that explosive topic.
Surely everyone on the Internet has encountered
numerous instances of Holocaust Denial over the years,
but for a respectable magazine to have allotted a full
issue to promoting that doctrine was something else
entirely. For decades, Hollywood has sanctified the
Holocaust, and in our deeply secular society accusations
of Holocaust Denial are a bit like shouting “Witch!” in Old
Salem or leveling accusations of Trotskyism in the Court
of the Red Czar. Progressive Sam Seder’s Majority Report
radio show devoted a full half-hour segment to the
charges against Reason, and Googling “Reason
Magazine”+”Holocaust Denial” today yields thousands of
hits. This substantial explosion of Internet controversy
was what caught my own attention at the time.
My initial reaction was one of puzzlement. Reason had
been the first periodical I had digitized in my system a
dozen years earlier, and surely I would have noticed an
entire issue promoting Holocaust Denial. However, I soon
discovered that February 1976 had been excluded from
the supposedly complete set the magazine had shipped
me for processing, an omission that itself raises serious
suspicions. But Ames had somehow located a copy in a
research library and produced a full PDF, which he
conveniently placed on the Internet to support his
accusations.
Carefully reading his article and then glancing through
the contents, I decided that his accusation was
technically false but substantially true. Apparently the
actual theme of the issue was “Historical Revisionism”
and except for a couple of paragraphs buried here and
there among the 76 pages, Holocaust Denial never came
up, so characterizing it as a Holocaust Denial issue was
obviously a grotesque exaggeration. But on the other
hand, although few of the authors were familiar to me, it
seemed undeniably true that they were numbered among
America’s more prominent Holocaust Deniers, and most
of them were deeply associated with organizations
situated in that same camp. Furthermore, there were
strong indications that their positions on that topic must
certainly have been known to the Reason editors who
commissioned their pieces.
The clearest case comes when Ames quoted the explicit
statements of Dr. Gary North, a prominent libertarian
thinker who had served as one of Ron Paul’s earliest
Congressional aides and later became his longtime
partner in politics and business:
Probably the most far-out materials on World War II
revisionism have been the seemingly endless scholarly
studies of the supposed execution of 6 million Jews by
Hitler. The anonymous author [Hoggan] of ‘The Myth of
the Six Million’ has presented a solid case against the
Establishment’s favorite horror story—the supposed
moral justification for our entry into the war…The
untranslated books by the former Buchenwald inmate
Prof. Paul Rassinier, have seriously challenged the
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story…A recent and very inexpensive book in magazine
form, Did Six Million Really Die?, appeared in 1973,
written by Richard Harwood.
A later issue carried a thousand word letter by Prof.
Adam Reed of Rockefeller University, a past Reason
contributor, strongly affirming the mainstream Holocaust
narrative by quoting from standard works, and taking Dr.
North to task for his citation of Holocaust Denial works of
doubtful quality. But North firmly stood his ground:
“The second point, that about 6 million Jews really did
die in the concentration camps, is one that will be open
until the records of the period become fully available. I
am not convinced yet, one way or the other. I am happy
to have Dr. Reed’s interpretation of the data, but until
the publishing companies and academic guild encourage
the re-examination of the data, I shall continue to
recommend that those interested in revisionist questions
read The Myth of the Six Million and Did Six Million Really
Die? as reasonable (though not necessarily irrefutable)
pieces of historical revisionism. If a person can’t make up
his mind, he should do more reading.”
Dr. James J. Martin was the lead contributor to the
February Revisionism issue, and the preceding January
issue had featured an extended Q&A by the editors, with
one of the queries directly addressing the controversial
topic:
REASON: Dr. Martin, do you believe (1) that the specific
charge against the Nazis of having a mass extermination
program of several million Jews is true, and (2) that the
Allied atrocities were as great or greater than those of
the Germans, from your study of the question?
MARTIN: Well, I never made a head count of all who lost
their lives in the War-we’ve seen a wide variety of
statistical materials, some of which have been pulled out
of thin air. As a consequence, it’s hard to make any kind
of estimate of this sort, whether ten more were killed on
the one side or the other is not a particularly entrancing
subject as far as I’m concerned. Whether allegations can
be proven it remains to be seen. I don’t believe that the
evidence of a planned extermination of the entire Jewish
population of Europe is holding up. I have been
influenced over the years by the works of Paul Rassinier,
and he still has to be reckoned with. His works have been
ignored for a long time, and sooner or later somebody’s
going to have to do a decent job of coping with what he
has presented. I think Rassinier’s general case is sound
at the moment and I haven’t seen any strong evidence to
upset his allegations or his assertions that there was no
planned program for the extermination of European
Jews. His other main case is that there were no gas
chamber extermination programs. The fact that a great
many people lost their lives is incontrovertible—that the
German concentration camps weren’t health centers is
well known-but they appear to have been far smaller and
much less lethal than the Russian ones.
Another major contributor to the issue was Dr. Austin J.
App, and just three years earlier he had published a
short book bearing the lurid title The Six Million Swindle:
Blackmailing the German People for Hard Marks with
Fabricated Corpses.
In a follow-up column by Ames’ own editor, the stunned
reactions of various journalists are listed, with one of
them Tweeting out “I had no idea that Reason Magazine
was once a haven for Holocaust Revisionism. Holy Moly.”
Despite the angry obfuscations of present-day Reason
staffers, this description seems quite correct.

Indeed,
there
seems
considerable
circumstantial
evidence that around that time “Holocaust Skepticism”
extended rather broadly within the entire nascent
libertarian movement. Aside from the sharp critique of
the aforementioned Prof. Reed, the overwhelming
majority of the reader responses seemed totally
favorable, with Samuel Konkin III, editor of New
Libertarian Weekly and various similar publications,
suggesting that the February issue was one of the best
they had ever published. David Nolan, founder of
America’s Libertarian Party, also praised the issue as
“outstanding.”
The two editors of the issue in question even today
remain quite prominent figures at Reason and within
American libertarianism, while the masthead then carried
names such as David Brudnoy and Alan Reynolds, who
both later became influential figures in conservative and
libertarian politics. There seems no evidence of any
resignations or angry recriminations following the issue’s
publication, which seems to have been digested with
total equanimity, apparently arousing less rancor than
might have been generated by a dispute over monetary
policy.
I’d never paid much attention to Holocaust discussions
over the years, but the name of Murray Rothbard on the
1976 Reason masthead prompted a memory. Rothbard is
widely regarded as the founder of modern libertarianism,
and I recalled in the 1990s reading somewhere that he
had often ridiculed the Holocaust as being total
nonsense, which had stuck in my mind as a typical
example of libertarian eccentricity. A quick Google search
seemed to confirm my recollection that Rothbard was an
avowed Holocaust Denier.
Although the whole controversy regarding Reason’s
editorial line of the mid-1970s soon died down, it
remained a nagging puzzle in the back of my mind. I’d
always been quite skeptical of libertarian ideology, but
my Reason friends from the 1990s had certainly seemed
like smart and rational people to me, hardly raving
lunatics of any sort, and two of the ones I’d known best
had been the co-editors of the controversial issue in
question.
I could easily understand how zealous libertarian
ideologues might be swept past the point of rationality
on certain matters—perhaps arguing that the police and
the army should be abolished as statist institutions—but
the factual question of what had or had not happened to
the Jews of Europe during World War II hardly fell into
that sort of category. Furthermore, libertarianism had
always attracted a very large Jewish contingent,
especially in its upper ranks, and one of the issue editors
came from that background, as did Rothbard and
numerous others featured on the masthead. While
deranged anti-Semitism is not impossible among Jews, I
would think that it is somewhat less likely. Clearly
something very odd must have been going on.
I was then too busy with my work to focus on the
matter, but some months later I had more time, and
began a detailed investigation. My first step was to
carefully read the Reason articles produced by those
controversial writers previously unknown to me.
Although those pieces were not Holocaust-related, I
thought they might give me a sense of their thinking.
To my surprise, the historiography seemed outstandingly
good, and almost certainly accurate based on what I had
picked up over the years from perfectly mainstream
sources. Dr. Martin’s long article on the notorious
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framing of “Tokyo Rose” was probably the best and most
comprehensive treatment I had ever encountered on that
topic, and Dr. App’s analysis of the tragedy of the
Sudeten-Germans was equally strong, raising several
points I had previously not known. Percy Greaves
effectively summarized many of the very suspicious
aspects of the Pearl Harbor attack, and although his case
for the prosecution against FDR was certainly not
airtight, it accorded with the views presented by
numerous scholars in other books on the subject.
Moreover, his position was seconded by a young Bruce
Bartlett, later a prominent Reagan and Bush official, and
still later a strong Republican opponent of George W.
Bush, routinely feted by the New York Times. Most of the
other writings also seemed of very high quality, including
Dr. North’s summary of World War II Revisionism. In
general, the academic scholarship of those articles
greatly surpassed anything found in opinion magazines of
more recent decades, Reason itself included. Those so
interested can click on the above links, read the articles
in question, and decide for themselves.
Back then, Reason was a young and struggling
magazine, with a shoestring staff and budget. Publishing
articles of such obvious quality was surely a remarkable
achievement for which the editors could feel justifiably
proud, and the overwhelmingly positive letters they
received seemed absolutely warranted. Meanwhile, the
nasty attacks by Ames appeared to be those of a mere
political hack who may not have even bothered actually
reading the articles whose authors he vilified.
As a further sign of Ames’ dishonesty, he flung the
epithet “Nazi” some two dozen times in his hack-job,
along with numerous uses of “anti-Semitic” as well, and
Greaves was certainly the subject of many of those slurs.
But although Greaves and Bartlett wrote back-to-back
articles on exactly the same Pearl Harbor topic, and
according to Wikipedia, the former was the academic
advisor to the latter on that subject, Bartlett’s name
appears nowhere in Ames’s hit-piece, presumably
because denouncing a prominent policy expert much
beloved by the New York Times as an “anti-Semitic NeoNazi” might prove self-defeating. Even leaving that aside,
accusing the Jewish libertarians running Reason of being
Nazi propagandists must surely be the sort of charge that
would strain the credulity of even the most gullible.

*Deborah Lipstadt and Holocaust Denial*
With Ames’ credibility totally shredded, I decided to
carefully reread his article again, looking for what clues I
could find to the whole bizarre situation. Academic
scholars who publish very good history on certain
subjects might still have totally irrational views on
others, but normally one would assume otherwise.
It appeared that much of Ames’ understanding of the
issue had come from a certain Deborah Lipstadt, whom
he characterized as a great Holocaust expert. Her name
was very vaguely familiar to me as some sort of
academic activist, who years before had won a major
legal victory over a rightwing British historian named
David Irving, and Irving himself received further
denunciations in the Ames article.
However, one name did stick out. Apparently based on
Lipstadt’s information, Ames described Harry Elmer
Barnes as “the godfather of American Holocaust denial
literature” and Martin’s “Holocaust denial guru.”
A dozen years earlier, the name “Barnes” would have
meant almost nothing to me. But as I produced my
content-archiving system and digitized so many of

America’s most influential publications of the last 150
years, I had soon discovered that many of our most
illustrious public intellectuals—Left, Right, and Center—
had been suddenly purged and “disappeared” around
1940 because of their stalwart opposition to FDR’s
extremely aggressive foreign policy, and Barnes, an
eminent historian and sociologist, had been among the
most prominent of those. He had been one of the earliest
editors at Foreign Affairs and for many years afterward
his important articles had graced the pages of The New
Republic and The Nation, while even after his fall, he had
edited Perpetual War for Perpetual Peace, an important
1953 collection of essays by himself and other onceprominent figures. But to have a figure of such
intellectual stature accused of being a Holocaust Denier,
let alone the “godfather” of the entire movement,
seemed rather bizarre to me.
Since Ames was merely an ignorant political hack
transmitting the opinions of others, I moved on Lipstadt,
his key source. Anyone who has spent much time on the
comment-threads of relatively unfiltered websites has
certainly encountered the controversial topic of Holocaust
Denial, but I now decided to try to investigate the issue
in much more serious fashion.
A few clicks on the Amazon.com
website, and her 1993 book Denying
the Holocaust arrived in my mailbox
a couple of days later, providing me
an entrance into the mysterious
world.

Reading the book was certainly a
tremendous
revelation
to
me.
Lipstadt is a professor of Holocaust
Studies with an appointment in
Emory University’s Department of
Theology, and once I read the
opening paragraph of her first
chapter, I decided that her academic specialty might
certainly be described as “Holocaust Theology.”
The producer was incredulous. She found it hard to
believe that I was turning down an opportunity to appear
on her nationally televised show. “But you are writing a
book on this topic. It will be great publicity.” I explained
repeatedly that I would not participate in a debate with a
Holocaust denier. The existence of the Holocaust was not
a matter of debate. I would analyze and illustrate who
they were and what they tried to do, but I would not
appear with them…Unwilling to accept my no as final, she
vigorously condemned Holocaust denial and all it
represented. Then, in one last attempt to get me to
change my mind, she asked me a question: “I certainly
don’t agree with them, but don’t you think our viewers
should hear the other side?”
Lipstadt’s absolute horror at having someone actually
dispute the tenets of her academic doctrine could not
have been more blatant. Surely no zealous theologian of
the European Dark Ages would have reacted any
differently.
The second chapter of her book supported that
impression. Since many of the individuals she castigates
as Holocaust Deniers also supported the Revisionist
perspective of the underlying causes of the First and
Second World Wars, she harshly attacked those schools,
but in rather strange fashion. In recent years, blogger
Steve Sailer and others have ridiculed what they describe
as the “point-and-sputter” style of debate, in which a
“politically-incorrect” narrative is merely described and
then automatically treated as self-evidently false without
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any accompanying need for actual refutation. This
seemed to be the approach that Lipstadt took throughout
her rather short book.
For example, she provided a very long list of leading
academic scholars, prominent political figures, and
influential journalists who had championed Revisionist
history, noted that their views disagree with the more
mainstream perspective she had presumably imbibed
from her History 101 textbooks, and thereby regarded
them as fully debunked. Certainly a Christian preacher
attempting to refute the evolutionary theories of
Harvard’s E.O. Wilson by quoting a passage of Bible
verse might take much the same approach. But few
evangelical activists would be so foolish as to provide a
very long list of eminent scientists who all took the same
Darwinist position and then attempt to sweep them aside
by citing a single verse from Genesis. Lipstadt seems to
approach history much like a Bible-thumper, but a
particularly dim-witted one. Moreover, many of the
authors she attacked had already become familiar to me
after a decade of my content-archiving work, and I had
found their numerous books quite scholarly and
persuasive.
Barnes, in particular, figured quite prominently in
Lipstadt’s chapter and throughout her book. The index
listed his name on more than two dozen pages, and he is
repeatedly described as the “godfather” of Holocaust
Denial, and its seminal figure. Given such heavy
coverage, I eagerly examined all those references and
the accompanying footnotes to uncover the shocking
statements he must have made during his very long
scholarly career.
I was quite disappointed. There is not a single reference I
could find to his supposed Holocaust Denial views until
just the year before his death at age 79, and even that
item is hardly what I had been led to believe. In a 9,300
word article on Revisionism for a libertarian publication,
he ridicules a leading Holocaust source for claiming that
Hitler had killed 25 million Jews, noting that total was
nearly twice their entire worldwide population at the
time. In addition, Barnes several times applied the word
“allegedly” to the stories of the Nazi extermination
scheme, a sacrilegious attitude that appears to have
horrified a theologian such as Lipstadt. Finally, in a short,
posthumously published review of a book by French
scholar Paul Rassiner, Barnes found his estimate of just 1
million to 1.5 million Jewish deaths quite convincing, but
his tone suggested that he had never previously
investigated the matter himself.
So although that last item technically validated Lipstadt’s
accusation that Barnes was a Holocaust Denier, her
evidence-free claims that he was the founder and leader
of the field hardly enhances her scholarly credibility.
Meanwhile, all the many tens of thousands of words I
have read by Barnes has suggested that he was a careful
and dispassionate historian.
A notorious incident that occurred soon after the
Bolshevik Revolution came to my mind. Eminent
philologist Timofei Florinsky, one of Russia’s most
internationally renowned academic scholars, was hauled
before a revolutionary tribunal for a public interrogation
about his ideas, and one of the judges, a drunken Jewish
former prostitute, found his answers so irritating that she
drew her revolver and shot him dead right there and
then. Given Lipstadt’s obvious emotional state, I have a
strong suspicion that she might have wished she could
deal in a similar fashion with Barnes and the numerous

other scholars she denounced. Among other things, she
noted with horror that more than two decades after his
1940 purge from public life, Barnes’ books were still
required reading at both Harvard and Columbia.
All of us reasonably extrapolate what we already know or
can easily check against what is more difficult to verify,
and the remaining chapters of Lipstadt’s book left me
very doubtful about the reliability of her work, all of
which was written in a similar near-hysterical style. Since
she had already been vaguely known to me from her
well-publicized legal battle against historian David Irving
more than a dozen years earlier, I was hardly surprised
to discover that many pages were devoted to vilifying
and insulting him in much the same manner as Barnes,
so I decided to investigate that case.
I was only slightly surprised to discover that Irving had
been one of the world’s most successful World War II
historians, whose remarkable documentary findings had
completely upended our knowledge of that conflict and
its origins, with his books selling in the many millions.
His entire approach to controversial historical issues was
to rely as much as possible upon hard documentary
evidence, and his total inability to locate any such
documents relating to the Holocaust drove Lipstadt and
her fellow ethnic-activists into a frenzy of outrage, so
after many years of effort they finally managed to wreck
his career. Out of curiosity, I read a couple of his shorter
books,
which
seemed
absolutely
outstanding
historiography, written in a very measured tone, quite
different from that of Lipstadt, whose own 2005 account
of her legal triumph over Irving, History on Trial, merely
confirmed my opinion of her incompetence.
Lipstadt’s first book Beyond Belief, published in 1986,
tells an interesting story as well, with her descriptive
subtitle being “The American Press and the Coming of
the Holocaust, 1933-1945.” Much of the volume consists
of press clippings from the American print media of that
era interspersed with her running rather hysterical
commentary, but providing little analysis or judgment.
Some of the journalists reported horrifying conditions for
Jews in pre-war Germany while others claim that such
stories
were
wildly
exaggerated,
and
Lipstadt
automatically praised the former and denounced the
latter without providing any serious explanation.
Lenni Brenner’s remarkable book Zionism in the Age of
the Dictators had been published three years earlier.
Although I only discovered it very recently, surely any
half-competent specialist in her own topic would have
noticed it, yet Lipstadt provided no hint of its existence.
Perhaps the reality of the important Nazi-Zionist
economic partnership of the 1930s, with Nazi officials
traveling to Palestine as honored Zionist guests and
leading Nazi newspapers praising the Zionist enterprise
might have complicated her simple story of fanatic
German Jew-hatred under Hitler steadily rising towards
an exterminationist pitch. Her faculty appointment in a
Department of Theology seems very apt.
Lipstadt’s wartime coverage is just as bad, perhaps
worse. She catalogs perhaps a couple of hundred print
news reports, each describing the massacre of hundreds
of thousands or even millions of Jews by the Nazis. But
she expresses her outrage that so many of these reports
were buried deep within the inside pages of newspapers,
a placement suggesting that they were regarded as
hysterical wartime atrocity propaganda and probably
fictional, with the editors sometimes explicitly stating
that opinion. Indeed, among these under-emphasized
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stories was the claim that the Germans had recently
killed 1.5 million Jews by individually injecting each one
of them in the heart with a lethal drug. And although I
don’t see any mention of it, around that same time
America’s top Jewish leader Rabbi Stephen Wise was
peddling the absurd report that the Nazis had
slaughtered millions of Jews, turning their skins into
lampshades and rendering their bodies into soap.
Obviously, separating truth from falsehood during a
blizzard of wartime propaganda is not nearly as easy as
Lipstadt seems to assume.
Ordinary Americans were apparently even more skeptical
than newspaper editors. According to Lipstadt:
Writing in the Sunday New York Times Magazine,
[Arthur] Koestler cited public opinion polls in the United
States in which nine of ten average Americans dismissed
the accusations against the Nazis as propaganda lies and
flatly stated that they did not believe a word of them.
Lipstadt convincingly demonstrates that very few
Americans seem to have believed in the reality of the
Holocaust during the Second World War itself, despite
considerable efforts by agitated Jewish activists to
persuade them. Over the years, I have seen mention of
numerous other books making this same basic point, and
therefore harshly condemning the American political
leaders of the time for having failed “to save the Jews.”
Explicit and Implicit Holocaust Denial After World War II

Yet as I began further investigating the history of
Holocaust Denial in the wake of the Reason contretemps,
I was very surprised to discover that this same pattern of
widespread disbelief in the Holocaust seems to have
continued unabated after the end of the war and
throughout the 1950s, being especially strong among
high-ranking American military figures, especially top
generals and individuals with an Intelligence background,
who seemingly would have had the best knowledge of
the true events.
Some years ago, I came across a totally obscure 1951
book entitled Iron Curtain Over America by John Beaty, a
well-regarded university professor. Beaty had spent his
wartime years in Military Intelligence, being tasked with
preparing the daily briefing reports distributed to all top
American officials summarizing available intelligence
information acquired during the previous 24 hours, which
was obviously a position of considerable responsibility.
As a zealous anti-Communist, he regarded much of
America’s Jewish population as deeply implicated in
subversive activity, therefore constituting a serious
threat to traditional American freedoms. In particular,
the growing Jewish stranglehold over publishing and the
media was making it increasingly difficult for discordant
views to reach the American people, with this regime of
censorship constituting the “Iron Curtain” described in
his title. He blamed Jewish interests for the totally
unnecessary war with Hitler’s Germany, which had long
sought good relations with America, but instead had
suffered total destruction for its strong opposition to
Europe’s Jewish-backed Communist menace.
Beaty also sharply denounced American support for the
new state of Israel, which was potentially costing us the
goodwill of so many millions of Muslims and Arabs. And
as a very minor aside, he also criticized the Israelis for
continuing to claim that Hitler had killed six million Jews,
a highly implausible accusation that had no apparent
basis in reality and seemed to be just a fraud concocted
by Jews and Communists, aimed at poisoning our
relations with postwar Germany and extracting money

for the Jewish State from the long-suffering German
people.
He was scathing toward the Nuremberg Trials, which he
described as a “major indelible blot” upon America and “a
travesty of justice.” According to him, the proceedings
were dominated by vengeful German Jews, many of
whom engaged in falsification of testimony or even had
criminal backgrounds. As a result, this “foul fiasco”
merely taught Germans that “our government had no
sense of justice.” Sen. Robert Taft, the Republican leader
of the immediate postwar era took a very similar
position, which later won him the praise of John F.
Kennedy in Profiles in Courage. The fact that the chief
Soviet prosecutor at Nuremberg had played the same
role during the notorious Stalinist show trials of the late
1930s, during which numerous Old Bolsheviks confessed
to all sorts of absurd and ridiculous things, hardly
enhanced the credibility of the proceedings to many
outside observers.
Then as now, a book taking such controversial positions
stood little chance of finding a mainstream New York
publisher, but it was soon released by a small Dallas
firm, and then became enormously successful, going
through some seventeen printings over the next few
years. According to Scott McConnell, founding editor of
The American Conservative, Beaty’s book became the
second most popular conservative text of the 1950s,
ranking only behind Russell Kirk’s iconic classic, The
Conservative Mind.
Moreover, although Jewish groups including the ADL
harshly condemned the book, especially in their private
lobbying, those efforts provoked a backlash, and
numerous top American generals, both serving and
retired,
wholeheartedly
endorsed
Beaty’s
work,
denouncing the ADL efforts at censorship and urging all
Americans to read the volume. Although Beaty’s quite
explicit Holocaust Denial might shock tender modern
sensibilities, at the time it seems to have caused barely a
ripple of concern and was almost totally ignored even by
the vocal Jewish critics of the work.
Much of this very interesting story is
told by Joseph Bendersky, an expert in
Holocaust Studies, who devoted ten
years of archival research to his 2000
book The “Jewish Threat.”

His work chronicles the extremely
widespread
anti-Semitism
found
within the U.S. Army and Military
Intelligence throughout the first half
of the twentieth century, with Jews
being widely regarded as posing a
serious security risk. The book runs
well over 500 pages, but when I consulted the index I
found no mention of the Rosenbergs nor Harry Dexter
White nor any of the other very numerous Jewish spies
revealed by the Venona Decrypts, and the term “Venona”
itself is also missing from the index. Reports of the
overwhelmingly Jewish leadership of the Russian
Bolsheviks are mostly treated as bigotry and paranoia, as
are descriptions of the similar ethnic skew of America’s
own Communist Party, let alone the heavy financial
support of the Bolsheviks by Jewish international
bankers. At one point, he dismisses the link between
Jews and Communism in Germany by noting that “less
than half” of the Communist Party leadership was
Jewish; but since fewer than one in a hundred Germans
came from that ethnic background, Jews were obviously
over-represented among Communist leaders by as much
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as 5,000%. This seems to typify the sort of dishonesty
and innumeracy I have regularly encountered among
Jewish Holocaust experts.
Meanwhile, with the copyright having long lapsed, I’m
pleased to add Beaty’s work to my Controversial HTML
Books selection, so individuals interested can read it and
decide for themselves:
The Iron Curtain Over America
John Beaty • 1951 • 82,000 Words

Beaty’s very brief 1951 discussion
has been the earliest instance of
explicit Holocaust Denial I have
managed to locate, but the
immediate postwar years seem
absolutely rife with what might be
described as “implicit Holocaust
Denial,”
especially
within
the
highest political circles.
Over the years, Holocaust scholars
and activists have very rightfully
emphasized the absolutely unprecedented nature of the
historical events they have studied. They describe how
some six million innocent Jewish civilians were
deliberately exterminated, mostly in gas chambers, by
one of Europe’s most highly cultured nations, and
emphasize that monstrous project was often accorded
greater priority than Germany’s own wartime military
needs during the country’s desperate struggle for
survival. Furthermore, the Germans also undertook
enormous efforts to totally eliminate all possible traces of
their horrifying deed, with huge resources expended to
cremate all those millions of bodies and scatter the
ashes. This same disappearance technique was even
sometimes applied to the contents of their mass graves,
which were dug up long after initial burial, so that the
rotting corpses could then be totally incinerated and all
evidence eliminated. And although Germans are
notorious for their extreme bureaucratic precision, this
immense wartime project was apparently implemented
without benefit of a single written document, or at least
no such document has ever been located.
Lipstadt entitled her first book “Beyond Belief,” and I
think that all of us can agree that the historical event she
and so many others in academia and Hollywood have
made the centerpiece of their lives and careers is
certainly one of the most very remarkable occurrences in
all of human history. Indeed, perhaps only a Martian
Invasion would have been more worthy of historical
study, but Orson Welles’s famous War of the Worlds
radio-play which terrified so many millions of Americans
in 1938 turned out to be a hoax rather than real.
The six million Jews who died in the Holocaust certainly
constituted a very substantial fraction of all the wartime
casualties in the European Theater, outnumbering by a
factor of 100 all the British who died during the Blitz, and
being dozens of times more numerous than all the
Americans who fell there in battle. Furthermore, the
sheer monstrosity of the crime against innocent civilians
would surely have provided the best possible justification
for the Allied war effort. Yet for many, many years after
the war, a very strange sort of amnesia seems to have
gripped most of the leading political protagonists in that
regard.
Robert Faurisson, a French academic who became a
prominent Holocaust Denier in the 1970s, once made an
extremely interesting observation regarding the memoirs
of Eisenhower, Churchill, and De Gaulle:

Three of the best known works on the Second World War
are General Eisenhower’s Crusade in Europe (New York:
Doubleday [Country Life Press], 1948), Winston
Churchill’s The Second World War (London: Cassell, 6
vols., 1948-1954), and the Mémoires de guerre of
General de Gaulle (Paris: Plon, 3 vols., 1954-1959). In
these three works not the least mention of Nazi gas
chambers is to be found.
Eisenhower’s Crusade in Europe is a book of 559 pages;
the six volumes of Churchill’s Second World War total
4,448 pages; and de Gaulle’s three-volume Mémoires de
guerre is 2,054 pages. In this mass of writing, which
altogether totals 7,061 pages (not including the
introductory parts), published from 1948 to 1959, one
will find no mention either of Nazi “gas chambers,” a
“genocide” of the Jews, or of “six million” Jewish victims
of the war.
Given that the Holocaust would reasonably rank as the
single most remarkable episode of the Second World
War, such striking omissions must almost force us to
place Eisenhower, Churchill, and De Gaulle among the
ranks of “implicit Holocaust Deniers.”
Many others seem to fall into that
same category. In 1981, Lucy S.
Dawidowicz, a leading Holocaust
scholar, published a short book
entitled The Holocaust and the
Historians,
in
which
she

denounced so many prominent
historians for having so totally
ignored the reality of the
Holocaust
for
many
years
following World War II. Indeed,
discussion of that topic was
almost entirely confined to the
Jewish Studies programs which
Jewish ethnic activists had newly
established
at
numerous
universities throughout the country. Although Lipstadt’s
poor scholarly habits and hysterical style hardly
impressed me, she appears to have been among the
most successful academics who began a career in those
ethnic studies departments, which suggests that their
average quality was far below her own.
Meanwhile, Dawidowicz emphasizes that mainstream
histories often entirely omitted the Holocaust from their
presentations:
But it is plain from the most cursory review of textbooks
and scholarly works by English and American historians
that the awesome events of the Holocaust have not been
given their historic due. For over two decades some
secondary school and college texts never mentioned the
subject at all, while others treated it so summarily or
vaguely as to fail to convey sufficient information about
the events themselves or their historical significance.
With regard to serious scholarship, she notes that when
Friedrich
Meinecke,
universally
acknowledged
as
Germany’s most eminent historian, published The
German Catastrophe in 1946, he harshly denounced
Hitler as the leader of “a band of criminals” but made
absolutely no mention of the Holocaust, which surely
would have represented the height of such criminality.
Major British accounts of Hitler and World War II by
leading historians such as A.J.P. Taylor, H.R. TrevorRoper, and Alan Bullock were almost as silent. A similar
situation occurred in America as late as 1972 when the
massive 1,237 page Columbia History of the World,
having a Jewish co-editor, devoted a full chapter to
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World War II but confined its discussion of the Holocaust
to just two short and somewhat ambiguous sentences.
One almost gets a sense that many of these experienced
professional historians treated discussion of the
Holocaust as a considerable embarrassment, a subject
that they sought to avoid or at least completely
minimize.
Dawidowicz even castigates Slaughterhouse-Five, the
1969 fictional masterpiece by Kurt Vonnegut, for its bald
assertion that the firebombing of Dresden was “the
greatest massacre in European history,” a claim that
seems to reduce the Holocaust to non-existence.
I myself had noticed something similar just a couple of
years before Dawidowicz’s book appeared. The English
translation of German journalist Joachim Fest’s widely
praised Hitler had been published in 1974 and I had read
it a few years later, finding it just as excellent as the
critics had indicated. But I remember being a little
puzzled that the 800 page book contained no more than
a couple of pages discussing the Nazi death camps and
the word “Jews” never even appeared in the index.
The vast majority of Hitler’s Jewish victims came from
Russia and the Eastern European nations included in the
Soviet Bloc. That was also the location of all the
extermination camps that are the central focus of
Holocaust scholars, and therefore the Soviets were the
source of most of the key evidence used at the
Nuremberg Trials. Yet Dawidowicz notes that after Stalin
grew increasingly suspicious of Jews and Israel a few
years after the end of the war, virtually all mention of
the Holocaust and German wartime atrocities against
Jews vanished from the Soviet media and history books.
A similar process occurred in the Warsaw Pact satellites,
even while the top Communist Party leadership of many
of those countries often remained very heavily Jewish for
some years. Indeed, I recall reading quite a number of
newspaper articles mentioning that after the Berlin Wall
fell and the sundered halves of Europe were finally
reunited, most Eastern Europeans had never even heard
of the Holocaust.
These
days,
my
morning
newspapers
seem
to
carry
Holocaust-related stories with
astonishing
frequency,
and
probably no event of the
twentieth century looms so large
in our public consciousness.
According to public survey data,
even as far back as 1995, some
97% of Americans knew of the
Holocaust, far more than were
aware of the Pearl Harbor attack
or America’s use of the atomic
bombs against Japan, while less
than half our citizenry were
aware that the Soviet Union had been our wartime ally.
But I’d suspect that anyone who drew his knowledge
from the mainstream newspapers and history books
during the first couple of decades after the end of the
Second World War might never have even been aware
that any Holocaust had actually occurred.
In 1999 Peter Novick published a book on this general
theme entitled The Holocaust in American Life, citing that

survey, and his introduction began by noting the very
strange pattern the Holocaust exhibited in its cultural
influence, which seems quite unique among all major
historical events. In the case of almost all other searing

historical occurrences such as the massive bloodshed of
the Somme or the bitter Vietnam War, their greatest
impact upon popular consciousness and media came
soon afterward, with the major books and films often
appearing within the first five or ten years when
memories were fresh, and the influence peaking within a
couple of decades, after which they were gradually
forgotten.
Yet in the case of the Holocaust, this pattern was
completely reversed. Hardly anyone discussed it for the
first twenty years after the end of the World War II,
while it gradually moved to the center of American life in
the 1970s, just as wartime memories were fading and
many of the most prominent and knowledgeable figures
from that era had departed the scene. Novick cites
numerous studies and surveys demonstrating that this
lack of interest and visibility certainly included the Jewish
community itself, which had seemingly suffered so
greatly under those events, yet apparently had almost
completely forgotten about them during the 1950s and
much of the 1960s.
I can certainly confirm that impression from my personal
experience. Prior to the mid- or late-1970s, I had had
only the vaguest impression that virtually all the Jews
and Gypsies of Europe had been exterminated during the
Second World War, and although the term “Holocaust”
was in widespread use, it invariably referred to a
“Nuclear Holocaust,” a term long-since supplanted and
scarcely used today. Then, after the Berlin Wall fell, I
was quite surprised to discover that Eastern Europe was
still filled with vast numbers of unexterminated Gypsies,
who quickly flooded into the West and provoked all sorts
of political controversies.

*The Rediscovery of the Holocaust*
The late scholar Raul Hilberg is universally acknowledged
as the founder of modern Holocaust studies, which began
with the 1961 publication of his massive volume The
Destruction of the European Jews. In his very interesting
2007 Hilberg obituary, historian Norman Finkelstein
emphasizes that prior to Hilberg’s work, there had been
virtually no writing on the Holocaust, and discussion of
the topic was considered almost “taboo.” For a recent
event of such apparent enormity to have been so
completely wiped away from public discussion and the
consciousness of historians and political scientists can be
explained in several different ways. But once I began to
investigate the circumstances behind Hilberg’s groundbreaking work, I encountered all sorts of strange ironies.
According to Wikipedia, Hilberg’s family of Austrian Jews
coincidentally arrived in the United States on the exact
day in 1939 that war broke out, and in his early teens he
was soon horrified to read all the news reports of the
ongoing extermination of his fellow Jews in the continent
his family had left behind, even telephoning Jewish
leaders asking why they were doing so little to save their
kinsmen from annihilation. He subsequently served in the
U.S. military in Europe, then majored in Political Science
at Brooklyn College after the end of the conflict. The
inspiration for his future scholarly focus seems to have
come when he was shocked by a remark made by one of
his lecturers, Hans Rosenberg:
The most wicked atrocities perpetrated on a civilian
population in modern times occurred during the
Napoleonic occupation of Spain.
When Hilberg asked how Rosenberg, himself a GermanJewish refugee, could have so totally ignored the murder
of 6 million Jews, a monstrous crime committed just a
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couple of years earlier, Rosenberg sought to deflect the
question, saying that “it was a complicated matter” and
“history doesn’t teach down into the present age.” Since
Rosenberg was a student of Meinecke, whom Lipstadt
has bitterly denounced as an implicit Holocaust Denier,
one wonders whether Rosenberg may have shared the
beliefs of his mentor but was reluctant to admit that fact
to his overwhelmingly Jewish students in emotionallycharged postwar Brooklyn.
Later, Hilberg conducted his doctoral research at
Columbia under Franz Neumann, another German-Jewish
refugee scholar. But when Hilberg indicated he wanted
his research to focus on the extermination of Europe’s
Jews, Neumann strongly discouraged that topic, warning
Hilberg that doing so would be professionally imprudent
and might become “his academic funeral.” When he
attempted to publish his research in book form, it
received numerous negative reviews, with Israel’s Yad
Vashem fearing it would encounter “hostile criticism,”
and over a six year period, it was rejected by several
major publishing houses along with Princeton University,
based on the advice of the influential Jewish intellectual
Hannah Arendt. One naturally wonders whether all these
established scholars may have quietly known something
that a naive young doctoral candidate such as Hilberg did
not. His book only appeared in print because a Jewish
immigrant whose business had suffered under the Nazis
funded the entire publication.
I’d never paid much attention to Holocaust issues, but
the supporters of my local Palo Alto Library operate a
monthly book sale, and with serious nonfiction
hardcovers often priced at just a quarter each, my
personal library has grown by hundreds of volumes over
the years, now including several of the thickest and most
influential Holocaust texts. Aside from Hilberg’s classic
volume, these include Nora Levin’s The Holocaust
(1968), Lucy Dawidowicz’s The War Against the Jews,
1933-1945 (1975), Martin Gilbert’s The Holocaust
(1985), and Daniel Goldhagen’s Hitler’s Willing
Executioners (1996).
I claim absolutely no expertise in Holocaust issues, and
analyzing the evidence and argumentation these
voluminous works offer is entirely beyond my ability. But
I decided to attempt to assess their overall credibility by
exploring a few particular items, without actually
bothering to read the thousands of pages of text they
provided.
Consider the interesting case of Field Marshal Erhard
Milch, Hermann Goering’s very powerful number-two in
the German Luftwaffe. His father was certainly a Jew,
and according to researchers Robert Wistrich and Louis
Snyder, there is archival evidence that his mother was
Jewish as well. Now is it certainly not impossible that a
Third Reich supposedly dedicated with grim fanaticism to
the extermination of each and every Jew might have
spent the entire war with a full- or half-Jew near the
absolute top of its military hierarchy, but surely that
puzzling anomaly would warrant careful explanation, and
Milch’s apparent Jewish background was certainly known
during the Nuremberg Trials.
Yet when I carefully consulted the very comprehensive
indexes of those five books, totaling over 3,500 pages,
there is virtually no discussion of Milch, except a few
very brief mentions of his name in connection with
various military operations. Either the authors were
unaware of Milch’s Jewish background, or perhaps they
hoped to keep that fact away from their readers lest it

cause “confusion.” Neither of these possibilities enhances
the trust we should place in their research skills or their
scholarly objectivity.
Indeed, the fascinating and widely-praised 2002 book
Hitler’s Jewish Soldiers by Bryan Mark Rigg notes that
aside from Milch, Hitler’s military contained over a dozen
half-Jewish generals and admirals and another dozen
quarter-Jews of that same high rank, plus a total of
roughly 150,000 additional half- or quarter-Jewish
soldiers, with a large fraction of these being officers. All
of these individuals would have had some fully-Jewish
parents or grand-parents, which seems decidedly odd
behavior for a regime supposedly so focused on the total
eradication of the Jewish race.
Another obvious matter casts further doubt upon the
historical quality of those five immensely thick volumes
of standard Holocaust narrative, which together occupy
nearly a linear foot on my bookshelves. For prosecutors
of any crime, establishing a plausible motive is certainly
an important goal, and in the case of the Jewish
Holocaust, these authors would seem to have an easy
task at hand. Hitler and his German colleagues had
always claimed that the Jews overwhelmingly dominated
Bolshevik Communism, and much of their struggle
against the former was in order to prevent further bloody
deeds of the latter. So surely devoting an early chapter
or so to describing this central Nazi doctrine would
provide an airtight explanation of what drove the Nazis to
their fiendish slaughters, rendering fully explicable the
horrifying events that would occupy the remainder of
their text.
Yet oddly enough, an examination of their indexes for
“Bolsheviks,” “Communism,” and all variants reveals
almost no discussion of this important issue. Goldhagen’s
1996 book provides just a couple of short sentences
spread across his 600 pages, and the other works seem
to contain virtually nothing at all. Since all of these
Holocaust books almost totally avoid Hitler’s selfdeclared motive for his anti-Jewish actions, they are
forced to desperately search for alternative explanations,
seeking clues buried deep within the German past or
turning to psychanalytical speculations or perhaps
deciding that what they describe as the greatest
massacre in all human history was undertaken out of
sheer Nazi wickedness.
The obvious reason for this glaring omission is that the
authors are constructing a morality-play in which the
Jews must be portrayed as absolutely blameless victims,
and even hinting at their role in the numerous
Communist atrocities that long preceded the rise of the
Third Reich might cause readers to consider both sides of
the issue. When purported historians go to absurd
lengths to hide such glaring facts, they unmask
themselves as propagandists, and we must be very
cautious about trusting their reliability and candor in all
other matters, whether great or small.
Indeed, the issue of Communism raises a far larger
matter, one having rather touchy implications.
Sometimes two simple compounds are separately inert,
but when combined together may possess tremendous
explosive force. From my introductory history classes
and readings in high school, certain things had always
seemed glaringly obvious to me even if the conclusions
remained unmentionable, and I once assumed they were
just as apparent to most others as well. But over the
years I have begun to wonder whether perhaps this
might not be correct.
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Back in those late Cold War days, the death toll of
innocent civilians from the Bolshevik Revolution and the
first two decades of the Soviet Regime was generally
reckoned at running well into the tens of millions when
we include the casualties of the Russian Civil War, the
government-induced famines, the Gulag, and the
executions. I’ve heard that these numbers have been
substantially revised downwards to perhaps as little as
twenty million or so, but no matter. Although determined
Soviet apologists may dispute such very large figures,
they have always been part of the standard narrative
history taught within the West.
Meanwhile, all historians know perfectly well that the
Bolshevik leaders were overwhelmingly Jewish, with
three of the five revolutionaries Lenin named as his
plausible successors coming from that background.
Although only around 4% of Russia’s population was
Jewish, a few years ago Vladimir Putin stated that Jews
constituted perhaps 80-85% of the early Soviet
government, an estimate fully consistent with the
contemporaneous claims of Winston Churchill, Times of
London correspondent Robert Wilton, and the officers of
American Military Intelligence. Recent books by
Alexander Solzhenitsyn, Yuri Slezkine, and others have
all painted a very similar picture. And prior to World War
II, Jews remained enormously over-represented in the
Communist leadership, especially dominating the Gulag
administration and the top ranks of the dreaded NKVD.
Both of these simple facts have been widely accepted in
America throughout my entire lifetime. But combine
them together with the relatively tiny size of worldwide
Jewry, around 16 million prior to World War II, and the
inescapable conclusion is that in per capita terms Jews
were the greatest mass-murderers of the twentieth
century, holding that unfortunate distinction by an
enormous margin and with no other nationality coming
even remotely close. And yet, by the astonishing
alchemy of Hollywood, the greatest killers of the last one
hundred years have somehow been transmuted into
being seen as the greatest victims, a transformation so
seemingly implausible that future generations will surely
be left gasping in awe.
Today’s American Neocons are just as heavily Jewish as
were the Bolsheviks of a hundred years ago, and they
have greatly benefited from the political immunity
provided by this totally bizarre inversion of historical
reality. Partly as a consequence of their media-fabricated
victimhood status, they have managed to seize control
over much of our political system, especially our foreign
policy, and have spent the last few years doing their
utmost to foment an absolutely insane war with nucleararmed Russia. If they do manage to achieve that
unfortunate goal, they will surely outdo the very
impressive human body-count racked up by their ethnic
ancestors, perhaps even by an order-of-magnitude or
more.

*Holocaust Frauds and Confusions*

memoir. But then a few years later, the media revealed
that Kosinski’s national best-seller was simply fraudulent,
and the plagiarizing author eventually committed suicide.
Indeed, there have been so many fake Holocaust
memoirs over the years that they nearly constitute a
literary genre of their own.
Probably the most world’s most famous Holocaust
survivor was Elie Wiesel, who parlayed the stories of his
wartime suffering into becoming an enormous political
celebrity. His career was capped with a Nobel Peace Prize
in 1986, and the announcement declared him “a
messenger to mankind.” Yet journalist Alexander
Cockburn has persuasively argued that Wiesel was
simply a fraud, and his famous autobiographical work
Night just another literary hoax.
Although the iconic figure of “the Six Million” has been
endlessly repeated by our media, the estimated numbers
of the dead have actually been shockingly variable over
the years. Although I never paid much attention to
Holocaust issues, I have closely read my major
newspapers and magazines for decades, and had
regularly seen the statement that the Nazi death
machine had brutally exterminated five million Gentiles
along with the six million Jews. But just last year, I was
stunned to discover that former total was simply a
whole-cloth invention by prominent Holocaust-activist
Simon Wiesenthal, who simply made the figure up one
day with the intent of giving non-Jews more of a stake in
the Holocaust story. And despite being based on
absolutely no evidence or research, his casual claim was
never effectively refuted by actual Holocaust scholars,
who knew it to be total nonsense, and therefore it was so
regularly repeated in the media that I probably read it
hundreds of times over the years, always assuming it
had some firm grounding in proven reality.
Similarly, for decades I had always read the undeniable
fact that the Nazis had exterminated 4 million inmates at
Auschwitz, with most of the victims being Jews, and
Lipstadt certainly treated that number as absolutely rocksolid historical reality. But in the early 1990s after the
fall of Communism, the official total was quietly revised
downwards to as little as 1.1 million. The fact that a
sudden reduction in the official Holocaust body-count by
3 million has had so little impact upon our public
Holocaust media narrative hardly seems to inspire great
confidence in either the total figures or the media
reporting of them.
Over the last couple of generations, our media has
engraved that figure of Six Million so deeply onto the
minds of every Western citizen that the meaning of the
iconic number is universally understood, and those who
question it risk a prison sentence in many European
countries. Yet its actual origin is somewhat obscure.
According to some accounts, Jewish groups lobbied
President Truman into casually inserting it into one of his
speeches, and thereafter it has endlessly echoed in the
media down to the present day.

Since the Holocaust only became a major public topic
after wartime memories had grown dim, the story has
always seemed to suffer from the problems traditionally
associated with “recovered memory syndrome.” Truths
and falsehoods were often mixed together in strange
ways, and the door was opened wide to an astonishing
number of outright frauds and liars.
For example, in the late 1970s I remember many of my
high school classmates devouring The Painted Bird by
Jerzy Kosinski, perhaps the first widely popular Holocaust

Sometimes the creation of a new Holocaust hoax was
only narrowly averted. Throughout most of the twentieth
century, Jews and blacks had been close political allies in

Some angry Internet activist has put together a graphic
displaying extracts from dozens of New York Times
stories between 1869 and 1941 all citing the figure of 6
million Eastern European Jews as being threatened with
death, suggesting that our official Holocaust body-count
actually predated World War II by as much as three
generations. I really wouldn’t be surprised if that might
be the original source of the number.
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America, with the top leadership of the NAACP almost
invariably being Jewish, as were nearly all of Martin
Luther King, Jr.’s top white advisors and a very large
fraction of the key white activists involved in the black
Civil Rights movement of the 1950s and 1960s. But by
the late 1960s, a schism had erupted, with many
younger black activists becoming deeply hostile to what
they perceived as overwhelming Jewish influence, while
more militant blacks, whether Muslim or otherwise,
began siding with the Palestinians against Zionist Israel.
This growing conflict became especially bitter during
Jesse Jackson’s presidential campaign of 1988 and
reached a flash-point in the New York City of the early
1990s.

A couple of film-makers sought to help heal this rift by
producing a major 1992 PBS documentary entitled The
Liberators, recounting how black American troops had
been among the first units that captured the Buchenwald
and Dachau concentration camps, thereby freeing the
tens of thousands of Jewish inmates from Nazi captivity.
A historical narrative of such deep symbolic resonance
quickly attracted overwhelming support from both black
leaders and Jewish ones, with Jesse Jackson sharing the
stage with Holocaust survivors and numerous Jewish
luminaries at the Harlem premiere, and the film received
an Oscar nomination. However, in early Febuary 1993
Jeffrey Goldberg took to the pages of The New Republic
to reveal that the story was merely a hoax, based on
falsified history. Although the film’s Jewish co-producer
angrily denounced her critics as racists and Holocaust
Deniers, those charges stuck, and were eventually
reported in the New York Times and other major media
outlets. The leading Jewish organizations and Holocaust
centers that had been heavily promoting the film soon
distanced themselves, and in 2013 The Times of Israel
even marked the twenty-year anniversary of what it
described as a notorious hoax. But I suspect that if
matters had gone a little differently, the story might soon
have become so deeply embedded in the canonical

Holocaust narrative that anyone questioning the facts
would have been vilified as a racist.
A few years earlier, The New Republic had actually been
in the forefront of promoting a different hoax also
relating to Jewish issues, one which might have had far
greater international political significance when Joan
Peters, an obscure Jewish writer, published a major
historical work in 1984. She claimed that her extensive
archival research had revealed that the bulk of the
present-day Palestinians were actually not native to
Palestine, but instead were recently-arrived immigrants,
drawn there by the heavy economic development
produced by the Zionist settlers who had actually
preceded them.
Her shocking findings received hundreds of glowing
reviews and academic endorsements across the entire
spectrum of the mainstream and elite American media,
and her book quickly became a huge bestseller. Leading
Jewish Holocaust luminaries such as Dawidowicz and
Wiesel took center stage in praising her remarkable
scholarship, which seemed likely to completely demolish
the claims of the expelled Palestinians, thereby reshaping
the nature of the Middle East conflict to Israel’s great
advantage.
However, a young graduate student in History at
Princeton named Norman Finkelstein had considerable
interest in the history of Zionism, and being very much
surprised by her findings, decided to investigate those
claims. Once he began carefully checking her footnotes
and her alleged sources, he discovered they were
entirely fraudulent, and her groundbreaking research
merely amounted to a hoax, which some later suggested
had been concocted by an intelligence organization and
merely published under her name.
Although
Finkelstein
widely
distributed his important findings,
they were totally ignored by all the
American journalists, scholars, and
media organizations he contacted,
with the sole exception of Noam
Chomsky, and the growing Joan
Peters Hoax might have destroyed
the legal basis of the international
Palestinian claims to their own
Palestine homeland. But some
independent-minded
British
publications eventually picked up
his information, and the resulting
wave of media embarrassment caused the Peters claims
to fade into oblivion. Meanwhile, Finkelstein himself
suffered severe retaliation as a consequence, and
according to Chomsky was completely blacklisted by his
Princeton
department
and
the
wider
academic
community.
More than a dozen years later, Finkelstein’s work became
the focus of a second major controversy. In the late
1990s, international Jewish organizations launched a
major effort to extract many billions of dollars from the
largest Swiss banks, arguing that such funds were the
rightful property of European Jews who had died in the
Holocaust. When the banks initially resisted, arguing that
no solid evidence was being presented for such
enormous claims, they were harshly denounced by
America’s Jewish-dominated media, and Jewish lobbying
led the American government to threaten them with
severe financial sanctions that could have destroyed their
businesses.
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Faced with such serious extortionate pressure, the banks
finally gave way and paid out the bulk of the funds being
demanded, with those billions mostly retained by the
Jewish organizations leading the campaign and spent on
their own projects since the purported Jewish heirs were
impossible to locate.
This
situation
led
historian
Finkelstein to publish a short book in
2000 entitled The Holocaust Industry,

in which he harshly critiqued what he
characterized as a global Jewish
money-making enterprise aimed at
unfairly extracting wealth on behalf
of the supposed Holocaust victims,
often with little regard for truth or
fairness. Although almost entirely
ignored by the American media, it
became a major bestseller in Europe,
which eventually forced American
publications to give it some attention. Among other
things, Finkelstein noted that more than a half-century
after the end of the Holocaust, the number of officially
designated Holocaust survivors had grown so large that
simple mortality considerations seemed to imply that
huge numbers of European Jews must have survived the
war. This obviously raised serious questions about how
many might have actually died during that conflict and
its accompanying Holocaust.
Over the years, I had noticed the same sorts of media
reports claiming enormous totals of Holocaust survivors
still alive now six or seven decades after the event. For
example, even as late as 2009 an official at Israel’s
Jewish Agency justified laws criminalizing Holocaust
Denial by explaining that almost 65 years after the end
of the war “there are still hundreds of thousands of living
Holocaust survivors,” a statement which itself seems to
constitute rather explicit Holocaust Denial. Indeed, a
very noticeable number of all the New York Times
obituaries I read these days in my morning newspapers
seem to include Holocaust survivors still expiring in their
eighties and nineties.
Anyone who reads serious history books knows that Jews
have generally enjoyed a reputation for producing many
of the world’s greatest swindlers and frauds, hardly
surprising given their notorious tendency to lie and
dissemble. Meanwhile, the Jewish community also seems
to contain far more than its fair share of the emotionally
disturbed and the mentally ill, and perhaps as a
consequence has served as a launching-pad for many of
the world’s religious cults and fanatic ideological
movements. Any exploration of the Holocaust certainly
tends to support this rather negative appraisal.

*The Holocaust and Hollywood*
Although the Holocaust began to enter American
consciousness during the 1960s and 1970s with the
publication of major books by Hilberg, Levin,
Dawidowicz, and others, together with the resulting
articles and reviews that these generated, the initial
social impact was probably not substantial, at least
outside the Jewish community. Even highly successful
books selling in the many tens of thousands of copies
would have little impact in a population of more than 200
million.
Our media completely shapes our perceived reality of the
world, and although intellectuals and many of the highly
educated are greatly influenced by books and other
forms of printed content, the vast majority of the

population understands the world through electronic
media, especially that of popular entertainment.
Consider, for example, the 1974 publication of Time on
the Cross: The Economics of American Negro Slavery, a
magisterial two volume analysis by economists Robert
William Fogel and Stanley L. Engerman. By applying
quantitative methods, the study overturned generations
of assumptions about the American social institution,
demonstrating that black slaves in the South were
encouraged to marry and maintain their households,
while having diets and medical care comparable to that
of the free white population and often superior to that of
Northern industrial wage-earners. Moreover, following
emancipation the life expectancy of freedmen declined by
ten percent and their illnesses increased by twenty per
cent. All of this is summarized in the extensive Wikipedia
entry.
Although their results were controversial, the authors
had the strongest possible academic credentials, with
Fogel, an eminent scholar, being a leading figure in a
school of economics who went on to win a Nobel Prize.
And Fogel’s ideological credentials were even more
robust, given that he had had a lifelong commitment to
black Civil Rights starting with the eight years he had
spent as a young Communist Party organizer, while his
1949 marriage to a black woman had often subjected the
couple to the indignities of the anti-miscegenation laws
of that era. Consequently, their findings received
unprecedented coverage in the mainstream media for an
academic study and surely influenced numerous
historians and journalists. Yet I think the long-term
impact upon popular perceptions about slavery has been
almost nil.
By contrast, in 1976 the ABC television network ran the
prime-time miniseries Roots, a multi-generational
account of a slave family. The story closely adhered to
the
traditionally
harsh
slavery
narrative,
while
supposedly being based upon the recorded family history
of Alex Haley, the author of the best-selling book of that
same title. But although his work was later found to be
fraudulent and apparently plagiarized, the ratings were
stellar and the social impact enormous due to the
audience of 100 million Americans who watched those
episodes. Thus, even the most impressive written
scholarship had absolutely no chance of competing with
fictionalized television drama.
All three of America’s television networks were under
Jewish ownership or control, so it was hardly surprising
that two years later ABC decided to repeat this process
with the 1978 television miniseries Holocaust, which also
achieved an audience of 100 million and generated
enormous profits. It seems quite possible this may have
been the first time many American families discovered
that colossal but almost entirely invisible event of World
War II.
The following year, William Styron published Sophie’s
Choice, a heart-rending tale involving deeply buried
memories of the extermination of Christian Polish
children in the Auschwitz gas chambers. Although such
an occurrence was absolutely contrary to the doctrines of
all Jewish Holocaust scholars, the novel became a huge
national best-seller anyway, and a 1982 film of the same
name soon followed, with Meryl Streep winning an Oscar
for Best Actress. A decade later, Steven Spielberg’s 1993
Schindler’s List won a remarkable seven Oscars, while
grossing nearly $100 million.
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With Hollywood so overwhelmingly Jewish, the
consequences were hardly surprising, and a huge
cinematic
genre
soon
developed.
According
to
Finkelstein, Hollywood produced some 180 Holocaust
films just during the years 1989-2004. Even the very
partial subset of Holocaust films listed on Wikipedia has
grown enormously long, but fortunately the Movie
Database has winnowed down the catalog by providing a
list of the 50 Most Moving Holocaust Films.
Many billions of dollars have surely been invested over
the years on the total production costs of this ongoing
business enterprise. For most ordinary people, “seeing is
believing,” and how could anyone seriously doubt the
reality of the Holocaust after having seen all the gas
chambers and mounds of murdered Jewish corpses
constructed by highly-paid Hollywood set designers?
Doubting the existence of Spiderman and the Incredible
Hulk would be almost as absurd.
Some 2% of Americans have a Jewish background, while
perhaps 95% possess Christian roots, but the Wikipedia
list of Christian films seems rather scanty and
rudimentary by comparison. Very few of those films were
ever widely released, and the selection is stretched to
even include The Chronicles of Narnia, which contains no
mention of Christianity whatsoever. One of the very few
prominent exceptions on the list is Mel Gibson’s 2004 The
Passion of the Christ, which he was forced to personally
self-fund. And despite the enormous financial success of
that movie, one of the most highly profitable domestic
releases of all time, the project rendered Gibson a hugely
vilified pariah in the industry over which he had once
reigned as its biggest star, especially after word got
around that his own father was a Holocaust Denier.
In many respects, Hollywood and the broader
entertainment media today provide the unifying spiritual
basis of our deeply secular society, and the
overwhelming predominance of Holocaust-themed films
over Christian ones has obvious implications. Meanwhile,
in our globalized world, the American entertainmentmedia complex totally dominates Europe and the rest of
the West, so that the ideas generated here effectively
shape the minds of many hundreds of millions of people
living elsewhere, whether or not they fully recognize that
fact.
In 2009, Pope Benedict XVI sought to heal the longstanding Vatican II rift within the Catholic Church and
reconcile with the breakaway Society of St. Pius X
faction. But this became a major media controversy
when it was discovered that Bishop Richard Williamson,
one of the leading members of that latter organization,
had long been a Holocaust Denier and also believed that
Jews should convert to Christianity. Although the many
other differences in Catholic doctrinal faith were fully
negotiable, apparently refusing to accept the reality of
the Holocaust was not, and Williamson remained
estranged from the Catholic Church. Soon afterward he
was even prosecuted for heresy by the German
government.
Internet critics have suggested that over the last couple
of generations, energetic Jewish activists have
successfully lobbied Western nations into replacing their
traditional religion of Christianity with the new religion of
Holocaustianity, and the Williamson Affair certainly
seems to support that conclusion.
Consider the French satirical magazine Charlie Hebdo.
Funded by Jewish interests, it spent years launching
vicious attacks against Christianity, sometimes in crudely
pornographic fashion, and also periodically vilified Islam.

Such activities were hailed by
French politicians as proof of the
total freedom of thought allowed in
the land of Voltaire. But the
moment that one of its leading
cartoonists made a very mild joke
related
to
Jews,
he
was
immediately fired, and if the
publication had ever ridiculed the
Holocaust, it surely would have
been immediately shut down, and
its entire staff possibly thrown into
prison.
Western journalists and human rights advocates have
often expressed support for the boldly transgressive
activities of the Jewish-funded Femen activists when they
desecrate Christian churches all around the world. But
such pundits would certainly be in an uproar if anyone
were to act in similar fashion toward the growing
international network of Holocaust Museums, most of
them built at public expense.
Indeed, one of the underlying sources of bitter Western
conflict with Vladimir Putin’s Russia seems to be that he
has restored Christianity to a favored place in a society
where the early Bolsheviks had once dynamited churches
and massacred many thousands of priests. Western
intellectual elites held far more positive feelings toward
the USSR while its leaders retained a stridently antiChristian attitude.

*The Rise and Suppression of Holocaust
Denial*
Since the Holocaust had been almost unknown in
America until the mid-1960s, explicit Holocaust Denial
was equally non-existent, but as the former grew in
visibility following the publication of Hilberg’s 1961 book,
the latter soon began to awaken as well.
Lipstadt’s vilification of Barnes as the “godfather” of
Holocaust Denial does contain a nugget of truth. His
posthumously-published
1968
review
endorsing
Rassinier’s denialist analysis seems to be the first such
substantial statement published anywhere in America, at
least if we exclude Beaty’s very casual 1951 dismissal of
the Jewish claims, which seem to have attracted
negligible public attention.
Near the end of the 1960s, a right-wing publisher named
Willis Carto came across a short and unpolished
Holocaust Denial manuscript, apparently produced some
years earlier, and he ignored legal niceties by simply
putting it into print. The purported author then sued for
plagiarism, and although the case was eventually settled,
his identity eventually leaked out as being that of David
L. Hoggan, a Barnes protege with a Harvard Ph.D. in
history serving as a junior faculty member at Stanford.
His desire for anonymity was aimed at preventing the
destruction of his career, but he failed in that effort, and
further academic appointments quickly dried up.
Meanwhile, Murray Rothbard, the founding father of
modern libertarianism, had always been a strong
supporter of historical Revisionism, and greatly admired
Barnes, who for decades had been the leading figure in
that field. Barnes had also briefly hinted at his general
skepticism about the Holocaust in a lengthy 1967 article
appearing in the Rampart Journal, a short-lived
libertarian publication, and this may have been noticed
within those ideological circles. It appears that by the
early 1970s, Holocaust Denial had become a topic of
some discussion within America’s heavily Jewish but
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fiercely free-thinking libertarian community, and this was
to have an important consequence.
A professor of Electrical Engineering at Northwestern
named Arthur R. Butz was casually visiting some
libertarian gathering during this period when he
happened to notice a pamphlet denouncing the Holocaust
as a fraud. He had never previously given any thought to
the issue, but such a shocking claim captured his
attention, and he began looking into the matter early in
1972. He soon decided that the accusation was probably
correct, but found the supporting evidence, including that
presented in the unfinished and anonymous Hoggan
book, far too sketchy, and decided it needed to be
fleshed out in much more detailed and comprehensive
fashion. He proceeded to undertake this project over the
next few years, working with the methodical diligence of
a trained academic engineer.
His major work, The Hoax of the Twentieth Century, first
appeared in print late in 1976, and immediately became
the central text of the Holocaust Denial community, a
position it still seems to retain down to this present day,
while with all the updates and appendices, the length has
grown to well over 200,000 words.
Although no mention of this forthcoming book appeared
in the February 1976 issue of Reason, it is possible that
word of the pending publication had gotten around within
libertarian circles, prompting the sudden new focus upon
historical Revisionism.
Butz
was
a
respectable tenured
professor at
Northwestern, and the release of his book laying out the
Holocaust Denial case soon became a minor sensation,
covered by the New York Times and other media outlets
in January 1977. In one of her books, Lipstadt devotes a
full chapter entitled “Entering the Mainstream” to Butz’s
work. According to a December 1980 Commentary article
by Dawidowicz, Jewish donors and Jewish activists
quickly mobilized, attempting to have Butz fired for his
heretical views, but back then academic tenure still held
firm and Butz survived, an outcome that seems to have
greatly irritated Dawidowicz.
Such a detailed and comprehensive book laying out the
Holocaust Denial case naturally had a considerable
impact on the national debate, especially since the
author was a mainstream and apparently apolitical
academic, and an American edition of Butz’s book soon
appeared in 1977. I’m very pleased to have made
arrangements to include the volume in my collection of
Controversial HTML Books, so those
interested can easily read it and
decide for themselves.
The Hoax of the Twentieth Century
The Case Against the Presumed
Extermination of European Jewry
Arthur R. Butz • 1976/2015 • 225,000
Words

The following year, these Holocaust
Denial trends seemed to gain further
momentum as Carto opened a small new publishing
enterprise in California called the Institute for Historical
Review (IHR), which launched a quarterly periodical
entitled The Journal of Historical Review in 1980. Both
the IHR and its JHR publication centered their efforts
around Revisionism in general, but with Holocaust Denial
being their major focus. Lipstadt devotes an entire
chapter to the IHR, later noting that most of the main
authors of the February 1976 Reason issue soon became
affiliated with that project or with other Carto

enterprises, as did Butz, while the editorial board of the
JHR was soon well-stocked with numerous Ph.D.’s, often
earned at highly-reputable universities. For the next
quarter century or so, the IHR would hold small
conferences every year or two, with David Irving
eventually becoming a regular presenter, and even fully
mainstream figures such as Pulitzer Prize-winning
historian John Toland occasionally appearing as
speakers.
As an important example of IHR efforts, in 1983 the
organization
published
The

Dissolution
of
Eastern
Europe
Jewry, a very detailed quantitative
analysis of the underlying demographics
and population movements around the
period encompassed by World War II,
apparently
the
first
such
study
undertaken. The author, writing under
the pen-name Walter N. Sanning,
sought to revise the extremely simplistic
population analysis casually assumed by
Holocaust historians.
Before the war, millions of Jews had lived in Eastern
Europe, and after the war, those communities had mostly
vanished. This undeniable fact has long stood as an
implicit central pillar of the traditional Holocaust
narrative. But drawing upon entirely mainstream
sources, Sanning persuasively demonstrates that the
situation was actually far more complicated than it might
seem. For example, it was widely reported at the time
that vast numbers of Polish Jews had been transported
by the Soviets to locations deep within their territory, on
both voluntary and involuntary terms, with future Israeli
Prime Minister Menachem Begin being including in those
transfers.
In addition, huge numbers of heavily urbanized Soviet
Jews were similarly evacuated ahead of the advancing
German forces in 1941. The exact size of these
population movements has long been uncertain and
disputed, but Sanning’s careful analysis of postwar
Soviet census data and other sources suggests that the
totals were likely towards the upper end of most
estimates. Sanning makes no claim that his findings are
definitive, but even if they are only partially correct, such
results would certainly preclude the reality of traditional
Holocaust numbers.
Another regular IHR participant was Robert Faurisson. As
a professor of literature at the University of Lyons-2, he
began expressing his public skepticism about the
Holocaust during the 1970s, and the resulting media
uproar led to efforts to remove him from his position,
while a petition was signed on his behalf by 200
international scholars, including famed MIT professor
Noam Chomsky. Faurisson stuck to his opinions, but
attacks persisted, including a brutal beating by Jewish
militants that hospitalized him, while a French political
candidate espousing similar views was assassinated.
Jewish activist organizations began lobbying for laws to
broadly outlaw the activities of Faurisson and others, and
in 1990, soon after the Berlin Wall fell and research at
Auschwitz and other Holocaust sites suddenly became far
easier, France passed a statute criminalizing Holocaust
Denial, apparently the first nation after defeated
Germany to do so. During the years that followed, large
numbers of other Western countries did the same,
setting the disturbing precedent of resolving scholarly
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disputes via prison sentences, a softer form of the same
policy followed in Stalinist Russia.
Since Faurisson was a literary scholar, it is not entirely
surprising that one of his major interests was The Diary
of Anne Frank, generally regarded as the Holocaust’s
iconic literary classic, telling the story of a young Jewish
girl who died after being deported from Holland to
Auschwitz. He argued that the text was substantially
fraudulent, written by someone else after the end of the
war, and for decades various determined individuals have
argued the case back and forth. I cannot properly
evaluate any of their complex arguments, which
apparently involve questions of ballpoint pen technology
and textual emendations, nor have I ever read the book
itself.
But for me, the most striking aspect of the story is the
girl’s actual fate under the official narrative, as recounted
in the thoroughly establishmentarian Wikipedia entry.
Apparently disease was raging in her camp despite the
best efforts of the Germans to control it, and she soon
became quite ill, mostly remaining bedridden in the
infirmary, before eventually dying from typhus in Spring
1945 at a different camp about six months after her
initial arrival. It seems rather odd to me that a young
Jewish girl who fell severely ill at Auschwitz would have
spent so much time in camp hospitals and eventually die
there, given that we are told the primary purpose of
Auschwitz and other such camps was the efficient
extermination of its Jewish inmates.
By the mid-1990s the Holocaust Denial movement
seemed to be gaining in public visibility, presumably
aided by the doubts raised after the official 1992
announcement that the estimated deaths at Auschwitz
had been reduced by around 3 million.
For example, the February 1995 issue of Marco Polo, a
glossy Japanese magazine with a circulation of 250,000,
carried a long article declaring that the gas chambers of
the Holocaust were a propaganda hoax. Israel and
Jewish-activist groups quickly responded, organizing a
widespread advertising boycott of all the publications of
the parent company, one of Japan’s most respected
publishers, which quickly folded in the face of that
serious threat. All copies of the issue were recalled from
the newspapers, the staffers were dismissed, and the
entire magazine was soon shut down, while the president
of the parent company was forced to resign.
In exploring the history of Holocaust Denial, I have
noticed this same sort of recurrent pattern, most
typically involving individuals rather than institutions.
Someone highly-regarded and fully mainstream decides
to investigate the controversial topic, and soon comes to
conclusions that sharply deviate from the official truth of
the last two generations. For various reasons, those
views become public, and he is immediately demonized
by the Jewish-dominated media as a horrible extremist,
perhaps mentally-deranged, while being relentlessly
hounded by a ravenous pack of fanatic Jewish-activists.
This usually brings about the destruction of his career.
In the early 1960s Stanford historian David Hoggan
produced his anonymous manuscript The Myth of the Six
Million, but once it got into circulation and his identity
became known, his academic career was destroyed. A
dozen years later, something along the same lines
happened with Northwestern Electrical Engineering
professor Arthur Butz, and only his academic tenure
saved him from a similar fate.

Fred Leuchter was widely regarded as one of America’s
leading expert specialists on the technology of
executions, and a long article in The Atlantic treated him
as such. During the 1980s, Ernst Zundel, a prominent
Canadian Holocaust Denier, was facing trial for his
disbelief in the Auschwitz gas chambers, and one of his
expert witnesses was an American prison warden with
some experience in such systems, who recommended
involving Leuchter, one of the foremost figures in the
field. Leuchter soon took a trip to Poland and closely
inspected the purported Auschwitz gas chambers, then
published the Leuchter Report, concluding that they were
obviously a fraud and could not possibly have worked in
the manner Holocaust scholars had always claimed. The
ferocious attacks which followed soon cost him his entire
business career and destroyed his marriage.
David Irving had ranked as the world’s most successful
World War II historian, with his books selling in the
millions amid glowing coverage in the top British
newspapers when he agreed to appear as an expert
witness at the Zundel trial. He had always previously
accepted the conventional Holocaust narrative, but
reading the Leuchter Report changed his mind, and he
concluded that the Auschwitz gas chambers were just a
myth. He was quickly subjected to unrelenting media
attacks, which first severely damaged and then
ultimately destroyed his very illustrious publishing
career, and he later even served time in an Austrian
prison for his unacceptable views.
Dr. Germar Rudolf was a successful young German
chemist working at the prestigious Max Planck Institute
when he heard of the controversy regarding the Leuchter
Report, which he found reasonably persuasive but
containing some weaknesses. Therefore, he repeated the
analysis on a more thorough basis, and published the
results as the Chemistry of Auschwitz, which came to the
same conclusions as Leuchter. And just like Leuchter
before him, Rudolf suffered the destruction of his career
and his marriage, and since Germany treats these
matters in harsher fashion, he eventually served five
years in prison for his scientific impudence.
Most recently, Dr. Nicholas Kollerstrom, who had spent
eleven years as a historian of science on the staff of
University College, London, suffered this same fate in
2008. His scientific interests in the Holocaust provoked a
media firestorm of vilification, and he was fired with a
single day’s notice, becoming the first member of his
research institution ever expelled for ideological reasons.
He had previously provided the Isaac Newton entry for a
massive biographical encyclopedia of astronomers, and
America’s most prestigious science journal demanded
that the entire work be pulped, destroying the work of
over 100 writers, because it had been fatally tainted by
having such a villainous contributor.
He recounted this unfortunate personal
history as an introduction to his 2014
book Breaking the Spell, which I highly
recommend.

Kollerstrom’s
text
effectively
summarizes much of the more recent
Holocaust Denial evidence, including
the official Auschwitz death books
returned by Gorbachev after the end
of the Cold War, which indicate that
Jewish fatalities were some 99% lower
than
the
widely-believed
total.
Furthermore, Jewish deaths actually showed a sharp
decline once plentiful supplies of Zyklon B arrived,
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exactly contrary to what might have been expected
under the conventional account. He also discusses the
interesting new evidence contained in the British wartime
decrypts of all German communications between the
various
concentration
camps
and
the
Berlin
headquarters. Much of this material is presented in an
interesting two hour interview on Red Ice Radio,
conveniently available on YouTube:

*https://youtu.be/j55VMPlq6Ew
The lives and careers of a very sizable number of other
individuals have followed this same unfortunate
sequence, which in much of Europe often ends in criminal
prosecution and imprisonment. Most notably, a German
lawyer who became a bit too bold in her legal arguments
soon joined her client behind bars, and as a
consequence, it has become increasingly difficult for
accused Holocaust Deniers to secure effective legal
representation. By Kollerstrom’s estimates, many
thousands of individuals are currently serving time across
Europe for Holocaust Denial.
My impression is that by the late 1960s, the old Soviet
Bloc countries had mostly stopped imprisoning people
merely for questioning Marxist-Leninist dogma, and
reserved their political prisons only for those actively
organizing against the regime, while Holocaust Denial is
treated today in far harsher fashion. One clear difference
is that actual belief in Communist doctrine had entirely
faded away to almost nothing even among the
Communist
leadership
itself,
while
these
days
Holocaustianity is still a young and deeply held faith, at
least within a small slice of the population that exerts
enormously disproportionate leverage over our public
institutions.
Another obvious factor is the many billions of dollars
currently at stake in what Finkelstein has aptly
characterized as “the Holocaust Industry.” For example,
potentially enormous new claims are now being reopened
against Poland for Jewish property that was lost or
confiscated during the World War II era.
In America, the situation is somewhat different, and our
First Amendment still protects Holocaust Deniers against
imprisonment, though the efforts of the ADL and various
other groups to criminalize “hate speech” are clearly
aimed at eventually removing
that
obstacle.
But
in
the
meantime, crippling social and
economic sanctions are often
used
to
pursue
the
same
objectives.
Furthermore, various Internet
monopolies have been gradually
persuaded
or
co-opted
into
preventing the easy distribution
of dissenting information. There
have been stories in the media
over the last few years that
Google has been censoring or
redirecting its Holocaust search

results away from those disputing the official narrative.
Even more ominously, Amazon, our current nearmonopolistic retailer of books, last year took the
unprecedented step of banning thousands of Holocaust
Denial works, presumably lest they “confuse” curious
readers, so it is fortunate that I had purchased mine a
couple of years earlier. These parallels with George
Orwell’s 1984 are really quite striking, and the “Iron
Curtain Over America” that Beaty had warned about in
his 1951 book of that title seems much closer to
becoming a full reality.
Various figures in the Holocaust Denial community have
attempted to mitigate this informational blacklist, and Dr.
Rudolf
some
time
ago
established
a
website
HolocaustHandbooks.com, which allows a large number
of the key volumes to be purchased or easily read on-line
in a variety of different formats. But the growing
censorship by Amazon, Google, and other Internet
monopolies greatly reduces the likelihood that anyone
will readily encounter the information.
Obviously, most supporters of the conventional Holocaust
narrative would prefer to win their battles on the level
playing fields of analysis rather than by utilizing
economic or administrative means to incapacitate their
opponents. But I have seen little evidence that they have
enjoyed any serious success in
this regard.
Aside from the various books by
Lipstadt, which I found to be of
poor
quality
and
quite
unpersuasive, one of the most
energetic Holocaust supporters of
the last couple of decades seems
to have been Michael Shermer,
the editor of Skeptic magazine,
who had earned his degrees in
psychology and the history of
science.
In 1997, he published Why People Believe Weird Things,

seeking to debunk all sorts of irrational beliefs popular in
certain circles, with the book’s subtitle describing these
as “pseudo-science” and “superstition.” His cover text
focused on ESP, alien abductions, and witchcraft, but
rebutting Holocaust Denial was the single largest portion
of that book, encompassing three full chapters. His
discussion of this latter subject was rather superficial,
and he probably undercut his credibility by grouping it
together with his debunking of the scientific reality of
“race” as a similar right-wing fallacy, one also long since
disproved by mainstream scientists. Regarding the latter
issue, he went on to argue that the alleged black-white
differences claimed in works such as The Bell Curve by
Richard Herrnstein and Charles Murray was entirely
pseudo-scientific nonsense, and he emphasized that book
and similar ones had been promoted by the same proNazi groups who advocated Holocaust Denial, with those
two pernicious doctrines being closely linked together.
Shermer had recruited Harvard professor Stephen Jay
Gould to write the Foreword for his book and that raises
serious questions about his knowledge or his judgment
since Gould is widely regarded as one of the most
notorious scientific frauds of the late twentieth century.
In 2000, Shermer returned to the battle, publishing
Denying History, entirely focused on refuting Holocaust
Denial.

This time he recruited Holocaust scholar Alex Grobman
as his co-author and acknowledged the generous
financial support he had received from various Jewish
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organizations. A large portion of the text seemed to focus
on the psychology and sociology of Holocaust Deniers,
trying to explain why people could believe in such
patently absurd nonsense. Indeed, so much space was
devoted to those issues that he was forced to entirely
skip over the official reduction of the Auschwitz bodycount by 3 million just a few years earlier, thus avoiding
any need to explain why this large shift had had no
impact on the canonical Holocaust figure of Six Million.
Although various writers such as Shermer may have
been encouraged by generous financial subsidies to make
fools of themselves, their more violent allies on the
extreme fringe have probably had a greater impact on
the Holocaust debate. Although judicial and economic
sanctions may deter the vast majority of Holocaust
Deniers from showing their face, extra-legal violence has
also often been deployed against those hardy souls who
remain undeterred.
For example, during the 1980s the offices and warehouse
storage facilities of the IHR in Southern California were
fire-bombed and totally destroyed by Jewish militants.
And although Canada has traditionally had little political
violence, in 1995 the large, ramshackle house that
served as the residence and business office of Canada’s
Ernst Zundel, one of the world’s leading publishers and
distributers of Holocaust Denial literature, was similarly
fire-bombed and burned to the ground. Zundel had
already faced several criminal prosecutions on charges of
spreading “false news,” and eventually served years in
prison, before being deported back to his native
Germany, where he served additional imprisonment.
Various other prominent Holocaust Deniers have even
faced threats of assassination.
Most historians and other academic scholars are quiet
souls, and surely the looming threat of such serious
terroristic violence must have dissuaded many of them
from involving themselves in such obviously controversial
issues. Meanwhile, relentless financial and social
pressure may gradually wear down both individuals and
organizations, causing them to eventually either abandon
the field or become far less active, with their places
sometimes taken by newcomers.
The year after the 9/11 attacks, the JHR ceased print
publication. The growth of the Internet was probably an
important contributing factor, and with the national focus
shifting so sharply toward foreign policy and the Middle
East, its IHR parent organization became much less
active, while much of the ongoing debate in Revisionism
and Holocaust Denial shifted to various other online
venues. But at some point over the years, the JHR
digitized many hundreds of its articles and posted them
on its website, providing over three million words of
generally very high-quality historical content.
Over the last couple of months, I have been repeatedly
surprised to discover that the historians associated with
the IHR had long ago published articles on topics quite
parallel to some of my own. For example, after I
published an article on the Suvorov Hypothesis that
Germany’s Barbarossa attack had preempted Stalin’s
planned attack and conquest of Europe, someone
informed me that a reviewer had extensively discussed
the same Suvorov book twenty years earlier in an issue
of JHR. I also discovered several pieces by CIA defector
Victor Marchetti, a important figure for JFK assassination
researchers, who had received little attention in the
mainstream media. There were also articles on the fate

of the Israeli attack on the USS Liberty, a topic almost
entirely excluded from the mainstream media.
Casually browsing some of the archives, I was quite
impressed with their quality, and since the archives were
freely available for anyone to republish, I went ahead
and incorporated them, making the millions of words of
their Revisionist and Holocaust Denial content much
more conveniently available to interested readers. The
material is fully searchable, and also organized by
Author, Topic, and Time Period, with a few sample links
included below:
The Journal of Historical Review, 1980-2002 Issues
Author Archives:
David Irving – 11 Articles
Arthur R. Butz – 15 Articles
Robert Faurisson – 47 Articles
James J. Martin – 13 Articles
Percy L. Greaves, Jr. – 8 Articles
Topic Archives:
Holocaust – 306 Articles
World War II – 201 Articles
Pearl Harbor – 15 Articles
USS Liberty – 3 Articles
So for those particularly interested in Holocaust Denial,
well over a million words of such discussion may now be
conveniently available, including works by many of the
authors once so highly regarded by the early editors of
Reason magazine.

*Secretive Holocaust Denial*

The steadily growing economic and political power of
organized Jewish groups, backed by Hollywood imagemaking, eventually won the visible war and crushed the
Holocaust Denial movement in the public arena,
enforcing a particular historical narrative by criminal
prosecutions across most of Europe and severe social
and economic sanctions in America. But a stubborn
underground resistance still exists, with its size being
difficult to estimate.
Although my interest in the Holocaust had always been
rather minimal, once the Internet came into being and
my circle of friends and acquaintances greatly expanded,
the topic would very occasionally come up. Over the
years, a considerable number of seemingly rational
people at one time or another privately let slip their
extreme skepticism about various elements of the
canonical Holocaust narrative, and such doubts seemed
to represent merely the tip of the iceberg.
Every now and then someone in that category spoke a
little too freely or became a target for retaliation on a
different matter, and our media went into a feeding
frenzy of Holocaust Denial accusations and counteraccusations.
For example, during the impeachment battles of the late
1990s, Clinton partisans believed that prominent liberal
pundit Christopher Hitchens had betrayed the personal
confidences of presidential aide Sidney Blumenthal, and
journalist Edward Jay Epstein decided to retaliate in kind,
widely circulating a memo to the media accusing
Hitchens of secretly being a Holocaust Denier. He alleged
that at a 1995 dinner gathering following a New Yorker
anniversary celebration, Hitchens had drunk a little too
much wine and began expounding to his table-mates
that the Holocaust was simply a hoax. Epstein backed his
claim by saying he had been so shocked at such
statements that he had entered them into his personal
diary. That telling detail and the fact that most of the
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other witnesses seemed suspiciously vague in their
recollections persuaded me that Epstein was probably
being truthful. A bitter feud between Hitchens and
Epstein soon erupted.
In 2005 Hitchens denounced various opponents of Bush’s
Iraq War as anti-Semites, and in retaliation Alexander
Cockburn published a couple of Counterpunch columns
resurrecting that 1999 controversy, which is when I first
discovered it. As a regular reader of Counterpunch, I was
intrigued and Googling around a bit, quickly located
media accounts of Epstein’s explicit accusations.
Numerous reports of the the incident still survive on the
web, including one from the NY Daily News as well as a
portion of an MSNBC piece, and although some of the
more extensive ones have disappeared over the last
dozen years, the media text I remember reading in 2005
has been preserved on the static HTML pages of several
websites:
Epstein told MSNBC that Hitchens had misspoken himself
on the Holocaust on Feb. 12, 1995 – in fact, practically
four years ago – as the two of them, along with some
other friends, were dining in New York.
Epstein was so shocked, he says, and considered
Hitchens doubts so grave, that he went home and noted
them in his diary!
According to the Epstein diary: “Once seated in a booth,
and freely sipping his free red wine, Hitchens advanced a
theory more revealing than anything going on at the
Hudson theater. His thesis, to the shock of everyone at
the table, was that the Holocaust was a fiction developed
by a conspiracy of interests bent on ‘criminalizing the
German Nation’”
“He explained that no evidence of German mass murder
had ever been found – and what gruesome artifacts had
been found had been fabricated after the event,” Epstein
confided to his diary.
“What of the testimony of Nazi generals at Nuremberg
about the death camps,” he asked.
Hitchens, according to the Epstein diary notation,
explained “. . . without missing a beat, that such
admissions were obtained under Anglo-American
torture.” Epstein then asked, as noted in his diary: “‘But
what happened to the Jews in Europe?’ Hitch shrugged
and said, ‘Many were killed by local villagers when they
ran away, others died natural deaths, and the remainder
made it to Israel.”
After reading these interesting columns, I began noticing
that Cockburn himself sometimes provided hints
suggesting that his own personal opinion on the
Holocaust might be somewhat heretical, including his
cryptical remarks that huge hoaxes were actually much
easier to create and maintain than most people realized.
Just a few months after his attack on Hitchens, Cockburn
published a two-part article strongly arguing that Nobel
Peace Prize Winner Elie Wiesel, the most famous of all
Holocaust survivors, was simply a fraud. I had always
been taught that Zyklon B was the deadly agent used by
the Nazis to exterminate the Jews of Auschwitz and I had
vaguely become aware that Holocaust Deniers absurdly
claimed the compound had instead been employed as a
delousing agent in the camps, aimed at preventing the
spread of Typhus; but then the following year, I was
shocked to discover in one of Cockburn’s columns that
for decades the U.S. government had itself used Zyklon
B as the primary delousing agent for immigrants entering
at its Mexican border. I recall several other columns from
the mid-2000s dancing around Holocaust issues, but I

now seem unable to locate them within the
Counterpunch archives.
My growing realization 15-odd years ago that substantial
numbers of knowledgeable people appeared to be secret
adherents of Holocaust Denial certainly reshaped my own
unquestioning assumptions on that subject. The
occasional newspaper account of a Holocaust Denier
being discovered and then flayed and destroyed by the
media easily explained why the public positions on that
subject remained so unanimous. Being busy with other
things, I don’t think I ever had a conversation with
anyone on that controversial subject or even so much as
an email exchange, but I did keep my eyes and ears
open, and huge doubts had certainly entered my mind
many years before I ever bothered reading my first book
on the subject.
Meanwhile, the concurrent collapse of my belief in our
official American Pravda narrative on so many other
controversial topics played a major role as well. Once I
realized to my dismay that I couldn’t believe a word of
what our media and political leaders said about major
events in the here and now, their credibility on
controversial happenings so long ago and far away
entirely disappeared. For these reasons, I had grown
quite suspicious and held a very open mind on Holocaust
matters as I eventually began reading books on both
sides of the issue in the wake of the Reason controversy.

*The Future of Holocaust Denial*
For many years following the end of World War II very
little seems to have been written about the momentous
topic now known as the Holocaust. But from the 1960s
onward, interest surged so enormously that many
thousands or even tens of thousands of volumes on that
once-ignored event have been produced. Therefore, the
fifteen or twenty books that I have personally read is
merely a sliver of that total.
I have invested only a few weeks of reading and research
in studying this large and complex subject, and my
knowledge is obviously dwarfed by that of the
considerable number of individuals who have devoted
many years or decades of their lives to such activity. For
these reasons, the analysis I have presented above must
surely contain numerous gaping errors that others could
easily correct. But sometimes a newcomer may notice
things that deeply-involved professionals might normally
miss, and may also better understand the perspectives of
those who have likewise never paid much attention to
the subject.
Any conclusions I have drawn are obviously preliminary
ones, and the weight others should attach to these must
absolutely reflect my strictly amateur status. However,
as an outsider exploring this contentious topic I think it
far more likely than not that the standard Holocaust
narrative is at least substantially false, and quite
possibly, almost entirely so.
Despite this situation, the powerful media focus in
support of the Holocaust over the last few decades has
elevated it to a central position in Western culture. I
wouldn’t be surprised if it currently occupies a larger
place in the minds of most ordinary folk than does the
Second World War that encompassed it, and therefore
possesses greater apparent reality.
However, some forms of shared beliefs may be a mile
wide but an inch deep, and the casual assumptions of
individuals who have never actually investigated a given
subject may rapidly change. Also, the popular strength of
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doctrines that have long been maintained in place by
severe social and economic sanctions, often coupled by
criminal ones, may possibly be much weaker than
anyone realizes.
Until thirty years ago, Communist rule over the USSR
and its Warsaw Pact allies seemed absolutely permanent
and unshakeable, but the roots of that belief had totally
rotted away, leaving behind nothing more than a hollow
facade. Then one day, a gust of wind came along, and
the entire gigantic structure collapsed. I wouldn’t be
surprised if our current Holocaust narrative eventually
suffers that same fate, perhaps with unfortunate
consequences for those too closely associated with
having maintained it.
Related Readings:
*The Hoax of the Twentieth Century by Arthur R. Butz
*The Dissolution of Eastern European Jewry by Walter N.
Sanning
*The Remarkable Historiography of David Irving
*American Pravda: Jews and Nazis
*American Pravda: Post-War France and Post-War
Germany
*American Pravda: Our Great Purge of the 1940s
*Our American Pravda
*http://www.unz.com/runz/american-pravda-holocaustdenial/

***********************

Archives | 2003
Mel Gibson's Martyrdom Complex
By FRANK RICH AUG. 3, 2003
''THE Jews didn't kill Christ,'' my stepfather was fond of saying.
''They just worried him to death.'' Nonetheless, there was
palpable relief in my Jewish household when the Vatican
officially absolved us of the crime in 1965. At the very least,
that meant we could go back to fighting among ourselves.
These days American Jews don't have to fret too much about
the charge of deicide -- or didn't, until Mel Gibson started
directing a privately financed movie called ''The Passion,'' about
Jesus' final 12 hours. Why worry now? The star himself has
invited us to. Asked by Bill O'Reilly in January if his movie might
upset ''any Jewish people,'' Mr. Gibson responded: ''It may. It's
not meant to. I think it's meant to just tell the truth. . . .
Anybody who transgresses has to look at their own part or look
at their own culpability.''
Fears about what this ''truth'' will be have been fanned by the
knowledge that Mr. Gibson bankrolls a traditionalist Catholic
church unaffiliated with the Los Angeles Roman Catholic
archdiocese. Traditionalist Catholicism is the name given to a
small splinter movement that rejects the Second Vatican Council
-- which, among other reforms, cleared the Jews of deicide. The
Wall Street Journal's opinion pages, which have lavished praise
on Mr. Gibson and his project, reported in March in an adulatory
interview with the star that the film's sources included the
writings of two nuns: Mary of Agreda, a 17th-century Spaniard,
and Anne Catherine Emmerich, an early-19th-century German.
Only after Rabbi Marvin Hier of the Simon Wiesenthal Center in
Los Angeles, among others, spoke up about the nuns' history of
anti-Semitic writings did a Gibson flack disown this provenance.
Emmerich's revelations include learning that Jews had strangled
Christian children to procure their blood. It's hard to imagine a
scenario that bald turning up in ''The Passion.'' Indeed, it's hard
to imagine the movie being anything other than a flop in
America, given that it has no major Hollywood stars and that its
dialogue is in Aramaic and Latin (possibly without benefit of
subtitles). Its real tinder-box effect could be abroad, where antiSemitism has metastasized since 9/11, and where Mr. Gibson is
arguably more of an icon (as his production company is named)
than he is at home. He shot ''The Passion'' in Italy, where a
recent cartoon in the newspaper La Stampa showed Israeli tanks
about to roll over the baby Jesus' manger. ''Do you want to kill
me once more?'' read the caption.
In recent weeks Mr. Gibson has started screening a rough cut of
his film to invited audiences, from evangelicals in Colorado
Springs to religious leaders in Pennsylvania to celebrities in

Washington. But the attendees are not always ecumenical. At
the Washington screening, they included Peggy Noonan, Kate
O'Beirne, Linda Chavez and David Kuo, the deputy director of
the White House's faith-based initiative. Like the membership
lists of restricted country clubs that let in a minority member or
two to deflect charges of discrimination, the screening guest list
did include a token Jew: that renowned Talmudic scholar Matt
Drudge. No other Jewish members of the media were present,
said one journalist who was there.
That journalist must remain unnamed as a result of signing a
confidentiality agreement -- a practice little seen at movie
screenings. Since then, some of those present, including Mr.
Drudge, have publicly expressed their enthusiasm for ''The
Passion'' without legal reprisal, anyway. One invitee, the radio
host Laura Ingraham, gave Lloyd Grove of The Washington Post
a sense of the event's tone when she told him why she was
sorry she couldn't get to the screening in time: ''I want to see
any movie that drives the anti-Christian entertainment elite
crazy.''
If ''The Passion'' is kosher, couldn't Mr. Gibson give Jews the
same access to a Washington media screening, so they could
see for themselves? Such inhospitality is not terribly Christian of
him. One Jewish leader whose requests to see the film have
been turned away is Abraham H. Foxman of the AntiDefamation League. ''If you tell everyone they won't see it until
it's ready, O.K.,'' Mr. Foxman said in a phone interview from
Jerusalem. ''But what Gibson's done is preselect those who'll be
his supporters. If the movie is a statement of love, as he says it
is, why not show it to you or me?''
When I addressed this question last week to the star's press
representative, Alan Nierob, he told me that the ADL was being
kept out because it had gone public with its concerns -- as
indeed it had, once Mr. Foxman's letter to Mr. Gibson about
''The Passion'' failed to net a meeting with the filmmaker or a
screening three months after it had been sent. When I asked to
see ''The Passion,'' Mr. Nierob said The New York Times was a
''low priority'' because The Times Magazine had run an
''inaccurate'' article in March in which Hutton Gibson, Mel
Gibson's father and a prominent traditionalist Catholic author,
was quoted as saying that the Vatican Council was ''a Masonic
plot backed by the Jews'' and that the Holocaust was a charade.
But in fact, neither Hutton nor Mel Gibson -- nor anyone else -has contacted the magazine to challenge the accuracy of a
single sentence in the article in the four months since its
publication.
Given Mr. Nierob's inclination to use p.r. spin to defend a
Holocaust denier, it was hard to take seriously his claim that the
invitation lists to ''Passion'' screenings ''have nothing to do with
anyone's religion.'' Especially when he laughed as I questioned
him about it. As it happened, Star Jones praised the film that
day on ''The View,'' saying she had attended a New York
screening. How had she seen ''The Passion,'' and Barbara
Walters had not? Ms. Jones was invited by her pastor.
Eventually, Mr. Gibson's film will have to face audiences he
doesn't cherry-pick. We can only hope that the finished product
will not resemble the screenplay that circulated this spring. That
script -- which the Gibson camp has said was stolen but which
others say was leaked by a concerned member of the star's own
company -- received thumbs down from a panel of nine Jewish
and Roman Catholic scholars who read it. They found that Jews
were presented as ''bloodthirsty, vengeful and money-hungry,''
reported The Jewish Week, which broke the story of the
scholars' report in June. One of the panelists, Paula Fredriksen,
the Aurelio professor of Scripture at Boston University, writes in
the current issue of The New Republic that all her colleagues
were ''shocked'' by the screenplay's resemblance to the passion
plays of old (or not so old, in the case of Germany).
Perhaps ''The Passion'' bears little resemblance to that script.
Either way, however, damage has been done: Jews have
already been libeled by Mr. Gibson's politicized rollout of his
film. His game from the start has been to foment the old-asHollywood canard that the ''entertainment elite'' (which just
happens to be Jewish) is gunning for his Christian movie. But
based on what? According to databank searches, not a single
person, Jewish or otherwise, had criticized ''The Passion'' when
Mr. Gibson went on Bill O'Reilly's show on Jan. 14 to defend
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himself against ''any Jewish people'' who might attack the film.
Nor had anyone yet publicly criticized ''The Passion'' or Mr.
Gibson by March 7, when The Wall Street Journal ran the
interview in which the star again defended himself against
Jewish critics who didn't yet exist. (Even now, no one has called
for censorship of the film -- only for the right to see it and, if
necessary, debate its content.)
Whether the movie holds Jews of two millenniums ago
accountable for killing Christ or not, the star's pre-emptive
strategy is to portray contemporary Jews as crucifying Mel
Gibson. A similar animus can be found in a new book by one of
Mr. Gibson's most passionate defenders, the latest best seller
published by the same imprint (Crown Forum) that gave us Ann
Coulter's ''Treason.'' In ''Tales From the Left Coast,'' James
Hirsen writes, ''The worldview of certain folks is seriously
threatened by the combination of Christ's story and Gibson's
talent.''
Now who might those ''certain folks'' be? Since no one was
criticizing ''The Passion'' when Mr. Hirsen wrote that sentence,
you must turn elsewhere in the book to decode it. In one
strange passage, the author makes a fetish of repeating Bob
Dylan's original name, Robert Zimmerman -- a gratuitous motif
in a tirade that is itself gratuitous in a book whose subtitle says

its subject is ''Hollywood stars.'' Another chapter is a screed
about how ''faith is often the subject of ridicule and negative
portrayal'' in Hollywood. One of the more bizarre examples Mr.
Hirsen cites is ''Sophie's Choice,'' in which ''passages from the
New Testament are quoted by Nazi officials in support of
atrocities that were committed.''
Now sectarian swords are being drawn. The National Association
of Evangelicals, after a private screening of ''The Passion,''
released a statement last week saying, ''Christians seem to be a
major source of support for Israel,'' and implying that such
support could vanish if Jewish leaders ''risk alienating two billion
Christians over a movie.'' Mr. Foxman says he finds that
statement ''obnoxious and offensive.''
''Here's the first time we've heard that linkage: we support
Israel, so shut up about anti-Semitism,'' he added. ''If that's
what support of Israel means, no thanks.''
But the real question here is why Mr. Gibson and his minions
would go out of their way to bait Jews and sow religious conflict,
especially at this fragile historical moment. It's enough to make
you pray for the second coming of Charlton Heston.
*https://www.nytimes.com/2003/08/03/movies/melgibson-s-martyrdom-complex.html

___________________________________________________
Kamikaze from California - a response to Ron Unz ‘s take on “Holocaust Denial”

Israel Shamir • September 10, 2018
There are worse, more dangerous
years in Cuba. She introduced me to Roger Garaudy, an old
endeavours. Ride a tiger, steal
Communist, a friend of Arabs and Muslims, the man who tried to
cubs from she-bear, walk a high
bring together Christianity and Communism, and embraced
voltage
wire.
Doubting
the
Islam in his endless religious search. Garaudy connected the
Holocaust is slightly less perilous.
Holocaust cult with Zionism in his book.
The doubters found themselves
The great stand-up black artist, the funniest French comedian
invariably out of job, oftentimes
Dieudonne M’bala M’bala, a giant son of a Cameroonian and a
in jail, rarely killed. This is the
Bretonese, has made fun of the Holocaust. A political maverick,
dogma-Mother-of-all-dogmas, and Jews, the priesthood of New
he ran for Parliament for Marine Le Pen’s Front National, and
World, are attending to its pristine inviolability.
formed its far-left-and-right wing together with Alain Soral.
Nowadays, one may openly doubt the Crucifixion and
The established French MSM prefers to call all these people
Resurrection or (maybe) challenge the founding myths of Israel.
“Nazis”, but actually they are the real still unbroken Left. Even I
Yet the cult of the Holocaust retains a unique, court-enforced
was called a Nazi and a H denier, though I never denied (or
prohibition against any investigation that might cast a doubt on
affirmed) its historical veracity. It is forbidden to deny H under
its sacred dogma. Dogmas have a way of attracting critical
fear of imprisonment, so it is not an option for a law-abiding
minds. And critical minds step forward, despite the inherent
citizen. And I was never interested in facts, just in their
danger.
interpretation.
Ron Unz, this kamikaze of critical mind from California, has
I do deny its religious salvific significance implied in the very
stepped on the third rail knowingly, in full awareness of the
term ‘Holocaust’; I do deny its metaphysical uniqueness, I do
consequences. He did not stop at doubting the established
deny the morbid cult of Holocaust and I think every God-fearing
mantra, he also published and made available to readers and
man, a Jew, a Christian or a Muslim should reject it as Abraham
internet users some more important books on the subject.
rejected and smashed idols. I deny that it is good to remember
H dogma, discovered Unz, came into existence years after
or immortalise such traumatic events, and I wrote many articles
WWII, when people with first hand knowledge of the events
against modern obsession with massacres, be it the Jewish
were already dead or retired. While the memory was still fresh
holocaust of 1940s, the Armenian massacre of 1915, the
and pristine, the Jewish Holocaust was unknown, and the very
Ukrainian “holodomor”, Polish Katyn, Khmer Rouge etc. This is
word Holocaust was used in reference to the fiery death of
not forbidden yet.
Dresden and Hiroshima, the ultimate Anglo-American crimes.
Unz wisely avoided discussion of gruesome details, for the
Unz provides some historical meat to the fearless group of H
calculation of bodies, stoves and bullets is too awful for a
deniers. Indeed, the H denial had been formed in France, under
modern reader. It is a meta-narrative, dealing with discussion of
influence of a French communist and a survivor of Nazi camps
the topic without entering the topic, and it was a clever and
Prof Paul Rassinier.
calculated choice. It is not necessary to overburden the reader
Some deniers were men of Right, some favoured Nazis, like
with macabre specifics of the events. The details and facts are
Ernst Zundel and his spouse Ingrid Zundel, the great Prof Robert
not really all that important. So many people were killed by their
Faurisson was a Vichy sympathiser, but otherwise H denial had
fellow-humans in the course of history, for a lot of reasons. Who
been formed by the Leftists.
cares?
This is a good time and place to mention the recently deceased
The most important question Unz’s essay leads us to, is not
Prof Serge Thion, whom I knew personally. Tall and handsome,
‘whether six million Jews were killed by Germans just because
a successful man with strong scientific and Leftist credentials,
they were Jews’ but: Why the Holocaust cult became so popular,
Thion supported the Vietnamese and the Algerians who fought
with its temples, perversely called “Holocaust museums” or
against French colonialism; he occupied a prominent place in
“Places of Tolerance” sprung up everywhere from Nebraska to
French academe and administration, but sacrificed it all and
Fiji? There are differing and mutually-non-exclusive answers to
became a refugee and a fugitive from ‘justice’ for his strong
this question.
position on H denial. He was always on the run from France to
The first and obvious answer is “It is good for rich and powerful
Italy to SE Asia, but while running, he also managed a site full
Jews”. It solved the eternal problem of the rich and influential,
of forbidden stuff.
warding off the envy and hate of the poor and exploited. It
My good friend and an important French and Spanish poet Mme
allowed Madoff and other Jewish swindlers to cheat and steal. It
Maria Poumier was/is a Communist, and she lived for some ten
covers asses of the three Jews, the lawyer-fixer Cohen, the
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smut-dealing publisher Pecker and the numbers whiz
Weisselberg who set up Donald Trump. The Jewish oligarchs of
Russia and Ukraine use it whenever they are accused of stealing
their countries’ wealth.
The second answer is “It is good for Israel”. It allowed the
Israeli army to murder children and starve women with
impunity. Ari Shavit of Haaretz said in 1996, when the Israeli
Army killed over a hundred civilian refugees in Kana, Lebanon:
“We may murder with impunity, because the Holocaust museum
is on our side”. Now a Holocaust organisation cooked up a
definition of antisemitism, explicitly forbidding any criticism of
Israel, and forced the Labour Party to accept it, despite
objections of the Party leader Jeremy Corbyn.
The third answer is “Because it is profitable”. Jewish
organisations claiming to represent the H survivors, reap billions
of dollars from Germany, Switzerland and other countries, even
from Poland and Estonia; they pay themselves five- or six digit
salaries, while giving out some peanuts for real survivors.
Norman Finkelstein covered this angle in his book, mentioned by
Ron Unz.
These three answers cover the Jewish position, but they do not
fully explain the almost universal acceptance of the H dogma by
the ruling classes all over the West. And here comes the fourth
answer: “The H cult is good as a discursive tool of the Deep
State against the majority”.
The H priests preach that the majority of Germans approved of
Hitler and approved of the Holocaust, so one can’t accept
democracy and shouldn’t trust the majority, unless the majority
votes as ordered by those who know better. Now this idea is
being enforced by the New York Times and its sisters against the
Deplorables and against Trump who was elected by Deplorables
but hasn’t been confirmed by the Deep State. In England, they
use it to overturn the people’s vote for Brexit; and before that,
they used it to re-run plebiscites until obtaining the desired
result in the Netherlands and Sweden.
The fifth answer is “It is good for the US providing it with a
licence to be the World Sheriff”.
The H priests teach that the US won the war and restored
Germany to the free world, despite its population’s wishes. It
means that the US is the force to check and control whatever
people or even elites in other countries decide. This is the logic
behind American interventions from Grenada and Panama to
Afghanistan and Syria. If tomorrow they will invade Italy or
Hungary, they will still refer to Auschwitz and Nuremberg.
This also helps to make American occupation of Germany a
permanent fixture. Undermined by the H cult, Germans agree
they can’t take their fate into their hands, and they have to be
firmly guided by the US.
The sixth answer, “It is good for justifying unlimited migration
and open borders”. Whenever a government in the US or in Italy
tarries with receiving the endless flow of migrants, the
Holocaust is immediately mentioned. Every Mexican agricultural
worker or an African looking for a better life has to be accepted
for the Jews were threatened with the Holocaust.
The seventh answer will lead us into deep waters, and you can
skip it if it is too deep for you. “It is good to replace Christ”. The
H dogma is a parody of Christian teaching, with Jews being
brought as a sacrifice, with Auschwitz replacing Golgotha, and
with creation of the State of Israel as a new Resurrection. Jews
are essential Christ Deniers, and for them the H is an occasion
to downgrade Christianity as “irrelevant after Auschwitz”. The
alternative answer is that Auschwitz is irrelevant after the
Resurrection, but there aren’t many (or any) Christian
theologians daring to say that. Enemies of Christ (Gentile as well
as Jewish) are likely to support H cult for its anti-Christian core.
The H cult is not the last word in Jewish fight against Christian
faith; there is a the Noahide Project. It starts where the H cult
ends. “The Noahides are a theological phenomenon of very
recent vintage. It’s a form of Zionist mission, which seeks to
create a world religion whose believers adore the Jewish people
and the State of Israel – without belonging to either. The
believers are required to accept the supremacy of Judaism but
are not accepted into the Jewish people and are even barred
from upholding such commandments as Sabbath observance.
Anyone who wishes to be a Noahide is called upon mainly to
recognize the Jewish people and its state.”

Chabad Rabbis hope there will be 7 billion of Noahide believers;
adepts of H cult are well on their way to joining the Noahides for
they already believe that the death of a Jew is more important
than a Gentile death.
These are important points that call for discussion, and hopefully
one day we should mount a round table discussing the cardinal
question: why H is so popular, and what does it mean for us?
Unz’s essay is a new link in his American Pravda series, where
Unz dismantles the web of old worn lies woven by the
mainstream media, undermining the whole narrative modern
America is based on. ‘The Slaughter of Sacred Cows’, he could
call it. Every society needs a dash of revisionism in order to free
its spirit from old tenets.
(In Israel, they were called New Historians, who slaughtered the
sacred cows of “the Arabs voluntarily had left their homes in
1948” and “the Jews always sought peace, and the Arabs
refused their offers”. Benny Morris and Tom Segev, Avi Shlaim
and Ilan Pappe undid the myth of 1948, of ethically pure Israel
fighting for its survival against the genocide-bent Arabs. The
change they brought to the narrative allowed Yitzhak Rabin to
sign peace treaty with Yasser Arafat; though this achievement
had been erased by the following leaders after Rabin’s
assassination.)
Moreover, our society is a result of Sacred Cows’
wholesale slaughter undertaken by previous generation.
The cows of Family, Marriage, Normal life, of Boys and
Girls, of Womanhood and Manhood, of Going to Church, of
trying to keep fit, so many established truths had been
slaughtered in the last fifty years. Upon their bones, new
cows had been grown: of gender minorities, of toxic
white male patriarchy, of bodyshaming, and indeed the
Holocaust is one of the fattest cows.
It is a bout of poetic justice that these cows will be slaughtered
too. H priests hoped that their narrative, that of Holocaust, will
last forever, smoothly flowing into Noahide utopia. But nothing
is forever, not even their dogma.
In order to defend their cows, they brought in ‘hate laws’. But
the seven reasons we listed above do not include hate of any
sorts. You do not have to hate anybody to disprove of crooks, to
support Palestinians, to condemn officials milking countries for
their personal gain in the name of dead victims, to love
democracy, to respect majority, to withdraw soldiers from
Germany, to stop mass migration, to reject “invite the world,
invade the world” imperial paradigm, and to love Christ.
We come to an unexpected conclusion: whether the
Holocaust narrative is based on sterling facts or on
exaggerations, it is good to reject it. Even if the ‘deniers’
are factually wrong (let us presume it for the sake of
argument), they are still right with their conclusions. And
Ron Unz had made an important contribution for the
benefit of mankind by his publication.
There is a minor fault in his excellent piece, for this self-taught
man knows little about Russia. While he has bravely demolished
the myths of American and European history, Unz swallowed the
Russia-related myths hook, line and sinker. He accepted
wholesale every lie that was ever invented by the Western
ideologists to regain their control over Russia and eventually
over their own workers. This subject will be discussed in our
following piece.
P.S. In my previous piece, I wrote about the first ever trial for
Holocaust Denial in Russia. The accused was Prof Roman
Yushkov of Perm. And now for good news. The Russian jury
dismissed the charges against Yushkov and thus confirmed that
H denial is not a crime in Russia. Nor in the US, I hasten to add.
Neither USSR nor Russia had ever accepted the peculiar idea of
uniqueness of Jewish deaths, perhaps because the Russians had
lost so many people at the same war.
Shamir on the Holocaust Denial:
*Vampire Killers 2001
*For Whom The Bell Tolls 2006
Israel Shamir can be reached at adam@israelshamir.net
This article was first published at The Unz Review.
*http://www.unz.com/ishamir/kamikaze-fromcalifornia/
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Unz Goes Nuclear
Israel Shamir • December 6, 2018
Some discoveries are just too
whodunit of 9/11, all that is fine and very interesting, but
shocking to digest. Recently I wrote
hardly a Stop Press kind.
of intrepid Ron Unz, the Californian
His other, most significant discovery is not just Stop
maverick publisher and IT-genius,
Press, but Burn the Press Down.
He discovered and proved with hard data that Jews
who dared to share with his readers
discriminate against you to a degree you could not even
his insights into the ideas and
guess. While you queue at the front door of the Elites,
motifs of revisionists, or Holocaust
they enter freely by the back door. Chances of a smart
Deniers, as their enemies call them.
non-Jewish “white” American kid getting there are tenBut this absolutely verboten topic
fold lower than that of a Jew. There are ten times more
fades into irrelevance in comparison
smart non-Jewish white American kids than smart Jewish
with his most momentous discovery that has made
kids, but there are more Jewish students in the Ivy
somewhat less resonance, paradoxically, because of its
League than white non-Jews. The system is biased, and
not in your favour.
magnitude. It was too big. Dark pages of the world war
history or of interracial relations in 1930s, or even the

Once you could work your way up to success, like Henry
Ford did. That was the American Dream. Not anymore.
Now the only way to the best jobs, into the American
elites leads through a few top colleges of the Ivy League.
You can’t bypass this funnel of opportunity. “A greater
and greater proportion of our financial, media, business,
and political elites being drawn from a relatively small
number of our leading universities” (all unattributed
quotes are from the Unz essay). Unless you get the
imprimatur of Harvard or Yale, your future is dim. Wellpaid middle class jobs in the manufacturing sector for
those lacking college degrees are scarce, and workers
are being paid less now than forty years ago. When
America’s richest 1 per cent has as much wealth as the
bottom 95 per cent, it is winner takes all, and this winner
is probably a Jew.
The elites have duties, too. The elite universities are
supposed to pick the best boys and girls to lead America
to its glory and greatness. By your own experience you
already know that it does not happen; that the new US
elites lead themselves to prosperity, while pushing you to
poverty and perdition. The new elites failed you, failed
your country, failed the world (always excepting the
Jewish state). This failure is the main reason to explore
how the elites produce their new generation.
The great surprise is that WASPs, the legendary
descendants of the Founding Fathers, have lost their
privilege, or even their fair chance to success. Unz proves
that a smart Christian American boy of English or German
parentage has ten times less chance to get into these
crème-de-la-crème universities than an average Jewish
boy. This very unfair way of forming tomorrow’s elites
has been made possible by the sheer nepotistic

networking of the universities’ admission offices.
Clannishness, the Jews were (justifiably) accused of.

In actual words of Ron Unz, “Jews are enrolled at
Harvard and other elite colleges at a rate some 1,000%
greater than white Gentiles of similar academic
performance”. One thousand per cent, OMG! Provided
that these Ivy League colleges are the only sure-fire way
into American elites, into best jobs and into good and
important positions, this biased enrolment guarantees
the Jews their position of the top dog well into next
generation.
In 1920s, Jews accused the WASPs of discriminating
them at university admission. The WASPs kept them
under 15% of admissions. Now with Jews at the top they
show what real discrimination is all about. However,
there is one major difference. Then, the Jews volubly
complained, now the Christians do not even dare to
complain.
While the White Christian Americans kept mum, the
Asians dared to speak and went to court against the
colleges. The colleges have been forced to explain how
they admit students. The heavily-Jewish elites of the
legal system and MSM allowed this case of AsianAmericans to proceed (after many years of rejection) for
a good reason: they wanted to obscure this fragrant
discrimination against white Gentiles by Jews by a SEP
device.

In Douglas Adams’s 1982 novel Life, the Universe and
Everything, (a sequel to his Hitchhiker’s Guide), the
protagonist explains: a SEP is something we can’t see, or
don’t see, or our brain doesn’t let us see, because we
think that it’s somebody else’s problem. That’s what SEP
means. Somebody Else’s Problem. The brain just edits it
out, it’s like a blind spot. SEP is the best way to hide a
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pink elephant in a room: people would have walked past
the elephant, round it, even over it, and simply never
have noticed that the thing was there.
The problem of Asian-American discrimination is an
excellent SEP. Indeed, as Unz said, the Asian-Americans
are discriminated at Ivy League universities (though
much less than ordinary Americans). But even if they are
discriminated, who cares? There are not too many of
them, and they anyway manage well. Thus the real point
of Unz – you are discriminated! – had been hidden.
The UNZ essay is very long with its 26,000 words, too
long for average reader, so here are its salient points:
Jews organized a clannish network to get themselves into
best universities in numbers well beyond their share in
population, and (!!!) well beyond their abilities;
their fight against discrimination of Blacks has being
carried at the expense of America’s white Christians. If
previously discriminated minorities, be it Afro-Americans
or whatever, enjoy the fruits of affirmative action
(positive discrimination), it is no loss for Jews, as only
Gentiles, once privileged WASPs are being screwed up.
if once upon a time Jews had got into best colleges
because they were smart, smarter than Gentile kids, now
they are noticeably less smart, but they get there
anyway because they are Jews.
The numbers distilled by Ron Unz out of dusty spread
sheets are terrifying. You can look at the diagram he
compiled, or immerse yourself in the ocean of data he
provides, to get convinced: the discrimination is very
real.
Unz quotes a Jewish writer who exhilarates that “the
WASP demographic group which had once so completely
dominated America’s elite universities and virtually all
the major institutions of American life had by 2000
become a small and beleaguered minority at Harvard,
being actually fewer in number than the Jews whose
presence they had once sought to restrict.” For a Jewish
nationalist, it is a cause for celebration. For a WASP, it is
a reason to regret the unwise decisions of his fathers
who tried to play a fair game with Jews and were Jew’d.
But for an average American, the answer lays in the
macro picture. Do the new Jewified elites manage
America better than WASPs did? Are they better
shepherds? Is America-2018 (with Jews getting over
25% of all seats in the express train to better future,
leaving 20% or less to WASPs) better for Americans than
America-1962 with 15% of Jews and 80% of WASPs in
Yale and Harvard? If you belong to 1% of Americans, the
answer is positive; if you are one of the 99%, it is not.
Unz is very meticulous, very cautious in his approach. He
asks an almost-insulting question: perhaps the Jews are
so smart (after all, that is the kin of Einstein and Freud)
that their share in the Ivy League is a result of
meritocratic selection? And he provides an almostinsulting answer: no, they aren’t. There are some
universities that admit strictly by merit; in these
universities Jews do not exactly star. Caltech, the
California Institute of Technology is one of them. The
Jewish presence there is quite small; Hillel, the Jewish
students’ body, gives it as zero. In reality, it is about 6
per cent, like in other merit-based competitions.
It can’t be zero, for sure. In 2003, two Palestine
Solidarity activists, Adam Shapiro and Huwaida Arraf,
had been booed there by pro-Israeli Jews who tried their
beastly best to drive away the speakers. But there are
not many Jews. There are few Jewish Olympiad winners;
once they were in dozens, now there are hardly any.

Altogether Jewish kids make up some six per cent of
NMS, the highest-performing students’ list. This is a good
result, in line with Jewish admissions into meritocratic
colleges, but it is four times less than what you would
expect judging by their Yale admissions. The Jewish IQ,
as Unz found out, is also in line with that of their Gentile
peers, and not the fabulous 110-115, as the Jewish
newspapers claim. Jews are not all that smart anymore,
judging by their score.
Unz explains this “sudden collapse of Jewish academic
achievement” by inertia. The youngsters just do not try
hard enough, in contradistinction to their fathers’
generation. They will succeed, they think, by their oldschool-tie connections or through their parents’ links.
Indeed when you look at the face of President Trump’s
son-in-law, Mr Jared Kushner, you understand that the
Nature took a nap in his generation. His parents’
generation were predators and major crooks (his father
actually served two years in jail for tax evasion while
obtaining his two-billion-dollar loot), but Jared’s
generation could not enroll or graduate without
assistance, while his political meddling made a mess of
already troubled American Middle East politics.

This is the Nature way to deal with problems. Thomas
Mann in his 1901 novel Buddenbrooks subtitled The
Decline of a Family depicts three generations of a North
German family: the first generation amasses fortune, the
second maintains it, the third wastes it away in
Bohemian pleasures. Smart people’s kids are usually not
that smart, and have much less drive. For this reason, I
wouldn’t be bothered too much by Jewish achievement of
the elder generation; the young generation will waste it
all right.
The problem is, there is more than one way to shine.
One is to be brilliant, another is to dim others to shine in
their background. In Israel, the Jews promoted plethora
of laws and regulations circumscribing Palestinians’
ability to compete. In the US, Jewish support of
migration
from
underdeveloped
countries
and
discrimination of the white American students achieve a
similar effect as it lowers the average ability of nonJewish population and allows the Jews to excel in
comparison.
Unz exploration could bring enormous benefits to the
American society. His diagnosis of the malady allows to
cure it. In his consequent article on the subject, Unz
discovered that after publication of his article, the
numbers of Jewish admissions in the best colleges had
been sharply readjusted downwards. What was 25%
(Jews in Harvard) became 12%. But do not rejoice
before time. The Jews responded with subterfuge instead
of correcting action. Now they refer in their statistics only
to Jews who state that they are followers of Jewish faith;
and this is a dwindling lot. If one counts the students
who refer to themselves as “descendants of Holocaust
survivors” and speak of “my true home Israel”, we are
back to 25%.
So the US Jews have learned how to perpetuate their
dominance, by jealously guarding the gates of the best
universities. Can it be corrected?

Jews broke the glass ceiling of admissions to Harvard by
mass protests and media pressure. The Gentiles are not
likely to emulate their strategy as they became even
more obedient and placid as if being bred for these traits.
The Americans aren’t rebellious by nature; that’s why the
US is so prosperous and that’s why the lot of a working
American is going from bad to worse. Yes, Scylla and
Charybdis guard the passage to well-being: overrebellious folk grows poor as revolutions diminish the
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treasury; on the other hand, over-docile folk grows poor
because their betters oppress them fearing not for harsh
response. Wise elites navigate these narrow straits
cautiously like the Swedes did until 1990. Obstinate
elites have to be cured by revolution, like in England or
France, or by state terror, as in Russia or China.
Now you have to live with Jewified elites. Historically, the
record is not encouraging. Jews are not very good in the
top dog position. They are too obstinate, doctrinaire and
despise the low classes to whom they feel no affinity. A
single person of Jewish origin can be very good as a
leader (Bruno Kreisky, the Austrian chancellor, is a good
example). Some Jewish politicians are very loyal – the
much-denigrated Kaganovich remained loyal to Stalin
when all the rest switched to Khrushchev. But when Jews
form a prominent part of elites, like it happened in a few
states in different times, the result is not very good. We
have the example of Israel, where the natives have
neither basic rights nor citizenship, and by millions they
are deprived of property and locked up in the ghetto of
Gaza.
The Unz revelation demonstrates the main feature of
Jews: as a rule, they are immoral (or, if you prefer, they
have a different, Jewish moral, as many Rabbis claim). It
gives them an advantage in some dealings but eventually
courts disaster. In the Tsar’s days, the Jews complained
vociferously about two things: one, Numerus Clausus, (a
Jewish quota of students) and two, the Pale of
Settlement, a part of the country where Jews could
reside freely. They – my grandparents – sounded so

sincere
denouncing
these
evils.
Nowadays,
the
victorious
Jews
established the Pale of Settlement for
Gentiles in Palestine, while in the US,
they fixed the low quota for previous
lords of the land, and very few Jews
complain about it, as I noted at length.
When it is good for Jews, it is bad for
Gentiles, says the Talmud. “If you hear
that Caesarea (a symbol of Gentile rule)
and Jerusalem (a symbol of Jewish rule) are both in ruins
or that both are flourishing peacefully, do not believe it.
Believe only a report that Caesarea is in ruins and
Jerusalem is flourishing or that Jerusalem is in ruins and
Caesarea is flourishing”. (Talmud, Tractate Megillah 6a).
History confirms it – up to a point. Jews can have it good
under Gentile rule, though not as good as they would like
to. But under Jewish rule, not only Gentiles, but even
middle-to-low-class Jews are being screwed up, as you
can observe in the Jewish state of Israel – and in the
heavily Jewified US, as well. Like fire, like women, – Jews
are good when under control and dangerous and
destructive when they are in control.
Still, there is a free will; everyone can choose one’s own
way. Nobody born in the Jewish family has to stick with
Jews. The best of Jews, from Christ Apostles to Joseph
Brodsky and Ron Unz always escaped it to join the
people.
Israel Shamir can be reached at adam@israelshamir.net
This article was first published at The Unz Review.
* http://www.unz.com/ishamir/unz-goes-nuclear/
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The Disintegration of Western Society
Paul Craig Roberts • December 4, 2018

Radical feminists are now being banned by Twitter not because
they hate men, which is perfectly OK as far as Twitter is
concerned, but because they object to “transwomen.”
What is a “transwoman?” As far as I can understand, a
“transwoman” is a male with a penis who declares himself to be
a women and demands his right to use women’s toilette facilities
anong with the women who are using them.
The feminist, Meghan Murphy, twittered a statement and a
question: “Men are not women.” “How are transwomen not
men? What is the difference between men and transwomen?”
Twitter described this as “hateful conduct” and banned Meghan
Murphy.
*https://quillette.com/2018/11/28/twitters-transactivist-decree/
There you have it. Yesterday it was feminists who were
exercising their special society-bestowed privileges to censor.
Today it is the feminists who are being censored. As this
insanity of “Western Civilization” continues, tomorrow it will be
the transwomen who are censored and banned.
What precisely is afoot?
My readers, who have partially and some wholly escaped from
The Matrix, understand that this is the further fragmentation of
American society. Identity Politics has set men, women, blacks,
Jews, Asians, Hispanics, and white people against one another.
Identity Politics is the essence of the Democratic Party and the
American liberal/progressive/left. Now, with the creation of
“new” but otherwise nonexistent “genders,” although they are
honored as real by the controlled whores who masquerade as a
“Western media,” we witness radical feminists being silenced by
men pretending to be women.
I sympathize with Meghan Murphy, but she brought this on
herself and on the rest of us by accepting Identity Politics.
Identity Politics gave Meghan a justification for hating men
even, as she failed to realize, it provided the basis for moving
her into the exploitative class that must be censored.
Where does this end?

It has already gone far enough that the American population is
so divided and mutually hostile that there is no restraint by “the
American people” on government and the elite oligarchs that
rule. “The American people” are no longer a reality but a
mythical creature like the unicorn.
The film, The Matrix, is the greatest film of out lifetime. Why?
Because it shows that there are two realities. A real one of
which only a few people are aware, and a virtual one in which
eveyone else lives.
In the United States today, and throughout “Western
Brainwashed Civilization,” only a handful of people exist who are
capable of differentiating the real from the created reality in
which all explanations are controlled and kept as far away from
the truth as possible. Everything that every Western
government and “news” organization says is a lie to control the
explanations that we are fed in order to keep us locked in The
Matrix.
The ability to control people’s understandings is so
extraordinary that, despite massive evidence to the
contrary, Americans believe that Oswald, acting alone,
was the best shot in human history and using magic
bullets killed President John F. Kenndy; that a handful of
Saudi Arabians who demonstratively could not fly
airplanes outwitted the American national security state
and brought down 3 World Trade Center skyscrapers and
part of the Pentagon; that Saddam Hussein had and was
going to use on the US “weapons of mass destruction;”
that Assad “used chemical weapons” against “his own
people;” that Libya’s Ghadafi gave his soldiers Viagra so
they could better rape Libyan women; that Russia
“invaded Ukraine;” that Trump and Putin stole the
presidential election from Hillary.
The construction of a make-believe reality guarantees the US
military/security complex’s annual budget of $1,000 billion
dollars of taxpayers’ money even as Congress debates cutting
Social Security in order to divert more largess to the pockets of
the corrupt military/security complex.
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Readers ask me what they can do about it. Nothing, except
revolt and cleanse the system, precisely as Founding Father
Thomas Jefferson said.
Is Thomas Jefferson Alive and Well In Paris?
If this report is correct, pray the revolt spreads to the US.
*
https://www.paulcraigroberts.org/2018/12/04/thedisintegration-of-western-society/
MARC LAMONT HILL
*https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-R0JOuyWEeo
Contrary to western mythology,
black
resistance
to
American
apartheid did not come purely from
Gandhi and nonviolence. Rather,
slave revolts and self-defense and
tactics otherwise divergent from
Dr. King or Gandhi were equally
important to preserving safety and attaining freedom. If we are
in true solidarity, we must allow them the same range of
opportunity and political possibility.
We must recognize the right of an occupied people to defend
themselves. We must prioritize peace, but we must not
romanticize or fetishize it.
We must promote non violence at every opportunity, but
cannot endorse narrow politics that shames Palestinians
for resisting, for refusing to do nothing in the face of
state violence and ethnic cleansing...
To commit to political action, grass-roots action, local action,
and international action that will give us what justice requires
and that is a free Palestine from the river to the sea.

*https://www.mintpressnews.com/the-israel-lobbytried-to-weaponize-anti-semitism-to-take-down-marclamont-hill-and-it-backfired/252777/

Netanyahu’s Negotiating With Neo-Fascists
for a ‘Consensus View’ of the Holocaust

Noga Tarnopolsky12.12.18 6:46 AM ET
JERUSALEM—Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu has chosen an
improbable way of celebrating the 70th anniversary of Israel’s
founding: He’s palling around with neo-fascists and coddling
Holocaust revisionists.
The year 2018 has seen Netanyahu embracing a parade of such
leaders and, in a no less perplexing twist, we've had the Jewish
state blatantly dismissing the needs of Diaspora Jews as they
face mounting antisemitism and insecurity in Western countries
roiled by social unrest.
Consider the past week.
On Thursday, Netanyahu acknowledged that he is negotiating
with Hungarian Prime Minister Viktor Orbán for an acceptable
“consensus narrative” in which the Hungarian state’s part in the
Nazi crimes that wiped out half a million Hungarian Jews during
World War II will be minimized, if not erased, in a new
revisionist Holocaust museum to be opened in Budapest.
On Tuesday Netanyahu was
welcoming
Matteo
Salvini,
Italy’s new, nationalist interior
minister to Jerusalem.
Salvini, you guessed it, is a close
European ally of Orbán. He acceded
to his post last summer and has
become Western Europe’s de facto leader of the populist antiimmigration movement since.
Italian Jews are not thrilled by the visit. A statement written by
philosopher and painter Stefano Levi Della Torre and circulated
among Italian Jewish communities says it is “alarming that
Netanyahu is about to provide Salvini with a pro-Israel license
[that would] exonerate him from the suspicions of anti-Semitism
while he carries on with his xenophobic, racist campaign and
with his alliances with anti-Semitic forces in Italy and Europe.”
Related in World
A few hours ahead of his arrival, an irritated Salvini told Israel’s
Foreign Press Association that “the growing anti-Semitism goes
together with Islamic extremism, to which no one is paying
attention.” Thus letting old-fashioned European fascist antiSemitism off the hook. Salvini added, “I don’t have to justify
myself every time I go to Israel.”

Protests were planned for Salvini’s visit to Yad Vashem, Israel’s
Holocaust memorial, and Israel’s President Reuven Rivlin, who
opposes Netanyahu’s cozy rapport with neo-fascists, announced
he would not be receiving Salvini.
If you scratch beneath the surface of
Netanyahu’s new friendships, the
picture becomes clear: Like Britain’s
UKIP and possibly like U.S. President
Donald Trump, Netanyahu hopes to
destabilize what has come to be
known as “the international order.”
One way he is trying to do this is by encouraging European
nations to break EU ranks and move their embassies to
Jerusalem, as Trump has. Last month, Netanyahu welcomed
Czech President Milos Zeman to Israel and accompanied him as
Zeman opened a “Czech House” in the Israeli capital.
Jerusalem
is
burbling
with
rumors
that
Austrian
Chancellor Sebastian Kurz, who visited Israel in October and
hopes to defeat Israel’s boycott of his Freedom Party ministers
who represent a onetime neo-Nazi movement, may move his
embassy to Jerusalem.
In September, Philippines President Rodrigo Duterte was
embraced by Netanyahu, even though he is a self-professed fan
of Adolf Hitler who said he’d “be happy” to emulate Hitler by
exterminating 3 million drug users and vendors.
Netanyahu recently announced his plans to attend the
inauguration of Brazilian President-elect Jair Bolsonaro, another
figure on the nationalist far right who is dangling the possibility
of moving his embassy to Jerusalem as
an enticement for Netanyahu.
President Rivlin, who has become more
vocal on the subject, told CNN last week
that “you can't say we admire the State
of Israel and want ties with it, but we're
neo-fascists.”
In July it was Orbán’s turn for a whirl around Jerusalem, and
that is when they may have discussed plans for the House of
Fates, an institution intended to instill in the public a revisionist
interpretation of Holocaust history, a “consensus narrative” in
which the murder of more than half a million Hungarian Jews,
enabled by the Nazi-allied government of Miklós Horthy, will be
reconfigured.
The Israeli foreign ministry holds that any new Holocaust
museum should stick to the historical record “as it is depicted in
Yad Vashem and in Washington’s Holocaust Museum,” but was
overruled by Netanyahu, who is also Israel’s foreign minister,
and its representatives were shut out of talks between Orbán
and Netanyahu officials last week in Jerusalem.
Yair Lapid, leader of the centrist opposition party Yesh Atid, and
the son of a Holocaust survivor, described Netanyahu’s action as
“appalling.”
Netanyahu’s
agreement
“to
Hungary's attempt to eliminate
its part in the Holocaust is
appalling,” he tweeted. “The
Hungarians were deeply involved
in the destruction of Hungarian
Jewry as part of the murder
machine. The only response to Orbán’s is that the museum
should reflect the truth and nothing else. No negotiations, no
consensus, just truth.”
Orbán has appointed Maria Schmidt, an historian and the
leader of a movement to rewrite the Holocaust, to lead
the House of Fates.
Schmidt first made her name
whitewashing history as the
founder of Budapest’s House
of Terror, a pseudo-museum
advancing the theory that the
suffering of eastern European
nations who fell into the Soviet
sphere of influence after WWII
was worse than the suffering inflicted by the Nazi régime in
Germany.
Schmidt, one of Orbán’s closest associates, was most recently
associated with an overt act of political antisemitism Orbán has
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refused to condemn: last week’s cover of Figyelő, the
“conservative Christian” business magazine owned by Schmidt,
showed the face of Hungarian Jewish community president
András Heisler surrounded by banknotes.
An Orbán spokesperson told World Jewish Congress president
Ronald Lauder that any comment would “be contrary to freedom
of the press.”
The Netanyahu high-wire act on Holocaust revisionism has
reached an apex just as the European Union is grappling with a
frightening upswing in European antisemitism.
On Thursday, rejecting several points Netanyahu had advanced,
the EU adopted a new working definition of antisemitism.
Some EU states fear that the definition issued by the
International Holocaust Remembrance Alliance (IHRA) that has
been adopted by over 20 countries and that Israel pushed for,
could stifle criticism of Israeli policy in the occupied Palestinian
territories.
The IHRA states that some criticism of Israel can be considered
anti-Semitic, including “denying the Jewish people their right to
self-determination, e.g., by claiming that the existence of a
State of Israel is a racist endeavor, or by applying double
standards to Israel not imposed upon other nations.”
The EU chose to use the IHRA definition merely as a “guidance
tool.”
A second EU survey published Monday reported that an
astonishing nine out of 10 European Jews believe anti-Semitism

has worsened in their countries over the past five years and
more than one third are considering emigration.
The report prepared by the European Union Agency for
Fundamental Rights (FRA) was based on a poll of 16,000
respondents in 12 member states.
Almost 30 percent of the respondents said they had experienced
some form of anti-Semitic harassment in the past year, and 2
percent reported having been physically attacked, with a further
2 percent saying their property had been deliberately vandalized
in the past year because they were Jewish.
In October, following the deadly attack against the Tree of Life
synagogue in Pittsburgh, Netanyahu biographer Anshel Pfeffer
said that whereas “Netanyahu wants the right to speak as the
representative of all Jews, in America and Europe he's
abandoned all pretense of solidarity with them.”
In 2015, upon returning to Israel from a memorial ceremony for
French Jews murdered in a terror attack, Netanyahu said, "I
went to Paris not just as the prime minister of Israel but as a
representative of the entire Jewish people."
In fact, Pfeffer notes, “the elected leader of a country in which
less than half the Jews of the world live (and only a quarter of
them actually voted for him in the last election) wants the right
to address the world as the representative of all Jews. And he
won’t even check with them first.”
*https://www.thedailybeast.com/netanyahusnegotiating
-with-neo-fascists-for-a-consensus-view-of-the-holocaust

______________________________________________________________

Roche Trap: A Tribalist Lets Slip the Truth
December 13, 2018/0 Comments/in Featured Articles,
Jewish Double Standards on Immigration and
Multiculturalism in Israel vs. the Diaspora /

By Tobias Langdon

A Spectre is haunting the Unz Review — the spectre of a
highly ethnocentric Jewish commenter called Tyrion 2. He
possesses all of Kevin MacDonald’s “background traits for
Jewish activism,” from ethnocentrism and intelligence to
aggressiveness and psychological intensity. With shameless
disregard for facts and logic, he assails any criticism of Jews at
the Unz Review, arguing aggressively and incessantly that no
Jew anywhere has ever done or said anything harmful to nonJewish interests.
Trap for a Tribalist
As you might expect, Tyrion 2 has been busy on re-prints of my
own articles at the Unz Review. For example, he denies that
the Jewish immigration minister Barbara Roche had any true
responsibility for the massive increase in Third-World
immigration under Tony Blair’s New Labour government. Here is
his defence of Roche: “She was a junior minister in a
government (naturally) dominated by Gentiles and only holding
the relevant brief for 2 years. As to her motivations in upholding
the party line of Gentiles Blair, Brown and Prescott, I don’t know
(upholding the party line as a junior minister? keeping her
job?).”
Anyone who reads my article “Roche Motel Revisited: The
Comfort of an Atomized Society” will learn how far Tyrion 2’s
assertions are from the truth. However, I thought that he
wouldn’t bother attacking the re-print of my article “Liberals
vs. Mother Nature” at the Unz Review. After all, the article is
about India, Freddie Mercury and AIDS, not about the Jewish
corruption of Western politics. I was wrong. Tyrion 2 seized on
one small reference to Jews in the article – and entered a Roche
trap:
Yes, both Jews and Parsis have been overachievers and
yes, as you point out, Parsis were not as singled out for
dislike as Jews [were] but Parsis lived in super diverse
India and Jews lived in much more homogenous [sic]
Europe. (Comment of 8th December 2018 on the re-print
of “Liberals vs. Mother Nature” at the Unz Review)
Diversity is Good for Jews

Tyrion 2 is making the classic Jewish argument that racially and
religiously mixed societies are safer for Jews than homogeneous
ones. According to him, in “super diverse India” (in fact, not-so
diverse Gujarat), Parsis didn’t stand out and so didn’t suffer
persecution and expulsions as Jews did in “much more
homogenous Europe.” And guess what? Tyrion 2 is thinking
exactly like Barbara Roche:
Friday rush hour. Euston station [in London]. Who’s here?
Who isn’t. A kaleidoscope of skin colours. The world in
one terminus. Barbara Roche can see it over the rim of
her cup of Americano coffee. “I love the diversity of
London,” she tells me. “I just feel comfortable.”
(Hideously Diverse Britain: The immigration ‘conspiracy’,
The Guardian, 2nd March 2011)
Roche wasn’t acting on her own when she became immigration
minister and opened Britain’s borders to Somalis and other
low-IQ, high-criminality Third-Worlders. She was collaborating
with other Jews to make Britain a more “comfortable” place for
Jews. And since she left office, she has continued to campaign
for open borders and for more anti-White bureaucracy:
Tony Blair should promote the benefits of legal
immigration to Britain, and “not back off” from plans to
create a super equalities commission, Barbara Roche, the
former equalities minister, has urged. … The child of a
Polish-Russian Ashkenazi father and a Sephardic SpanishPortuguese mother, Ms Roche has reason for her feelings
on immigration. “My being Jewish informs me totally,
informs my politics. I understand the otherness of ethnic
groups. The Americans are ahead of us on things like
multiple identity. I’m Jewish but I’m also a Londoner; I’m
English but also British.” (Roche urges Labour to promote
the benefits of legal migration, The Independent, 24th
June 2003)

Migration maniac Barbara Roche
In fact, Barbara Roche is neither English nor British. How could
she be, when “being Jewish informs [her] totally”? For her and
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for other powerful Jews in the West, a term like “British” or
“French” or “American” is merely geographic. That’s why she
was so eager to flood Britain with low-IQ Third-Worlders, reshaping its demographics in a way that, while inflicting huge
harm and expense on native British Whites, allowed her to “feel
comfortable” while sipping “her cup of Americano coffee” at
Euston station.
Asking the Eternal Question
After all, if the flooding of Britain with Third-Worlders goes
wrong for the Tribe, Roche and other Jews will simply do what
Jews have done throughout history: leave the scene of their
crimes. Nowadays they have a nation of their own waiting for
them on the sunny shores of the Mediterranean. Israel has been
shielded
from
diversity
by
“xenophobic”
policies
on
immigration, asylum and citizenship for exactly the same
reason as Britain, France and America have been flooded with
diversity. Israel’s anti-diversity policies make Jews “feel
comfortable” too.

You can understand this Jewish behaviour very easily. It’s
governed by the eternal question: What’s good for Jews?
(Whites, on the other hand, are addicted, perhaps terminally so,
to principles, whatever the cost to Whites as a group.) For
Barbara Roche, it was good for Jews to open Britain’s borders to
the Third World. For Tyrion 2, it’s good for Jews to pretend that
Barbara Roche was merely “upholding the party line of Gentiles
Blair, Brown and Prescott.” In fact, New Labour was controlled
by Jews, not by “Gentiles.” Tony Blair was a dim narcissist
funded and controlled by Lord Levy, Gordon Brown was a
psychologically disturbed homosexual funded and controlled
by Ronald Cohen, and John Prescott was a lecherous nonentity who left office as a laughing-stock. New Labour’s
underhanded and evil immigration policies had “MADE IN
JUDAEA” stamped all over them.
*https://www.theoccidentalobserver.net/2018/12/13/r
oche-trap-a-tribalist-lets-slip-the-truth/

_______________________________________________________________

Der Volkslehrer
... for an early end to our captivity...A free Germany? Tracking down the occupants...

Ein freies Deutschland? Den Besatzern auf der Spur… | REPORTAGE
*https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wSuH8UoAUvk
********
***
Zu Besuch bei den Ofenbauern von Auschwitz
And
now
from
Jeff
Rosen
in a talk to Mountain
Published Dec 9, 2018
Bei einem kleinen Besuch in Erfurt schaue ich mir die
View High School students
Erinnerungsstätte der Ofenbaufirma Zopf und Töne an.
some more disgusting and
Hier wird gezeigt, wie Vergangenheitsbewältigung
deceptive rubbish – from
funktionieren kann.
rumour to “fact”, to pure
Doch sehet und höret selbst.
anti-German
propaganda
*https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bT1xxlJ-8n4
served up as enlightened
Fredrick Töben comments:
thinking from the WWII
Indeed, Topf & Söhne, was a world leading manufacturer
Allies, Britain, France, USA,
of grain fumigation equipment but after the homicidal
by giving the Germans in
gassing propaganda lie, the post WWII era caused the
1949:
firm’s heirs to close shop.
It was Pressac who inherited the firm’s archives, and
from this source of information he concluded that there
was no equipment-evidence of homicidal gassings! He fell
out with France’s leading Holocaust propagandists, the
Klarsfeld, when Pressac refused to use the term
“Holocaust” and instead insisted on using the concept
“massive massacre”!

********

Dank an die Antifa für eine wunderbare
Weihnachtsfeier!

Rosen’s talk:
Germany:
Low Crime, Clean Prisons, Lessons for America *https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wtV5ev6813I

Rosen claims the German Constitution, imposed by WWII
occupation forces Britain, France and USA on to the
Germans in 1949, and ‘written in the shadow of the
Holocaust and what the German Government had done’,

*https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Hasyv8cP5g4
********
A view of the UN migrations pact:
*https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PrUEZAYkA6E and
*https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ROm0s9lbeQ0

civilized the German population.
Such garbage merely supports the view that Germans
are barbaric/uncivilized, as is repeated here by Sky
News: Special Report: The far right in Germany
*https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=FW-1Bmopzmk.

No wonder the so-called “far right” is encouraged to
present itself as tatooed skinheads - und leider ihre
physische Aufmachung wirkt schon abstossend, und sie
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meinen sie tun Deutschland und den Deutschen einen
gefallen.
Rosen asks a basic fundamental question:
How did a country that had done such horrible things recreate itself so quickly into one of the most enlightened
when it comes to crime and punishment?

By quoting a truism from Fyodor Dostoyevsky:
- The degree of civilisation in a society can be judged by
entering its prisons –

Rosen then does not ask the deeper question that would
shed light on his perceived new German virtues, i.e.:
Is there perhaps the possibility that Germans have
always been decent people?

If you can get past the flood of anti-German propaganda
– which had its marked beginnings after the founding of
the second Reich in 1871, then continued to be pumped
out with a vengeance after World War One, and after
World War Two to this day by the media and Hollywood –
another view emerges from the disgusting “Holocaustsaturated” one-sided victors’ view.
Rosen does not explain to his students why the US has a
ten-times larger incarceration rate. Is it possible that the
“evil German war genes” never existed?
Interestingly, the fact that the majority of inmates in
German prisons are not native Germans, speaks for itself
but this, however, is not mentioned by Mr Rosen. Does
that also say something about the German character?
Germans have settled all over the world - are they
known to be a violent people, or are they known for their
law abiding nature, honesty and hard work?
It appears that this Jeff RosenTedX lecture to high school
students has been a mere exercise in Jewish propaganda
at the expense of Germans serving as a useful scapegoat
for Mr Rosen’s own deficiency thinking that rests in
Talmud and Torah – and genital mutilation!
He begins his talk by saying ‘we did not have “hunds” in
the family’ because they were in the camps. Well, as Mr
Rosen admitted he speaks German, and one would

assume his parents did as well, why otherwise would he
learn a hated language – just as he would not drive a
Mercedes, BMW, or Volkwagen? So, “hunds” is certainly
not German. Did he do that just for effect - throw in a bit
of distorted German, that makes it sound more nasty?
How many overseas Germans learned that in their
various host countries the population considered German
to be a “guttural language”, when in fact it is not,
certainly not as guttural as Hebrew!
He speaks of his visits to the Bergen Belsen camp, where
people died of typhus and typhoid and other illnesses,
and starvation. He mentions 10,000 dead, yet on the
plaque shown it states: “Hier ruhen 1000 Tote” - maybe
there are more plaques? That people died does not
automatically mean they were killed on purpose.
[Clarification: Both diseases contain the word 'typhi' in
their official names. Rickettsia typhi is the proper name of
typhus and it's Salmonella typhi for typhoid. ... Vector:
Typhoid infection is food borne; typhus infection is fleaborne. Treatment: Typhoid treatment involves fluids and
electrolytes as well as low-grade antibiotics.]

Rosen claims he did not go to Germany to forgive and to
forget, and he won’t – but rather to learn how the
German character has been changed so rapidly! Is he
conceding that Germans never had any “evil war genes”?
Does he address the larger issue emerging about the 12
million German civilians who perished during and after
WWTwo?
How do the Allies, the Media, Hollywood respond to that
tragedy? - with deathly silence!

***
NB: Think of how the Revision of British-India
exploitation is now regarded.
See:
*https://www.aljazeera.com/indepth/opinion/britainstole-45-trillion-india-181206124830851.html

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Globalists Want A Germany Without Germans
– Nikolai Nerling DER VOLKSLEHRER

Red Ice TV Published on Dec 5, 2018
#Germany #DerVolksLehrer #ReplacementMigration
Lana Lokteff interviews Nikolai Nerling-Der Volkslehrer The Folk Teacher is an independent journalist in
Germany. We'll discuss all things relevant in German
politics
including
German
guilt
programming,
immigration, thought crimes and what the future may
hold.
*https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=c_B1C22BWq8

__________________________________________________
How the West eats its children

Thierry Meyssan, Voltaire Network | Damascus (Syria) | 4 December 2018
Political consultant, President-founder
personal risks to oppose financial globalisation. Although
of the Réseau Voltaire (Voltaire
they do not realise it, and still imagine that their
Network). Latest work in French –
problems are exclusively national, their enemy is the
Sous nos Yeux. Du 11-Septembre à
same force that crushed the region of the African Great
Donald Trump (Right Before our Eyes.
Lakes and a part of the Greater Middle East. In order to
From 9/11 to Donald Trump).
understand the project which inextricably unites these
***
apparently disparate events, we have to take a step back.
For Thierry Meyssan, by taking to the
***
streets, the French have become the
first Western population to take
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The cause of Western recession
International relations experienced a profound change with the
paralysis of the Soviet Union in 1986, when the State was
unable to control the civilian nuclear incident in Tchernobyl [1],
then with the revocation of the Warsaw Pact in 1989, when the
East German Communist Party [2] destroyed the Berlin Wall,
and finally, with the dissolution of the USSR in 1991.
At that time, the President of the United States, George Bush
Sr., decided to demobilise one million soldiers and devote the
efforts of his country to its own prosperity. He wanted to
transform US hegemony within its zone of influence, and expand
it into that of the leader of the world, the guarantor of world
stability. With that, he laid the foundations for a « New World
Order », first of all in the speech he gave side by side with
British Prime Minister Margaret Thatcher, at the Aspen Institute
(2 August 1990), then during his speech to Congress (11
September 1990), announcing operation « Desert Storm » [3].
The world of the après-Soviet Union is one of free circulation,
not only of merchandise, but also world capital, under the
unique control of the United States. In other words, the passage
from capitalism to financialisation – not the triumphant
culmination of free exchange, but an exacerbated form of
colonial exploitation of the whole world, including the West.
Within the space of a quarter of a century, the major US
fortunes have multiplied many times, and the global wealth of
the world has increased considerably.
By allowing capitalism to run wild, President Bush Sr. hoped to
extend prosperity to the world. But capitalism is not a political
project, it is simply a system of logic designed for creating
profit. The logic of the US multinationals was to increase their
profits by delocalising production to China, where it is now
possible, and where workers are the lowest paid in the world.
Those who were prepared to measure the cost of this advance
for the West were few and far between. New middle classes
began to appear in the third world, and although they were, of
course, far less wealthy than those in the West, they enabled
new, mainly Asian states, to play a rôle on the world stage. But
simultaneously, Western middle classes began to disappear [4],
meaning that it became impossible for the democratic
institutions they built to survive. Above all, the populations of
entire regions were to be entirely crushed, starting with those of
the African Great Lakes. This first regional war caused 6 million
deaths, in Angola, Burundi, Namibia, Uganda, the Democratic
Republic of Congo, Rwanda and Zimbabwe, and was met with
general incomprehension and indifference. The aim was to
continue to seize the natural resources of these countries, but to
pay less and less for them, which meant dealing with gangs
rather than with the States who had to feed their populations.
The sociological transformation of the world is happening very
fast and is clearly without precedent, although we do not have
the statistical tools available today to evaluate it with precision.
However, everyone can witness the increase in power of
Eurasia, (not in the Gaullist sense of « Brest to Vladivostok »,
but that of Russia and Asia without Western and Central
Europe), which seeks liberty and prosperity, while the Western
powers, including the United States, are slowly and
progressively declining, limiting individual freedom and ejecting
half of their population into zones of poverty.
Today, the percentage of imprisonment in China is four times
inferior to that of the United States, while their purchasing
power is slightly higher. Objectively therefore, with all its faults,
Chine has become a freer and more prosperous country than the
United States.
This process was predictable from the beginning. Its application
was studied for a long time. So, on 1 September 1987, a US
forty-year-old published a page of counter-current publicity in
the New York Times, the Washington Post and the Boston Globe.
He warned his compatriots about the rôle that President Bush
Sr. was planning to allocate to the United States – to assume
and finance out of their own pockets the responsibility for the
developing « New World Order ». People read it and laughed.
The author of these texts was real estate promoter, Donald
Trump.
The application of the economic model
to international relations

One month after the attacks of 11 September 2001, US
Secretary of Defense Donald Rumsfeld nominated his friend
Admiral Arthur Cebrowski as Director of the new Office of Force
Transformation. He was tasked with changing the culture of the
entire US military in order to enable it to respond to a complete
change in its mission
There was no longer question of using US armies to defend
principles or interests, but to use them for a reorganisation of
the world by dividing it into two parts – on one side the states
integrated into the globalised economy, and on the other, the
others [5]. The Pentagon would no longer fight wars in order to
steal natural resources, but to control access to those resources
by the globalised nations. A division directly inspired by the
process of globalisation which had already trashed half of the
Western populations. This time, it was half of the world’s
population which was to be excluded [6].
The reorganisation of the world began in the political zone
known as the « Greater Middle East », that is to say stretching
from Afghanistan to Morocco, with the exception of Israël,
Lebanon and Jordan. This brought about the alleged epidemic of
civil wars in Afghanistan, Iraq, Sudan, Libya, Syria and Yemen,
which has already caused several million deaths.
Like a monster eating its own children, the global financial
system based in the United States faced its first crisis in 2008,
when the subprime bubble burst. Contrary to a commonly-held
belief, this was absolutely not a global crisis, but a Western
problem. For the first time, the NATO states experienced the
first consequences of the policy they were supporting. Yet the
upper Western classes changed nothing in their behaviour, as
they witnessed with compassion the wreck of the middle
classes. The only notable modification was the adoption of the «
Volcker rule » [7], which forbade banks from profiting from
information obtained from their clients in order to speculate
against their interests. But while conflicts of interest enabled a
number of crooks to get rich fast, they are not the root of the
problem, which is far more wide-reaching.
The revolt of the Western populations
The revolt of the Western middle and working classes against
the globalised upper class began two years ago.
Aware of the Western recession as compared with Asia, the
people of the United Kingdom were the first to attempt to save
its life-style by leaving the European Union and turning to China
and the Commonwealth (referendum of 23 June 2016) [8].
Unfortunately, the leaders of the United Kingdom were unable to
conclude the agreement they hoped for with China and
experienced great difficulty in reactivating their links with the
Commonwealth.
Then, witnessing the collapse of their civil industries, a part of
the United States voted, on 8 November 2016, for the only
Presidential candidate who was opposed to the New World
Order, Donald Trump. He spoke of a return to the « American
dream ». Unfortunately for his voters, although Donald Trump
began to question the rules of globalised commerce, he had no
team with him apart from his family, and was only able to
modify, but not change, the military strategy of his country.
Almost all of the general officers had adopted the RumsfeldCebrowski ideology, and could no longer imagine themselves in
any other role than defenders of financial globalisation.
Aware of the collapse of their national industry, and certain that
they would be betrayed by their upper class, the Italians voted,
on 4 March 2018, for an anti-system party composed of the
Ligue and the 5-star Movement. These parties built an alliance
in order to implement social policies. Unfortunately, they were
rejected by the European Union [9]. In France, tens of
thousands of SME’s (small and medium-sized enterprises),
subcontractors of industry, had gone bankrupt over the last ten
years, but their compulsory tax deductions, already among the
highest in the world, increased by 30 % over the same period.
Several hundreds of thousands of French people suddenly took
to the streets to demonstrate against abusive financial
measures. Unfortunately for them, the French upper classes
have been contaminated by the very idea that was rejected by
the United States, and therefore did their best to adapt their
policies to the popular revolt, but not to change its basic causes.
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If we look at each of these four countries separately, we will find
four different explanations for what is happening there. But if we
analyse the situation as a single phenomenon affecting different
cultures, we will discover the same mechanisms across the
board. In these four countries, consecutive with the end of
capitalism, the middle classes disappeared more or less rapidly,
and with them the political system that they incarnated Democracy.
So either the Western leaders abandon the financial system they
have developed and return to the productive capitalism of the
Cold War, or they will have to invent a different organisation
that no-one has so far been able imagine. Failing that, the West,
which has directed the world for five centuries, will sink into a
long period of internal chaos.
The Syrians were the first non-globalised People capable of
surviving and resisting the destruction of Rumsfeld-Cebrowski’s
infra-world. The French were the first globalised people to rise
up against the destruction of the West, even if they are not
aware that they are fighting the same unique enemy of all of
humanity. President Emmanuel Macron is not the man for the
situation, not because he has any responsibility for the system
that preceded him, but because he is pure product of that
system. In response to the riots in his country, he spoke from
the G20 in Buenos-Aires, declaring that the meeting was a
success in his eyes, (which it was not), and that he intended to
advance more efficiently than his predecessors - in the wrong
direction.
How to save privilege
It appears that the British ruling class has its solution - if
London in particular and the Western nations in general are no
longer capable of ruling the world, it will be necessary to cut
one’s losses and divide the world into two distinct zones. This is
the policy implemented by Obama in the final months of his
presidency [10], then by Theresa May, and now by Donald
Trump, with their refusal to cooperate and their ready-made
accusations, first of all against Russia and now against China.
It also seems that Russia and China, despite their historical
rivalry, are aware that they will never be able to ally themselves
with these Westerners who have never ceased trying to carve
them up. This is the source of their project, the « Eurasian
Economic Union » - if the world must be split in two, each
participant will have to organise its own. In concrete terms, for
Beijing, this means abandoning half of its « Silk Road » project
and its redeployment with Moscow only in Greater Eurasia.
How to determine the line of demarcation
For the West and Greater Eurasia, it will be necessary to
determine the split line as fast as possible. For example, what
side will Ukraine choose? The construction by Russia of the
Kertch bridge was aimed at separating the country, absorbing
the Donbass and the Azov Sea basin, then Odessa and
Transnistria. On the contrary, the incident at Kertch, organised
by the Western powers, is aimed at enrolling all of Ukraine into
NATO before the country fractures.
Since the ship of financial globalisation is sinking, many people
are beginning to save their personal interests without any care
for others. For example this is the source of the tension between
the European Union and the United States. As far as this game
is concerned, the Zionist movement has always had a length’s

lead, which explains the mutation of Israëli strategy, which has
abandoned Syria to Russia, and turned to both the Gulf States
and East Africa.
Perspectives
Taking into account what is at play here, it is obvious that the
insurrection in France is only the beginning of a much wider
process which is going to spread to other Western countries.
It would be absurd to believe that at a time of financial
globalisation, a government, whatever it might be, could resolve
the problems of its country without first of all questioning
international relations and at the same time regaining its
capacity for action. But precisely, foreign policy has been kept
on the sidelines of the democratic field since the dissolution of
the Soviet Union. It is both necessary and urgent to resign from
almost all of the treaties and engagements of the last thirty
years. Only the states which are able to re-affirm their
sovereignty can hope to recover.
*Thierry Meyssan
Translation * Pete Kimberley
1] According to Michaïl Gorbatchev, this was the event that
made possible the dissolution of the Warsaw Pact and the Soviet
Union in so far as it delegitimised the State.
[2] Contrary to a commonly-held belief in the West, it was the
nationalists from the East-German Communist Party (and the
Lutheran churches), and not the anti-Communists (and pro-US
movements), who broke down the symbol of Soviet domination,
the Wall.
[3] The main purpose of the invasion of Iraq was not to liberate
Kuwaït, but to use this affair to build the strongest coalition
possible under US command, including the USSR.
[4] Global Inequality. A New Approach for the Age of
Globalization, Branko Milanovic, Harvard University Press, 2016.
[5] “The US military project for the world”, by Thierry Meyssan,
Translation Pete Kimberley, Voltaire Network, 22 August 2017.
[6] It is obvious that the wars of Bush Jr. and Obama were
never intended to expand the Empire. First of all because by
definition, democracy can only come from the People, not
imposed by bombs. And then because the United States was
already a plutocracy.
[7] The ex-president of the US Federal Reserve, Paul Volcker, is
on the other hand, one of the architects of global
financialisation. It is Volcker who took legal action on behalf of
the UNO against the people and entities who had helped Iraq to
bypass the UN embargo (the « oil for food » affair). Volcker is
one of the principal personalities of the Pilgrim’s Society, the
trans-Atlantic club presided by Queen Elizabeth II. As such, he
became the main economic advisor to President Barack Obama,
and organised part of his cabinet.
[8] “The new British Foreign Policy”, by Thierry Meyssan,
Translation Pete Kimberley, Voltaire Network, 4 July 2016.
[9] Replacing the European Common Market, which was
originally a system for cooperation between states, the
European Union, as defined by the Treaty of Maastricht, is a
supranational
[10] “Two separate worlds”, by Thierry Meyssan, Translation
Pete Kimberley, Al-Watan (Syria), Voltaire Network, 8 November
2016.
*http://www.voltairenet.org/article204208.html

_________________________________________________
Adolf Hitler BOMBSHELL:

Nazi leader 'wanted to UNIFY British Royal Family with Germany's'
Adolf Hitler believed 'secret weapons’ would help Nazi’s win WW2
Matthew Kirkham, 13 December 2018
The British Royal Family have never been able to escape the
spectre of their unsavoury historical Nazi connections. In “17
Carnations” by royal biographer, Andrew Morton, the author
describes how Adolf Hitler viewed Prince Edward's lovers as
"serious contenders" for royal marriage. As part of his grand
diplomatic strategy after he became chancellor in 1933, Adolf
Hitler encouraged marriage between German aristocrats and
their European counterparts.

The German Chancellor’s reasons for this were to improve the
international position of the Fatherland by marrying a member
of the German monarchy into the British royal family via
Edward, then the heir to the throne.
The book, published in 2015, claims Hitler had "more than
words" in his mind.
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Hitler
played
"royal
matchmaker"
bringing
together British and German
royalty together (Image:
Getty)
Andrew Morton reveals, Hitler
"wanted a union between the
royal houses of Britain and Germany". His demand that Princess
Friederike be offered as possible bride for the Prince of Wales
was made sometime in 1934.
Hitler "wanted a union
between the royal houses
of Britain and Germany"
(Image: Getty)
King George V and Queen
Mary were "astounded" at
Hitler’s designs for their
daughter.
Friederike’s mother, Princess Viktoria Luise, was particularly
nonplussed, as a decade before, she, too, had been considered
a potential bride for Prince Edward.
For example, Hitler viewed the 1937 union of Prince Bernhard
zur Lippe-Biesterfeld to Princess Juliana, the daughter of Queen
Wilhelmina of the Netherlands, with much approval.
He saw it as a chance to build closer ties between the two
countries.
Hitler’s Youth movement exclusively for young women, "League
of German Girls", featured one very special member, Princess
Friederike.
The Princess’ parents had met with Hitler on a number of
occasions, their discussions focussed on constructing an
enduring rapprochement between England and Germany.
In 1936, Edward abdicated the British throne to marry an
American divorcee, Wallis Warfield Simpson.
If the scandal of the King’s abdication was not enough, many
people of the era also allege that both Edward and his new wife

were sympathetic to the Nazi cause and, whether intentionally
or not, were secretly working with the highest members of the
Third Reich.
*https://www.express.co.uk/news/world/1058545/adol
f-hitler-news-nazi-leader-unify-royal-family-britaingermany-royal-news-spt

********

…. and more Revisionist News – from Russia, per The
Wall Street Journal’s Thomas Grove – write to him at:
thomas.grove@wsj.com:

Czar Vladimir?

Putin Acolytes Want to Bring Back the Monarchy
By Thomas Grove, Dec. 13, 2018 3:24 p.m. ET
SPAS-TESHILOVO, Russia—The last time term limits forced
Russian leader Vladimir Putin to step down from the presidency,
he became prime minister for a few years.
This time around, a group of pro-Kremlin activists have a
different idea: Proclaim him Czar Vladimir.
“We will do everything possible to make sure Putin stays in
power as long as possible,” Konstantin
Malofeyev, a politically active businessman,
said recently to thunderous applause from
hundreds of Russian Orthodox priests and
members of the country’s top political
parties gathered at a conference outside
Moscow. They were united by one cause—to
return the monarchy to Russia.
Mr. Putin in 1999. Photo: Agence France
Presse/Getty Images
While there are no plans to crown a new Emperor and Sovereign
of All the Russias, as part of the royal title once went, the idea
raises the possibility Mr. Putin could stay beyond the two-term
limit the constitution allows.
The Kremlin has given little sign of who may succeed Mr. Putin
when his six-year term ends in 2024, leaving many to speculate,
sometimes wildly, about what’s next.
– continue at:
*https://www.wsj.com/articles/czar-vladimir-putinacolytes-want-to-bring-back-the-monarchy-11544732680

_________________________________________________

*https://archive.org/details/ereignisseundges00will

Kaiser Wilhelm II.
Ereignisse und Gestalten aus den Jahren 1878-1918
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Die Schuldfrage
Die Geschichte kennt kein Beispiel, das man mit dem Weltkriege
1914/18 vergleichen könnte. Sie kennt aber auch kein Beispiel
für die Verwirrung, die über die Ursache entstanden ist, die zum
Weltkriege führten. Das ist um so erstaunlicher, weil der große
Krieg ein hochkultivierte, aufgeklärte, politisch geschulte
Menschheit vorfand, und weil die Ursachen zum Weltkriege klar
und offen liegen. Auch die scheinbare Kompliziertheit in der
Julikrise 1914 kann darüber nicht hinwegtäuschen. Der damalige
Telegramm Wechsel zwischen den Kabinetten der Großmächte
und den Herrschern, die Tätigkeit der Staatsmänner und
hervorragender Privatmänner bei mündlichen Verhandlungen
mit wichtigen Persönlichkeiten der Entente waren gewiß von
größter Wichtigkeit durch die entscheidende Bedeutung, die
nahezu jedem Worte zukam, das aus verantwortlichem Munde
gesprochen, und jeder Zeile, die geschrieben oder gedrahtet
wurde. Aber die große Linie der Kriegsursachen wird dadurch
nicht geändert, sie liegt fest und man darf sich nicht scheuen,
sie immer wieder mit Ruhe und Sachlichkeit von dem
verwirrenden Beiwerk der Vorgänge, die den Kriegsausbruch
begleiteten, freizulegen.
Die allgemeine Lage des Deutschen Reiches hatte sich in der
Vorkriegszeit
immer
glänzender
und
infolgedessen
außenpolitisch immer schwieriger gestaltet. Ein niemals
dagewesener
Aufschwung in Industrie, Handel und Weltverkehr hatte
Deutschland wohlhabend gemacht. Die Kurve unserer
Entwicklung blieb nach oben gerichtet. Die damit verbundene
friedliche Eroberung eines namenhaften Teiles des Weltmarktes,
auf den deutscher Fleiß und unsere Leistungen gerechten
Anspruch hatten, konnte älteren Weltvölkern, vor allem
England, nicht angenehm sein. Das ist ein ganz natürlicher
Vorgang, dem nichts Verwunderliches anhaftet. Es macht
niemandem Freude, wenn sich plötzlich ein Konkurrent etabliert
und man zusehen muß, wie die alte Kundschaft zu ihm
abwandert, ich kann also aus der Verstimmung Englands über
Deutschlands Fortschritte auf dem Weltmarkte keinen Vorwurf
gegen das Britenreich konstruieren.
Wenn es England verstanden hätte, unter Anwendung besserer
Handelsmethoden die deutsche Konkurrenz abzuschlagen oder
niederzuhalten, so wäre das sein gutes Recht gewesen, gegen
das Einwendungen nicht hätten erhoben werden können. Der
Tüchtigere gewann eben das Spiel. Es kann im Leben der Völker
nicht als verwerflich gelten, wenn im friedlichen Wettbewerb von
beiden Seiten mit gleichartigen, also friedlichen Mitteln, aber mit
aller Energie, mit Kühnheit und Organisationskunst zum Besten
des eigenen Volkes gearbeitet wird. Etwas ganz anderes ist es
dagegen, wenn der eine Teil durch den Fleiß und die Leistung,
wie durch überlegene Geschäftsmethoden des anderen seinen
Aktivposten in der Weltbilanz bedroht sieht und nun, weil er
nicht die Tüchtigkeit des jungen Konkurrenten zu entfalten
vermag, mit Gewalt, also nicht mit friedlichen, sondern mit
kriegerischen Mitteln gegen den friedlichen Wettbewerb vorgeht,
um ihn aufzuhalten oder zu vernichten.
Unsere Lage wurde schwieriger, weil wir genötigt waren, zum
Schutze unseres Wohlstandes, der nicht zuletzt auf den 19
Milliarden jährlicher deutscher Ausfuhr und Einfuhr basierte,
eine Flotte zu bauen. Die Unterstellung, wir hätten die Flotte
gebaut, um die weit überlegene englische anzugreifen und zu
vernichten, ist absurd, denn wir hätten bei dem tatsächlichen
Kräfteverhältnis zur See nicht siegen können. Wir kamen ja auf
dem Weltmarkte wunschgemäß vorwärts; wir hatten über nichts
zu klagen. Weshalb hätten wir also den Erfolg unserer
friedlichen Arbeit aufs Spiel setzen sollen?
In Frankreich war seit 1870/71 der Revanchegedanke sorgsam
genährt worden. In der belletristischen wie in der politischen
und militärischen Literatur, im Offizierkorps, in den Schulen, in
Vereinigungen, in den politischen Kreisen wurde er in allen
möglichen Variationen gepflegt. Ich kann diese Stimmung
verstehen. Vom gefundenen nationalen Standpunkt aus gesehen
ist es schließlich ehrenvoller, wenn ein Volk eine erlittene
Schlappe wieder gut machen will, als wenn es diese einsteckt.
Elsaß-Lothringen aber ist seit vielen Jahrhunderten deutsches
Land. Von Frankreich war es geraubt, wir hatten es 1871 als uns

gehörig zurückgenommen. Deshalb war ein Revanchekrieg, der
die Eroberung urdeutschen Gebiets zum Ziele hatte,
unrechtmäßig und unmoralisch. Ein Nachgeben unsererseits in
diesem Punkte hätte unserem nationalen und rechtlichen
Empfinden ins Gesicht geschlagen. Da Deutschland ElsaßLothringen niemals freiwillig an Frankreich zurückgeben konnte,
war also der französischen Revanchetraum nur durch einen
siegreichen Krieg zu verwirklichen, der die französischen
Grenzpfähle bis an das linke Rheinufer vorschieben sollte.
Deutschland hingegen hatte keinen Anlaß, die Errungenschaften
von 1870/71 aus Spiel zu setzen, es mußte also darauf
hinwirken, den Frieden mit Frankreich zu erhalten, um so mehr
als die Konstellation der Mächte gegen den deutschösterreichischen Zweibund immer deutlicher hervortrat.
In Rußland lagen die Dinge so, daß das gewaltige Zarenreich
nach einem Zugang zum südlichen Meer drängte. Dieses
Streben ist natürlich und nicht zu verurteilen. Ferner bestand
der russisch-österreichische Gegensatz, hauptsächlich um
Serbien, der insofern Deutschland mitbetraf, als Deutschland
und Österreich-Ungarn im Bunde waren. Außerdem befand sich
das zarische Rußland in einer andauernden inneren Gärung, und
jede zarische Regierung fand es nützlich, eine Möglichkeit für
äußere Konflikte bereit zu halten, um durch äußere
Schwierigkeiten jederzeit von den inneren ablenken zu können,
ein Ventil für den inneren Konfliktstoff zu besitzen. Es kam
hinzu, daß der enorme Anleihebedarf Rußlands fast
ausschließlich in Frankreich gedeckt wurde. Über 20 Milliarden
französischer Goldfranken, über deren Verwendung Frankreich
teilweise verfügte, wanderten nach Rußland. Es handelte sich
dabei ausnahmslos um strategische und kriegvorbereitende
Maßnahmen. An der goldenen Kette der französischen Milliarden
wurde das Zarenreich nicht nur finanziell an Frankreich gekettet;
es wurde dem französischen Revanchegedanken dienstbar.
So ergab es sich, daß England, Frankreich und Rußland,
allerdings aus verschiedenen Gründen, ein gemeinsames Ziel
hatten, nämlich: Deutschland niederzuzwingen. England aus
handelspolitischen, Frankreich aus revanchepolitischen, Rußland
als Trabant Frankreichs sowie aus innerpolitischen Gründen und
um an das südliche Meer zu gelangen. So mußten sich diese drei
Großstaaten finden. Den Zusammenschluß dieser Bestrebungen
zu
gemeinsamem
planmäßigen
Handeln
nennen
wir
Einkreisungspolitik.
Hierzu kommt noch das erst kürzlich bekannt gewordene,
bereits im Kapitel „Hohenlohe" ausführlich erörterte Gentleman
's agreement, von dem ich während meiner Regierungszeit
überhaupt keine Kenntnis gehabt habe. Als ich von ihm erfuhr,
habe ich mich sofort bei Herrn V. Bethmann danach erkundigt.
Er schrieb mir einen etwas gewundenen Brief: Irgend etwas sei
wohl in den Akten des Auswärtigen Amtes darüber vorhanden;
der damalige deutsche Botschafter in Washington, v. Holleben,
hätte darüber vertraulich wohl etwas berichtet, aber er hätte die
Quelle nicht angegeben; deshalb wäre vom Auswärtigen Amt
der Sache keine Bedeutung beigemessen und sie nicht an mich
weitergegeben worden. Jenes Agrement hat also tatsächlich auf
die Politik Deutschlands keinen Einfluß gehabt. Aber es beweist
nachträglich, daß die angelsächsische Welt sich schon im Jahre
1897 gegen uns zusammengeschlossen hat, und deckt dadurch
manche Schwierigkeiten der deutschen Politik auf. Es erklärt
auch die Haltung Amerikas während des Krieges.
Die Entente cordiale hingegen war uns mit allen ihren Gründen
und Zielen bekannt und hat den Kurs unserer Politik
bestimmend beeinflußt.
Es ergab sich für Deutschland aus der Gruppierung England,
Frankreich und Rußland, also dreier sehr starker Mächte, nur
eine politische Konsequenz: Die von außen drohende
Entscheidung über die Zukunft Deutschlands mit Waffengewalt
mußte vermieden werden, bis wir wirtschaftlich, militärisch, zur
See und nationalpolitisch uns eine derartige reale Weltstellung
erworben hatten, daß es unseren Gegnern ratsam erscheinen
mußte, von dem Risiko machtmäßiger Entscheidung abzusehen
und uns an der restlichen Aufteilung und der Bewirtschaftung
der Welt den unserem Können entsprechenden Anteil zu lassen.
Wir wollten und durften unseren mühsam erarbeiteten
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Wohlstand nicht aufs Spiel setzen. So entstand der Gegensatz:
Die Ziele der Entente konnten nur durch einen Krieg, die Ziele
Deutschlands nur ohne Krieg erreicht werden. An diesem
Grundgedanken muß festgehalten werden, er ist entscheidender
als alles Beiwerk. Deshalb gehe ich hier nicht auf Einzelheiten
ein, nicht auf belgische oder andere Berichte, nicht auf die
Telegramme
kurz
vor
Kriegsausbruch.
Die
gründliche
Bearbeitung dieser Einzelheiten ist Sache der Forschung.
Unsere Lage ist von uns richtig erkannt worden. Wir haben
entsprechend gehandelt.
Wir haben uns, um wieder mit England zu beginnen, jede Mühe
einer Annäherung gegeben, wir sind auf die Forderung der
Flottenbaueinschränkung eingegangen, wie ich das bei dem
Bericht über Haidane' s Besuch in Berlin schon ausgeführt habe.
Ich habe meine verwandtschaftlichen Beziehungen zu verwerten
versucht. Es war vergeblich. Die Betätigung König Edwards VII.
findet eine einfache Erklärung darin, daß er eben Engländer war
und die von seiner Regierung ausgegebenen Pläne zu
verwirklichen trachtete. Der politische Ehrgeiz des erst in
vorgerücktem Alter zur Regierung gelangten Königs mag
hinzugekommen sein. Wir haben jedenfalls alles nur Mögliche
getan, um England entgegenzukommen. Es war vergebens,
denn die deutschen Ausfuhrziffern wuchsen. Wir konnten
natürlich nicht unseren Welthandel einschränken, um England
zufriedenzustellen. Das wäre denn doch zuviel verlangt
gewesen.
Es wird bei Betrachtung unserer Politik England gegenüber
vielfach getadelt, daß wir seiner Zeit das Bündnisangebot, das
der englische Kolonialminister Chamberlain uns brachte,
abgelehnt hätten. Diese Angelegenheit lag indessen bei
näherem Zusehen ganz anders, als sie zunächst frisiert wurde.
Erstens brachte Chamberlain einen Brief des englischen
Premiers Lord Salisbury an Bülow mit, in dem der
Premierminister erklärte, Chamberlain handele nur für sich, das
englische Kabinett stehe nicht hinter ihm. Nun könnte man darin
eine diplomatisch zulässige
Form sehen, die dem enghschen Kabinett, das ja vom
englischen Parlament abhing, freie Hand ließ. Es hat sich aber
später herausgestellt, das sei vorweg bemerkt, daß die liberale
Gruppe in England damals einem deutsch-englischen Bündnisse
ablehnend gegenüberstand. Weil es sich aber um eine
diplomatische Form handeln konnte, nämlich, daß man
Chamberlain vorschickte und dem englischen Kabinett, wie es in
London so gern gemacht wird, vollkommene Freiheit des
Handelns vorbehalten wollte, hat Bülow mit meinem
Einverständnis doch ausführlich mit Chamberlain verhandelt.
Dabei stellte sich einwandfrei heraus, daß die englisch-deutsche
Vereinigung gegen Rußland gedacht war. Es wurde von
Chamberlain direkt von einem dann zu führenden Kriege
Englands und Deutschlands gegen Rußland gesprochen. Graf
Bülow wies in vollem Einvernehmen mit mir die Störung des
europäischen Friedens höflich, aber bestimmt zurück. Damit
handelte er auch im Sinne des großen Kanzlers. Denn Fürst
Bismarck hat das Wort geprägt - ich habe es selbst im
Bismarckschen Familienkreise wiederholt gehört: Deutschland
dürfe niemals der Festlanddegen Englands werden. Wir haben
also damals weiter nichts getan, als in konsequenter Linie
unsere Politik durchgeführt, d. h. jedes Engagement abgelehnt,
das zu einem Kriege führen konnte, der nicht unmittelbar der
Verteidigung des Heimatbodens diente. Die Ablehnung des
Chamberlainschen Angebots ist ein Beweis der deutschen
Friedensliebe.
Frankreich gegenüber haben wir versucht, in ein leidliches
Verhältnis zu gelangen. Das war schwer, denn wir galten ihm als
der Erbfeind und die Forderungen der Revancheidee konnten
von uns nicht erfüllt werden. Wir haben die Marokkodifferenz
friedlich liquidiert; an Krieg um Marokko dachte kein
maßgebender Mann in Deutschland. Wir haben es damals des
lieben Friedens wegen hingenommen, daß Frankreich, gestärkt
durch den mit England geschlossenen geheimen Austausch
vertrag Ägypten-Marokko, über die sehr wesentlichen legitimen
Interessen Deutschlands in Marokko hinwegging. Die Konferenz
von Algeciras zeigte schon die Konturen des großen Krieges. Es
ist gewiß nicht angenehm, politische Rückzüge, wie den in der

Marokkoangelegenheit, antreten zu müssen; aber die deutsche
Politik hat alles dem großen Gesichtspunkte untergeordnet, den
Weltfrieden zu erhalten.
Wir haben es mit Höflichkeiten versucht, die uns zum Teil sogar
übel genommen wurden. Ich erinnere nur an die Reise meiner
Mutter, der Kaiserin Friedrich, nach Paris. Wir hatten eine
leidliche Aufnahme erwartet, weil sie englische Prinzessin war
und als Künstlerin zur französischen Kunst kam. Ich habe die
Kaiserin Eugenie zweimal besucht, einmal von Aldershot aus in
ihrem Schlosse Farnborough, das andere Mal auf ihrer Yacht in
den norwegischen Gewässern bei Bergen. Diese Courtoisie
erschien mir selbverständlich, weil ich mich in ihrer Nähe
befand. Als der französchische General Bonnal mit einigen
Offizieren in Berlin war, speisten die Herren beim 2. GardeRegiment z. F. Ich nahm teil und brachte einen Trinkspruch auf
die französische Armee aus. Das mag ungewöhnlich gewesen
sein, aber es war von den besten Absichten getragen. Ich habe
französische Künstlerinnen und Künstler herangezogen. Gewiß,
das alles waren in der großen Politik nur kleine Hilfen, aber sie
beweisen doch unseren guten Willen.
Mit Rußland habe ich mir die außerordentlichste Mühe gegeben.
Meine inzwischen veröffentlichten Briefe sind natürlich nie ohne
Wissen, sondern immer im Einvernehmen mit den Reichkanzlem
abgegangen, vielfach auf deren Wunsch. Unter Alexander III.
wäre Rußland wohl nie in einen Kreig gegen Deutschland
eingetreten, denn er war zuverlässig. Kaiser Nikolaus war
schwach und schwankend. Der Letzte, der bei ihm war, hatte
recht, und der konnte ich natürlich nicht immer sein. Ich habe
auch diesem Zaren gegenüber alles versucht, um die trationelle
Freundschaft zwischen Deutschland und Rußland wieder
herzustellen. Dazu bewog mich außer der politischen Einsicht
das Versprechen, das ich meinem Großvater auf dem Totenbette
gegeben hatte. Ich habe dem Zaren Nikolaus wiederholt
eindringlichst zu liberalen Reformen im Inneren, zur Einberufung
der sogenannten großen Duma geraten, die schon unter Iwan
dem Schrecklichen existiert und funktioniert hat. Ich hatte damit
nicht die Absicht, mich in innere russische Angelegenheiten zu
mischen, sondern ich wollte im Interesse Deutschlands die
Gefahren der inneren Gährung beseitigen, die oft schon aus dem
erwähnten Gründen der Ablenkung zu äußeren Konflikten
geführt hatten. Wenigstens diese eine kriegsgefährliche innere
russische Situation wollte ich beseitigen helfen. Ich konnte das
um so eher versuchen, als dem Zaren und Rußland selbst damit
ebenfalls gedient gewesen wäre. Der Zar hat nicht gehört,
sondern er hat eine neue Duma geschaffen, die den Zweck
garnicht erfüllen konnte. Bei der alten Duma hätte er persönlich
mit allen Vertretern seines weiten Reichses verhandeln und
sprechen, ein Vertrauensverhältnis herstellen können.
Ich habe, als der Zar sich zum Kriege gegen Japan entschloß,
ihm gesagt, daß ich ihm den Rücken freihalten und keinerlei
Unbequemlichkeiten bereiten würde. Das hat Deutschland
gehalten.
Als der Verlauf des Krieges nicht den Erwartungen des Zaren
entsprach, die russischen und die japanischen Heere sich
schließlich ohne große Kampfhandlungen wochenlang gegenüber
lagen, traf der jugendliche Bruder des Zaren, Großfürst Michael,
zum Besuch in Berlin ein. Wir wurden nicht recht daraus klug,
was er eigentlich wollte. Fürst Bülow, der damals Kanzler war,
bat mich, den Großfürsten einmal zu fragen, wie es eigentlich
mit Rußland stände; er, der Fürst, hätte schlechte Nachrichten,
er glaube, es sei für Rußland höchste Zeit, Schluß zu machen.
Ich übernahm den Auftrag. Der Großfürst war sichtlich
erleichtert, als ich freimütig mit ihm sprach; er bestätigte, daß
es für Rußland übel aussähe. Ich sagte ihm, mir schiene es, als
ob der Zar bald Frieden schließen sollte, denn die mir vom
Großfürsten geschilderte Unzuverlässigkeit der Truppen und des
Offizierskorps schienen mir ebenso bedenklich wie die erneute
Gärung im Innern. Großfürst Michael war dankbar dafür, daß ich
ihm Gelengenheit gab, sich zu äußern. Er sagte, der Zar sei
schwankend, wie immer, aber müßte Frieden schließen und
würde es auch tun, wenn ich dazu riete. Er bat mich, ihm in
diesem Sinne einige Zeilen an den Zaren mitzugeben. Ich
entwarf einen englischen Brief an Zar Nikolaus, ging zu Bülow,
referierte über die Mitteilungen des Großfürsten und zeigte
meinen Briefentwurf. Der Fürst bedankte sich und fand den Brief
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zweckmäßig. Der Großfürst unterrichtete den russischen
Botschafter in Berlin, Grafen Osten- Sacken, und reiste,
nachdem er sich wiederholt bedankt hatte, direkt zum Zaren,
der dann die Friedensverhandlungen einleiten ließ. Graf OstenSacken sagte mir bei der nächsten Begegnung, daß ich dem
Zaren und Rußland einen großen Dienst erwiesen hätte. Ich
freute mich, daß dies anerkannt wurde, und durfte also hoffen,
daß mein Verhalten zu Herstellung eines guten Verhältnisses zu
Rußland beitragen werde. Gleichzeitig beugte ich aber damit
auch der Gefahr eines Übergreifens einer möglichen russischen
Revolution während des russisch-japanischen Kriegszustandes
über die deutschen Grenzen vor. Dank hat Deutschland dafür
nicht geerntet, aber ein Beweis unserer Friedensliebe bleibt auch
unser Verhalten während des russisch-japanischen Krieges.
In derselben Richtung bewegte sich mein Vorschlag, der zum
Björkö- Abkommen führte (Juli 1905). Er sah ein Bündnis
zwischen Deutschland und Rußland vor, zu dem den
beiderseitigen Verbündeten sowie anderen Staaten der Anschluß
freistehen sollte. Die Ratifizierung scheiterte am Widerspruch
der russischen Regierung (Iswolski-Gruppe).
Es bleibt noch übrig, über Amerika einige Worte zu sagen. Von
dem schon erwähnten Gentleman 's agreement abgesehen, das
die prinzipielle Haltung Amerikas in einem Weltkriege auf Seiten
Englands und Frankreichs festlegte, gehörte Amerika nicht zu
der von König Eduard VII. auf Anordnung seiner Regierung
geschaffenen Entente cordiale. Vor allem hat Amerika, soweit
die Vorgänge sich bisher übersehen lassen, nicht bei der
Herbeiführung des Weltkrieges mitgewirkt. Die unfreundliche
Antwort, die Präsident Wilson der deutschen Regierung am
Anfang des Krieges gab, mag mit dem Gentleman 's agreement
zusammengehangen haben. Es besteht aber kein Zweifel
darüber, daß Amerikas Eintritt in den Krieg und vorher die
gewaltigen Munitions- und überhaupt Kriegsbedarfslieferungen
Amerikas an die Entente die Chancen der Zentralmächte, den
Krieg durch die Waffen erfolgreich zu beenden, wesentlich
beeinträchtigt haben.
Es ist aber geboten, auch Amerika gegenüber jede
gefühlsmäßige Kritik zu vermeiden; man kann in der großen
Politik nur mit realen Faktoren rechnen. Es stand Amerika (trotz
dem Gentleman 's agreement) frei, neutral zu bleiben, ober auf
unserer oder auf der andern Seite in den Krieg einzutreten. Man
kann einem Staat nicht einen Vorwurf aus seiner souveränen
Entschließung über Krieg und Frieden machen, sofern nicht
seine Entscheidung mit festen Vertagen in Widerspruch steht.
Das ist hier nicht der Fall. Es muß aber doch erwähnt werden,
daß John Kenneth Turner in seinem bereits erwähnten Buche
„Shall it be again?" an der Hand umfangreichen Materials
nachweist, daß alle Gründe Wilson' s für Amerikas Eintritt in den
Krieg Scheingründe waren, daß er vielmehr lediglich im
Interesse der mächtigen Hochfinanz der Wallstreet handelte.
Der große Gewinn, den Amerika aus dem Weltkriege gezogen
hat, liegt darin, daß die Vereinigten Staaten nahezu 50% des
Goldes der ganzen Welt an sich ziehen konnten, so daß jetzt der
Dollar an Stelle des englischen Pfund den Wechselkurs in der
Welt bestimmt. Aber auch daraus ist keinerlei Vorwurf
herzuleiten, denn auch jeder andere Staat, der dazu in der Lage
gewesen wäre, hätte diesen Zuwachs an Gold und Prestige auf
dem Weltgeldmarkte mit Freuden sich zugeführt. Für uns ist es
gewiß bedauerlich, daß Amerika das Geschäft nicht auf Seiten
der Zentralmächte machte.
Aber ebenso wie Deutschland mit vollem Rechte sich dagegen
auflehnt, daß seine friedliche Arbeit von der Entente nicht mit
friedlichen, sondern mit kriegerischen Mitteln bekämpft wurde,
so kann und muß Deutschland auch (wie es in Publikationen
schon versucht wird) gegen den amerikanischen Rechtsbruch bei
dem Abschluß des Weltkrieges immer wieder protestieren. Ich
persönlich bin nicht der Auffassung, daß das amerikanische Volk
sich dazu hergegeben hätte; besonders die amerikanische
Frauenwelt hätte das Verleugnen der 14 Punkte des Präsidenten
Wilson nicht mitgemacht, wenn sie damals hätte aufgeklärt
werden können. Amerika stand mehr als andere Länder unter
dem falschen Eindruck der englischen Propaganda und hat
deshalb den mit unerhörten Vollmachten ausgestatteten
Präsidenten Wilson in Paris selbstherrlich handeln, d.h. seine 14

Punkte sich abhandeln lassen. Ebenso wie Herr Wilson die
englische Blockade, gegen die er vorher protestiert hatte,
nachher nicht mehr erwähnte, hat er es auch mit seinen 14
Punkten getan.
Die deutsche Regierung hatte die 14 Punkte Wilsons akzeptiert,
obwohl sie schwer genug waren. Die Alliierten hatten die 14
Punkte ebenfalls angenommen, mit Ausnahme der Freiheit der
Meere. Wilson hatte die 14 Punkte garantiert. Ich finde die
wichtigsten von ihnen nicht im Versailler Instrument, sondern
nur diejenigen, die dem Machtwillen der Entente entsprachen,
und auch diese zum Teil noch stark verfälscht. Auf die Garantie
Wilsons hin hat Deutschland die von ihm besetzten feindlichen
Gebiete geräumt und seine Waffen abgegeben, sich also wehrlos
gemacht. In dieser Vertrauensseligkeit und dem Fallenlassen der
14 Punkte durch Wilson auf der einen Seite und in dem
Ausbruch der deutschen Revolution auf der andern liegt der
Schlüssel zu unserer jetzigen Lage. Nach Turner sind die 14
Punkte schon bei Aufstellung der Waffenstillstandsbedingungen
für Wilson nur noch ein Mittel gewesen, um Deutschland zur
Waffenstreckung zu bringen. Sobald dieses Ziel erreicht war,
habe er sie fallen lassen.
Ein sehr großer Teil des amerikanischen Volkes hat sich bereits
gegen Herrn Wilson gestellt und wünscht nicht gleichzeitig mit
ihm diskreditiert zu sein. Ich träume nicht etwa von einer
spontanen Hilfe Amerikas für Deutschland, ich rechne nur mit
der nüchternen Erkenntnis des amerikanischen Volkes, daß es
die Riesenschuld seines damaligen Präsidenten an Deutschland
wieder gutzumachen hat. Denn die Atmosphäre eines Sieges
währt nicht ewig, und später wird man sich nicht nur in
Deutschland, sondern auch anderswo in großen politischen
Fragen an die Unzuverlässigkeit des amerikanischen Präsidenten
erinnern und sie als amerikanische Unzuverlässigkeit in
Rechnung stellen. Das liegt aber nicht im Interesse des
amerikanischen Volkes. Die Belastung einer Staatspolitik mit
dem Makel der Unzuverlässigkeit ist nicht vorteilhaft. Bei der
späteren Beurteilung der amerikanischen Politik wird vergessen
werden, daß der weltfremde Herr Wilson von Lloyd George und
Clemenceau eingefangen worden ist. Ich habe, besonders bei
den Kieler Wochen, viele Amerikaner und Amerikanerinnen
kennen gelernt, deren politische Einsicht und Weitsicht eine
derartig flagrante Vertrauensverletzung wie sie Herr Wilson
beging, in Rücksicht auf das politische Ansehen Amerikas
unmöglich billigen kann. Von diesen staatsegoistischen, nicht
von irgendwie sentimentalen Rücksichten aus erhoffe ich von
jenseits des Ozeans Erleichterung für unser Vaterland.
Zu diesem Unrecht der fallengelassenen 14 Punkte kommt
hinzu, daß Herr Wilson als erster die Forderung des Rücktritts an
das deutsche Herrscherhaus stellte, in dem er durchblicken ließ,
dem deutschen Volke werde dann ein besserer Friede gewährt
werden. Bevor die Regierung des Prinzen Max sich die Forderung
meiner Thronentsagung zu eigen machte mit der nämlichen
Begründung wie Herr Wilson, daß Deutschland in diesem Falle
bessere Bedingungen erhalten würde - die Vermeidung des
Bürgerkrieges kam erst als zweites Druckmittel -, wäre es ihre
Pflicht gewesen, sich irgendwie reale Garantien von selten des
Herrn
Wilson
zu
verschaffen.
Jedenfalls
haben
die
Behauptungen, die immer dringender und drängender wurden,
meinen Entschluß, außer Landes zu gehen, mit zur Reife
gebracht, weil ich glauben mußte, meinem Vaterlande damit
einen großen Dienst zu erweisen. Ich stellte meine und meines
Hauses wahrlich nicht geringen Interessen zurück und überwand
mich, allerdings unter den schwersten inneren Kämpfen, dazu,
dem Wunsche der maßgebenden deutschen Stellen zu
entsprechen. Es hat sich herausgestellt, daß die deutsche
Regierung keinerlei reale Garantien besaß. Für mich mußte bei
den damals sich überstürzenden Ereignissen die eindeutige und
bestimmte Meldung des Reichskanzlers maßgebend sein.
Deshalb habe ich auf eine Nachprüfung verzichtet.
Jetzt ist es klar, weshalb die Entente durch Herrn Wilson meinen
Rücktritt forderte. Sie war sich vollkommen klar darüber, daß
mit meiner Depossedierung militärische und politische
Haltlosigkeit in Deutschland eintreten mußte, die es ermöglichte,
nicht bessere, sondern härtere Bedingungen bei Deutschland
durchzudrücken. Die Revolution war damals noch nicht als
Helferin der Entente aufgetreten. Mein Verbleiben auf dem
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Throne würde also schon nach Ansicht der Entente für
Deutschland
vorteilhafter
gewesen
sein,
als
meine
Thronentsagung. Ich selbst stimme dieser Auffassung der
Entente zu, nachdem sich herausgestellt hat, daß die Regierung
Max von Baden keinerlei substanzüerte Unterlagen für ihre
Behauptung hatte, meine Abdankung würde meinem Vaterlande
vorteilhaftere Bedingungen bringen. Ich gehe noch weiter und
sage, daß die Entente es überhaupt nicht gewagt hätte, einem
intakten
Deutschen
Kaiserreiche
derartige
Bedingungen
anzubieten. Einem Kaiserreiche gegenüber, dem nicht gerade im
Endkampf um seine Existenz mit Hilfe deutscher Utopisten das
parlamentarische System aufgezwungen gewesen wäre, dessen
Monarchie nicht die Kommandogewalt über Heer und Flotte
entwunden gewesen wäre, hätte man das nicht gewagt. Also
auch in der Forderung meiner Abdankung seitens des Herrn
Wilson unter Vorspiegelung besserer Bedingungen für
Deutschland liegt eine schwere Schuld des amerikanischen
Expräsidenten. Jedenfalls bietet sich auch hierin ein Ansatzpunkt
für den gewaltigen Hebel, der den Vertrag von Versailles aus
seinen Siegeln und Verschlüssen herausheben muß. In
Deutschland sollte man aber niemals Herrn Wilson mit dem
amerikanischen Volke verwechseln Wenn ich im folgenden meine politischen Grundsätze darlege, so
geschieht das ausschließlich, um die Beweisführung der
deutschen Nichtschuld am Kriege stützen zu helfen.

Deutschland hat außerdem keine einzige der Gelegenheiten
benutzt, die sich ihm boten, um mit sicherer Aussicht auf Erfolg
Krieg zu führen.
Ich habe schon beim russisch-japanischen Kriege die
wohlwollende Neutralität Deutschlands Rußland gegenüber
hervorgehoben.
Wir hätten, als England im Burenkrieg stark engagiert war,
gegen England oder aber gegen Frankreich fechten können, das
damals auf die englische Hilfe hätte verzichten müssen. Wir
haben es nicht getan. Ebenso hätten wir während des russischjapanischen Krieges nicht nur gegen Rußland, sondern auch
gegen Frankreich kämpfen können. Wir haben es nicht getan.
Neben der schon erwähnten Marokkokrisis, bei der wir
Kriegsgedanken ablehnten, haben wir in der diplomatischen
Überwindung der bosnischen Krise unseren Friedenswillen
kundgetan.
Wenn man zusammenfassend diese ganz klaren politischen
Vorgänge überblickt und die Äußerungen von EntenteStaatsmännern, wie Poincare, Clemenceau, Iswolski, Tardieu
und anderen heranzieht, so fragt man sich erschüttert, wie ein
Friedensvertrag auf der Schuld Deutschlands am Weltkriege
aufgebaut und durchgeführt werden kann. Dieser Fehlspruch
wird vor dem Richterstuhl der Weltgeschichte nicht standhalten.
-

Von meinem Regierungsantritt an ist die Grundlage der
deutschen Politik auf den Ausgleich der vorgefundenen
Gegensätze eingestellt worden. Die Gesamtanlage meiner Politik
war also eminent friedlich. In der inneren Politik zeigte die von
mir angestrebte Arbeiter schutz-Gesetzgebung diese friedliche
ausgleichende Linie gleich zu Beginn meiner Regierung. Auf dem
gleichen Grundsatz basierte der Ausbau der sozialen
Gesetzgebung, die Deutschland in der staatlichen Fürsorge an
die Spitze der zivilisierten Völker führte.

Ein Franzose, Luis Guetant, Lyoner Delegierter des Verbandes
für die Menschenrechte, hat kürzlich folgendes ausgesprochen:

Der grundlegende Gedanke ausgleichender Politik führte im
Innern so weit, daß bei der Armeestärke weit hinter der
Möglichkeit zurückgeblieben wurde, die die allgemeine
Wehrpflicht und die Bevölkerungszahl dem deutschen Reiche
boten. Hier, wie beim Flottenbau, wurden die Abstriche des
Reichtages von der Krone und den Regierungen hingenommen.
Damals schon blieb die Wehrhaftigkeit Deutschlands der
Entscheidung der Volksvertretung überlassen. Ein Staat, der den
Krieg wollte und vorbereitete, hätte eine ganz andere Taktik
eingeschlagen.

Den Krieg von 1870 aber hat die französische Regierung
angestrebt und erklärt. Das französische Kaisertum hatte ihn ja
so nötig, um gegen die inneren Schwierigkeiten und seine
immer zunehmende Unbeliebtheit in der Öffentlichkeit
anzukämpfen. Gambetta selbst, der wilde Tribun der Opposition,
ruft aus: ,Wenn das KaisCTtum uns das linke Rheinufer
verschafft, söhne ich mich mit ihm aus!' Es handelt sich also um
einen Eroberungskrieg.

Je deutlicher die Einkreisungs- und Angriffspolitik der Entente
wurde, um so mehr hätte aus Gründen der Abwehr der Schutz
unseres Wohlstandes gestärkt werden müssen. Dieser natürliche
und pflichtgemäße Gedanke des Selbstschutzes im Sinne der
Verteidigung für den Fall eines feindlichen Angriffs ist nur in
kümmerlichem Maße zur Auswirkung gekommen.
Deutschlands Friedfertigkeit hat es in der Tat nicht zuwege
gebracht, diesen Schutz zu Lande und zu Wasser seinem
finanziellen
und
völkischen
Können
und
dem
Risiko
entsprechend auszubauen, das ein Krieg für unseren Wohlstand
mit sich bringen mußte. Wir leiden also jetzt nicht unter den
Folgen einer uns angedichteten Angriffstendenz, sondern gerade
unter den Folgen einer kaum glaublichen Friedensliebe und
Vertrauensseligkeit.
Die ganz anders gearteten politischen Grundsätze der Entente
habe ich schon ausgeführt, ebenso unsere unausgesetzten
Anstrengungen mit den einzelnen Ententeländern in gute
Beziehungen zu kommen.
Ich möchte aber auch die Kleinarbeit nicht ganz unter den Tisch
fallen lassen, die von Deutschland im Rahmen der großen
Politik, immer mit dem gleichen Ziel des Ausgleichs bestehender
Gegensätze geleistet worden ist. Die Kieler Woche hat Gäste aus
aller Herren Länder zu uns geführt. Auf dem neutralen Gebiet
des Sports wurde der Ausgleich ebenso von uns gesucht, wie auf
dem Gebiete der Wissenschaft durch den Professorenaustausch.
Ausländischen Offizieren wurde bereitwilligst Einblick in unsere
Heereseinrichtungen
gewährt.
Man
mag
das
letztere
rückblickend als Fehler bezeichnen, aber dies alles sind doch
untrügliche Beweise unseres ehrlichen Willen mit Allen in
Frieden zu leben.

„Betrachten wir einmal die Dinge ohne Vorurteil, in voller
Unabhängigkeit und Offenheit, ohne uns darum zu kümmern, in
welches Lager der Zufall unserer Geburt uns verschlagen hat.
Da drängt sich uns zuerst folgende Erwägung auf: Dct Krieg von
1914 ist eine Folge des Krieges von 1870. Denn seit jenem
Zeitpunkte hat uns, mehr oder weniger verhüllt, der Gedanke an
die Revanche nicht mehr verlassen.

Was die eroberten Völkerschaften dazu sagen werden, davon ist
nicht die Rede. , Wir werden ihren Willen unter den unseren
beugen', so will es das Recht des Siegers.
Und nun sollte plötzlich die Gelegenheit hierzu Frankreich
entschlüpfen.
Angesichts
der
durch
seine
Kandidatur
hervorgerufenen Schwierigkeiten und Kriegsgefahren, erklärt
Prinz Leopold sich bereit, zurückzutreten. Das ist schlimm! Ohne
Vorwand kein Krieg!
Es ging Frankreich, wie dem Milchmädchen in der Fabel mit dem
zerbrochenen Topf nur daß es statt ,Fahr wohl, Kalb, Kuh,
Schwein, HühnervoLk' nun hieß: ,Fahr wohl, blutiger Gewinn,
Ruhm, Sieg, linkes Rheinufer, ja sogar Belgien', denn dieses lag
ja auch am linken Rh ein uf er, nach dem Frankreich trachtete.
Nein, das wäre zu hart, die Enttäuschung wäre zu groß
gewesen, die Gelegenheit mußte wieder herbeigeführt werden.
Die ganze chauvinistische Presse, die ganze großsprecherische
Sippe bemühte sich darum, und bald war ein Ausweg gefunden.
Gramont, da- Minister des Äußern, beauftragte den Botschafter
Benedetti, König Wilhelm in Ems, wo dieser zur Kur weilte,
aufzusuchen und von ihm ein schriftliches Versprechen zu
fordern, daß für den Fall, daß Prinz Leopold über seinen Verzicht
anderen
Sinnes
werden
sollte,
er,
Wilhelm,
als
Familienoberhaupt dagegen Stellung nehmen werde.
Der Va"zicht des Prinzen Leopold wurde Frankreich in
untadelhaft rechtskräftiger Form angezeigt und von der
spanischen Regierung offiziell angenommen. Ein Zweifel über
seine Echtheit konnte nicht bestehen. Trotzdem hetzten die
Pariser Zeitungen fast ausnahmslos zum Kriege. Wer, wie
Robert Mitchell im , Constitutionen', seiner Freude über die
Friedensaussichten Ausdruck verlieh und sich für befriedigt
abklärte, wurde auf der Gasse beschimpft. Gambetta rief ihm
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zu: ,Sie sind befriedigt?! Welch niederträchtiger Ausdruck!' Man
raubte die Nummern seiner Zeitung aus den Kiosken, man
tauchte sie in den Fluß und warf sie ihm ins Gesicht. Emile de
Girardin schrieb ihm:,die Gelegenheit ist einzig, unverhofft,
wenn das Reich sie versäumt, ist es verloren!' Damals begann
die Vorbereitung zum Kriege von 1914!"
Auch solche Stimmen, die weder in Frankreich noch in England
vereinzelt sind, müssen immer wieder als Belege dafür
herangezogen werden, daß wir nicht die Schuld tragen. Gewiß sind unsere politischen und diplomatischen Operationen
im Laufe der Jahrzehnte nicht fehlerlos angelegt und
durchgeführt worden. Aber wo Fehler von uns gemacht wurden,
gingen sie doch stets aus der übergroßen Sorge um die
Erhaltung des Weltfriedens hervor. Solche Fehler sind keine
Schuld.
Ich betrachte z. B., wie ich bereits ausführte, schon den Berliner
Kongreß als einen Fehler, denn er verschlechterte unser
Verhältnis zu Rußland. Der Kongreß war ein Sieg Disraeli's, ein
anglo-österreichischer Sieg über Rußland, der die russische Wut
gegen Deutschland lenkte. Aber was ist nachdem nicht alles
geschehen, um Rußland auszusöhnen! Ich habe es teilweise
aufgezählt. Und die Absicht, die Fürst Bismarck mit dem Berliner
Kongreß verfolgte, war, wie ich nachgewiesen habe, lediglich die
Verhinderung eines allgemeinen großen Krieges.
Auch der Kanzler v. Bethmann Hollweg, der von mir die strikte
Ordre hatte, den Frieden, wenn irgend möglich, zu erhalten, hat
1914 Fehler gemacht, er war staatsmännisch der Weltkrise in
keiner Weise gewachsen. Man kann aber nicht, weil die Gegner
unsere Fehler ausnutzten, uns die Schuld am Kriege zuschieben.
Den Krieg wollte Bethmann verhindern, wie wir alle. Das geht
schon daraus hervor, daß er in seinem politischen
Beharrungsvermögen bis zum 4. August mit England in dem
Irrglauben weiter verhandelte, er könne England aus der
Entente heraushalten.
Ich erinnere bei dieser Gelegenheit auch an den Irrtum, in dem
sich der deutsche Botschafter in London Fürst Lichnowsky
befand. Bald nachdem er Botschafter geworden war, sagte sich
König Georg zum Essen in der deutschen Botschaft an. Dem
Beispiel des Königs folgte automatisch die erste Gesellschaft
Londons. Der Fürst und die Fürstin wurden sehr ausgezeichnet
und gesellschaftlich glänzend behandelt. Daraus schloß der
deutsche Botschafter, daß unser Verhältnis zu England sich
gebessert hätte, bis Sir Edward Grey ihm kurz vor dem Kriege
kühl erklärte, der Fürst dürfe aus gesellschaftlicher Bevorzugung
und persönlich guter Behandlung keine politischen Schlüsse
ziehen. In dieser Äußerung offenbart sich der Unterschied
zwischen dem englischen und dem deutschen Empfinden. Der
Deutsche nahm gesellschaftliches Entgegenkommen als den
Ausdruck politischen Entgegenkommens, weil der Deutsche
gewohnt ist, Abneigung und Zuneigung auch in den äußeren
Umgangsformen zum Ausdruck zu bringen. Er macht aus seinem
Herzen keine Mördergrube. Der Engländer trennt diese Dinge, er
hat eher ein Vergnügen daran, wenn der andere Form und
Inhalt verwechselt, bzw. die Form als den Ausdruck der
Gesinnung und politischer Ansichten ansieht. Vom englischen
Standpunkte aus, war die erwähnte Äußerung Sir Edward Grey's
eine große Offenheit.
Die viel erörterte, von mir schon gestreifte Nichterneuerung des
Rückversicherungsvertrages mit Rußland ist nicht als so
einschneidend anzusehen, daß sie Krieg oder Frieden beeinflußt
hätte. Der Rückversicherungsvertrag hätte meines Erachtens
das Rußland Nikolaus' II. nicht abgehalten, den Weg zur Entente
zu gehen, unter Alexander III. war er überflüssig. Die Ansicht
des Fürsten Bismarck, der russische Botschafter Graf Schuwaloff
hätte wohl mit ihm, nicht aber mit seinem Nachfolger den
Rückversicherungsvertrag erneuert, ist natürlich die ehrliche,
subjektive Auffassung des Fürsten. Sachlich hält sie den
damaligen beiderseitigen Erwägungen nicht stand. Der
Unterstaatssekretär des Fürsten, Graf Berchem, z. B. hat sich in
einem Bericht an den Fürsten amtlich geäußert, daß der Vertrag
nicht erneuert werden könnte; also auch nicht durch Schuwaloff.
Ich war der Ansicht, daß nicht der alte, sondern nur ein neuer,
anders gearteter Vertrag möglich war, zu dessen Abfassung
nämlich Österreich hinzugezogen werden mußte, ähnlich dem

alten Drei-Kaiser- Verhältnis. Aber, wie gesagt, Verträge mit
Nikolaus IL wären mir nicht unbedingt haltbar erschienen, zumal
nachdem sich auch die Stimmung in der sehr einflußreichen
russischen Generalität gegen Deutschland gewendet hatte.
Von der klaren Erkenntnis, daß Deutschland ausschließlich durch
die Erhaltung des Friedens zu der notwendigen realen
Weltstellung und Weltgeltung gelangen konnte, war unser
Handeln bestimmt worden. Dies wurde noch durch persönliche
Momente unterstützt. Ich habe nie kriegerischen Ehrgeiz
besessen. Mein Vater hatte mir in meiner Jugend furchtbare
Schilderungen der Schlachtfelder von 1870 und 71 gegeben, ich
spürte keine Neigung, solches Elend in riesenhaft vergrößertem
Maßstabe über das deutsche Volk und über die ganze zivilisierte
Menschheit zu bringen. Der greise Feldmarschall Graf Moltke,
den ich hoch verehrte, hatte die prophetische Warnung
hinterlassen: Wehe dem, der die Brandfackel des Krieges in
Europa wirft! Und ein politisches Vermächtnis des großen
Kanzlers war es für mich, daß Fürst Bismarck gesagt hat,
Deutschland dürfe niemals einen Präventivkrieg führen,
Deutschland sei saturiert.
So ergaben politische Einsicht, persönliche Anlage, die
Vermächtnisse der beiden großen Männer Bismarck und Moltke
und der Wille des deutschen Volkes, friedlicher Arbeit
nachzugehen und sich nicht in Abenteuer zu stürzen, den Kurs
der deutschen Politik auf die Erhaltung des Weltfriedens. Das,
was in übelwollenden Kreisen über das Bestehen einer
deutschen Kriegspartei gesagt worden ist, ist eine bewußte oder
unbewußte Unwahrheit. Es gibt in jedem Lande Elemente, die in
schweren Lagen aus ehrlicher Überzeugung oder aus weniger
hohen Motiven den Appell an das Schwert befürworten, aber
niemals haben solche Kreise Einfluß auf den Gang der deutschen
Politik gehabt. Die Anschuldigungen besonders, die gegen den
Generalstab erhoben worden sind, als habe er zum Kriege
getrieben, sind gänzlich haltlos. Der preußische Generalstab hat
in harter, treuer Arbeit seinem Könige und dem Vaterlande
gedient und Deutschlands Wehr in langer Friedensarbeit stark
erhalten, wie es seine Pflicht war, aber der politische Einfluß,
den er ausübte war gleich Null. Das Interesse an der Politik war
bekanntlich in der preußisch- deutschen Armee nie besonders
groß. Zurückblickend könnte man sogar sagen, daß es besser
für uns gewesen wäre, wenn man sich in den leitenden
militärischen Kreisen etwas mehr mit der auswärtigen Politik
beschäftigt hätte.
Wie nun bei dieser ganz klaren Lage der Frieden von Versailles
auf der Schuld Deutschlands am Weltkriege aufgebaut werden
konnte, müßte als ein unlösbares Rätsel erscheinen, wenn man
nicht inzwischen die ungeheuerliche Wirkung eines neuartigen
Kriegsmittels
hätte
erkennen
können,
nämlich
der
großangelegten,
mit
Kühnheit
und
Skrupellosigkeit
durchgeführten
politischen
Propaganda
Englands
gegen
Deutschland. Ich kann mich nicht dazu verstehen, diese
Propaganda mit Schlagworten, wie, Gemeinheit' usw. abzutun,
denn sie ist eine Leistung, die man trotz ihrer widerlichen Art
nicht unbeachtet lassen darf und die uns mehr Schaden getan
hat, als die Waffe des Gegners. Uns Deutschen ist ein solches
Instrument der Unaufrichtigkeit, der Verdrehung und Heuchelei
nicht sympathisch; es liegt dem deutschen Volkscharakter nicht.
Wir bestreben uns, auch unsere Gegner mit der Waffe der
Wahrheit zu überzeugen. Aber der Krieg ist eine harte Kunst; es
kommt darauf an zu siegen. Es ist ja auch nicht sympathisch mit
schweren Geschützen auf zivilisierte Menschen, auf schöne, alte
Städte zu schießen, und dennoch mußte es von beiden Seiten
geschehen. Wir hätten übrigens wärend des Krieges eine
Propaganda so großen Stils wie unsere Gegner schon deshalb
nicht entfalten können, weil diese den Rücken frei hatten,
während wir umlagert waren. Die meisten Deutschen haben
auch nicht die Gabe, eine Propaganda auf die verschiedene
Mentalität der verschienden Nationen, auf die sie wirken soll,
zuzuschneiden. Aber wie die Engländer uns mit ihrer furchtbaren
Waffe der Tanks überlegen waren, der wir gleichartiges nicht
entgegen zu stellen hatten, so waren sie es auch mit der sehr
wirksamen Propagandawaffe. Diese Waffe wirkt auch jetzt noch
fort, und gegen sie müssen wir uns noch immer und immer
wieder verteidigen. Denn es kann kein Zweifel darüber
bestehen, daß der Fehlspruch von Versailles nicht mit der Schuld
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Deutschland am Weltkriege hätte begründet werden können,
wenn nicht die Propaganda vorher ihre Schuldigkeit getan und z. T. mit Unterstützung der deutschen Parzifisten - die Hirne von
über 100 Millionen Menschen so auf die Schuld Deutschlands
eingestellt hätte, daß der Fehlspruch von Versailles vielen
begründet erschien.
Inzwischen ist es anders geworden. Die Schranken zwischen den
Völkern sind gefallen, und allmählich erwacht unter diesen die
Erkenntnis, wie ihre Gutgläubigkeit irre geleitet worden ist. Die
Reaktion wird vernichtend für die Urheber des Versailler
Friedens sein, aber sie wird Deutschland helfen. Es ist wohl
selbstverständlich, daß von den eingeweihten Staatsmännern,
Politikern, Publizisten der Entente nicht ein einziger von der
Schuld Deutschlands am Weltkriege wirklich überzeugt ist. Sie
alle kennen die wirklichen Zusammenhänge und es haben sich
gewiß noch niemals um ein einziges gemeinsames Geheimnis so
viele Auguren angelächelt wie bei der Schuldfrage am
Weltkriege. Man kann geradezu von einem Chor der Auguren
sprechen. Das liegt mit daran, daß 28 Staaten gegen
Deutschland im Kriege standen. Aber auch mit dem schlauesten
Augurenlächeln wird am Ende nicht Weltgeschichte gemacht.
Die Wahrheit wird ihre Bahn ziehen und damit wird Deutschland
zu seinem Rechte kommen.
Die einzelnen Bestimmungen des Versailler Vertrages sind in
sich gegenstandslos, weil sie weder von der Entente noch von
Deutschland inngegehalten werden können. Man kann ja schon
seit Monaten beobachten, welche Schwierigkeiten nicht nur
Deutschland, sondern auch den Siegern aus einem so
überspannten Instrument erwachsen. In vielem ist der Vertrag
schon durch die Entente selbst durchlöchert. Das hat einen sehr
einfachen Grund. Es ist bei dem heutigen hochentwickelten
Zustand der Welt, der auf einem freien nur durch die Produktion
selbst geregelten planmäßigen Austausch der materiellen und
geistigen Güter beruht, ganz unmöglich, daß sich irgendwo drei
Männer hinsetzen - und mögen sie noch so hervorragend sein und nun einer Welt paragraphierte Gesetze vorschreiben. Das
aber besorgt der Versailler Vertrag nicht nur für Deutschland,
sondern indirekt auch für die Entente und Amerika; denn alle
wirtschaftlichen Fragen sind nur beiderseitig, nicht einseitig zu
lösen. Das Leben der Völker regelt sich stets und ganz
besonders in unserem Zeitalter nicht nach Paragraphen, sondern
einzig und allein nach den Bedürfnissen der Völker. Es kann
durch Überspannung machtmäßiger Entscheidungen wohl
vorübergehend den Völkerbedürfnissen Gewalt angetan werden;
dann leiden aber beide Teile darunter. In diesem Stadium
befindet sich die Welt augenblicklich. Solche Zustände können
nicht von Dauer sein. Weder Geschütze noch Tanks, noch
Flugzeuggeschwader können sie verewigen. Der Abbau ist
deshalb im Beginnen; denn wenn der Friede von Versailles ein
so einsichtiges, weltbeglückendes, tadelloses Instrument wäre,
dann brauchte man sich nicht fortwährend zu neuen
Konferenzen, Aussprachen, Zusammenkünften über dieses,
wunderbare' Instrument zusammenzufinden. Die Notwendigkeit
immer neuer Interpretationen liege eben darin, daß die
Bedürfnisse des Lebens hochkultivierter und zivilisierter
Nationen bei der Redaktion des Friedens außer Acht gelassen
wurden.
Man soll indessen nicht pharisäisch sein: bis zu einem gewissen
Grade ist nach einem Weltringen um Leben und Tod die
Überspannung der Bedingungen durch den obsiegenden Teil
eine natürliche Folge des befreienden Gefühls, der Todesgefahr
entronnen zu sein. Ich weiß trotzdem, daß Deutschland im Falle
eines für uns glücklichen Kriegsausganges ganz andere, d. h.
billige und erträliche Bedingungen gestellt hätte. Die
Friedensschlüsse von Brest und Bukarest - übrigens gar nicht
mit dem von Versailles vergleichbar - können nicht gegen uns
herangezogen werden. Sie wurden mitten im Kriege
abgeschlossen und mußten uns Bedingungen einräumen, die
uns bis zum Schlüsse des Krieges sicherten. In einem
allgemeinen Frieden hätte der Ostfriede ganz anders
ausgesehen. Er wäre bei einem für uns glücklich beendeten
Kriege von uns selbst revidiert worden. Damals, als er
geschlossen wurde, war es notwendig, die militärischen
Erfordernisse voranzustellen.

Aber die Aufklärung über den Fehlspruch von Versailles ist auf
dem Marsche, und die Bedürfnisse des heutigen Völkerlebens
werden für die Sieger und die Unterlegenen ihre gebieterische
Sprache sprechen.
Den Jahren schwerster Prüfung wird die Befreiung von einem
Joch folgen, das einem großen, starken, ehrlichen Volke zu
Unrecht aufgezwungen worden ist. Dann wird wieder jeder froh
und stolz sein, daß er ein Deutscher ist.
Der Umsturz und Deutschlands Zukunft
Was unsere Feinde über mich sagen, ist mir gleichgültig. Ich
erkenne sie als Richter über mich nicht an. Wenn ich sehe, wie
dieselben Leute, die mir früher in übertriebenem Maße
Weihrauch gestreut haben, mich heute mit Schmutz bewerfen,
so kann ich höchstens ein Gefühl des Mitleids empfinden. Was
ich aus der Heimat Bitteres über mich höre, enttäuscht mich.
Gott ist mein Zeuge, daß ich immer das Beste für mein Land
und mein Volk gewollt habe, und ich glaubte, daß jeder
Deutsche das erkannt und gewürdigt hätte. Ich habe mich stets
bestrebt, mein politisches Handeln, alles, was ich als Herrscher
und als Mensch tat, in Übereinstimmung mit den Geboten Gottes
zu halten. Manches ist anders gekommen als ich wollte - mein
Gewissen ist rein. Das Wohl meines Volkes und meines Reiches
war das Ziel meines Handelns.
Mein persönliches Schicksal trage ich mit Ergebenheit, denn der
Herr weiß, was Er tut und was Er will. Er weiß, weshalb Er mich
diese Prüfung durchmachen läßt. Ich werde alles geduldig
tragen und abwarten, was Gott weiter mit mir vorhat. Mich
schmerzt nur das Schicksal meines Landes und meines Volkes.
Mich schmerzt die harte Leidenszeit meiner deutschen
Landeskinder, die ich - gezwungen, im Ausland zu leben - nicht
mit ihnen tragen kann. Das ist der Schwertstreich durch meine
Seele, das ist bitter für mich.
Auch hier in der Einsamkeit fühle und denke ich nur für das
deutsche Volk, wie ich durch Aufklärung und Rat bessern und
helfen könnte. Auch herbe Kritik vermag niemals meine Liebe zu
Land und Volk zu beeinträchtigen. Ich bleibe den Deutschen
treu, ganz gleichgültig, wie sich der Einzelne jetzt zu mir stellt.
Denen, die im Unglück zu mir stehen, wie einst im Glück, bin ich
dankbar. Sie helfen mich aufrichten: sie lindern das an mir
zehrende Heimweh nach meiner geliebten deutschen Heimat.
Die, die sich aus ehrlicher Überzeugung gegen mich stellen,
kann ich achten. Die andern mögen sehen, wie sie vor Gott,
ihrem Gewissen und der Geschichte bestehen. Ihnen wird es
nicht gelingen, mich von den Deutschen zu scheiden. Ich kann
Land und Volk immer nur als Ganzes sehen. Wie ich am 4.
August 1914 bei der Reichstagseröffnung im Kaiserschloß zu
Berlin sagte: „Ich kenne keine Parteien mehr, ich kenne nur
noch Deutsche", so ist es geblieben.
Der Kaiserin hat der Umsturz das Herz gebrochen. Sie alterte
vom November 1918 an zusehends und konnte den körperlichen
Leiden
nicht
mehr
die
früheren
Widerstandskräfte
entgegenstellen. So begann bald ihr Siechtum. Am schwersten
trug sie das Heimweh nach der deutschen Erde, nach dem
deutschen Volke. Trotzdem suchte sie noch mich zu trösten. Der Umsturz hat ungeheure Werte vernichtet. Er wurde in dem
Augenblick durchgeführt, als der Daseinskampf des deutschen
Volkes abgeschlossen werden sollte und alle Kräfte sich zum
Wiederaufbau zusammenschließen mußten. Er war ein
Verbrechen am Volke. Ich weiß sehr wohl, daß viele, die zur
sozialdemokratischen Fahne standen, die Revolution nicht
wollten. Auch einzelne sozialdemokratische Führer wollten sie zu
diesem Zeitpunkt nicht; mancher von ihnen war bereit, mit mir
zu arbeiten. Aber diese Sozialdemokraten haben es nicht
verstanden, die Revolution zu verhindern; darin liegt ihre
Mitschuld an den heutigen Verhältnissen. Dies um so mehr, als
die Sozialistenführer den revolutionären Massen näher standen
als die Vertreter des monarchischen Staates, also mehr Einfluß
ausüben konnten. Aber die Führer hatten schon in der
Vorkriegszeit den revolutionären Gedanken in die Massen
getragen und gepflegt, und die Sozialdemokratie war seit jeher
ein offener Feind der früheren, der monarchischen Staatsform
und strebte programmmäßig nach deren Beseitigung.
Sie hat Wind gesät und Sturm geemtet. Zeit und Art des
Umsturzes ist auch manchen Führern nicht recht gewesen. Aber
gerade sie haben in der entscheidenden Stunde die Führung den
zügellosesten Elementen überlassen und haben ihren Einfluß zur
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Erhaltung des Staates nicht aufgeboten. Die Regierung des
Prinzen Max mußte die alte Staatsform schützen. Sie hat ihre
heilige Pflicht nicht erfüllt, weil sie sich in Abhängigkeit von den
sozialistischen Führern begeben hatte, die bereits ihren Einfluß
auf die Massen an die radikalen Elemente verloren hatten. Die
Hauptschuld fällt also auf die Führung. Deshalb wird die
Geschichte nicht diedeutsche Arbeiterschaft mit dem Fluch des
Umsturzes belasten, sondern deren Führer, soweit sie die
Revolution gemacht oder nicht verhindert haben, und die
Regierung des Prinzen Max von Baden. Die deutsche
Arbeiterschaft hat sich unter mir im Felde glänzend geschlagen
und auch zuhause jahrelang für Munition und Kriegsgerät
gesorgt. Das darf nicht vergessen werden. Später erst
bröckelten Teile von ihr ab. Das war aber Schuld der Agitatoren
und Umstürzler, nicht des anständigen patriotischen Teiles der
Arbeiterschaft. Die gewissenlosen Hetzer sind die wahrhaft
Schuldigen an dem völligen Zusammenbruche Deutschlands.
Das wird eines Tages auch von der Arbeiterschaft erkannt
werden.
Die Gegenwart Deutschlands ist schwer. An der Zukunft des
gesunden, starken Volkes zweifle ich nicht. Ein Volk, das einen
so unerhörten Aufstieg genommen hat, wie das deutsche von
1871 bis 1914, eine Nation, die sich gegen 28 Staaten im
Verteidigungskriege über vier Jahre erfolgreich behauptet hat,
ist nicht vom Globus zu streichen. Die Weltwirtschaft kann uns
nicht entbehren.
Um aber die Stellung in der Welt wieder zu erlangen, die
Deutschland zukommt, darf man nicht auf Hilfe von außen
warten oder rechnen. Sie kommt doch nicht. Höchstens wäre ein
Helotentum erreichbar. Auch die Hilfe, die die deutsche
Sozialdemokratie
von der internationalen
erhoffte,
ist
ausgeblieben.
Der
internationale
Programmteil
der
sozialistischen Lehre hat sich als ein furchtbarer Irrtum
herausgestellt. Die Arbeiter der Entente sind gegen das
deutsche Volk ins Feld gezogen, um es zu vernichten. Von
internationaler Solidarität der Massen war nirgends eine Spur.

Dieser Irrtum ist auch einer der Gründe des für Deutschland
schlechten Kriegsausganges. Die englische und französische
Arbeiterschaft war von ihren Führern richtig, d. h. national
orientiert, die deutsche falsch, nämlich international.
Das deutsche Volk darf sich auf keinen anderen, sondern nur auf
sich selbst verlassen. Wenn selbstbewußtes nationales
Empfinden in alle Schichten unseres Volkes wiederkehrt, dann
wird der Aufstieg beginnen. Alle Klassen der Bevölkerung
müssen im nationalen Empfinden einig sein, wenn ihre Wege
sich auch auf anderen Gebieten des staatlichen Lebens trennen
mögen. Das ist die Stärke Englands, Frankreichs, ja der Polen.
Dann wird auch das Gefühl der Zusammengehörigkeit aller
Volksgenossen, das Bewusstsein der Würde unserer edlen
Nation, der Stolz, ein Deutscher zu sein, und jene echt deutsche
Ethik wiederkehren, die eine der geheimen Kräfte war, die
Deutschland so groß gemacht haben. Deutschland wird wieder
wie vor dem Kriege in der Gesellschaft der Kulturvölker die Rolle
des Staates der größten Arbeitsleistung spielen. Es wird wieder
in friedlichem Wettbewerb auf den Gebieten der Technik, der
Wissenschaft und der Kunst siegreich vorangehen und nicht nur
sich selbst, sondern allen Nationen der Erde das Beste bieten.
Ich glaube an die Beseitigung des Fehlspruchs von Versailles
durch die Einsicht der vernünftigen Elemente des Auslandes und
durch Deutschland selbst. Ich glaube an das deutsche Volk und
an die Fortsetzung seiner friedlichen Mission auf der Welt, die
durch einen furchtbaren Krieg unterbrochen wurde, den
Deutschland nicht gewollt, also auch nicht verschuldet hat.
Ende
Zitat aus: Kaiser Wilhelm IL, Ereignisse und Gestalten aus
den Jahren 1878-1918, Verlag von K. F. Köhler in Leipzig
und Berlin, 1922, S. 261-290
Veröffentlicht im Internet von www.staatsbriefe.de
*https://archive.org/stream/EreignisseUndGestaltenAus
DenJahren18781918/WilhelmIi.KaiserEreignisseUndGest
altenAusDenJahren18781918192215S._djvu.txt
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Badenweiler Marsch -*https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Y1rYCshW3Gc

How Europe went to War in 1914 - Armistice Day 2018
November 11 is the remembrance day of the
disaster of World War One. Willis Carto, the
Founder of Liberty Lobby, the Spotlight, Institute
for Historical Review, The Barnes Review, and
American Free Press was a strong opponent of
war. He fought in WW2 and received the Purple

Heart but nevertheless, he believed wars were only
to be engaged in should the United States be
attacked. The attached article was written as a
book review of The Sleepwalker for The Barnes
Review July/August 2014 issue.
*williscarto.org *willisacartolibrary.com
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MEMORIAL FOR PATRIOT WILLIS CARTO
BY WIFE, ELISABETH CARTO with BRIAN RUHE

Brian Ruhe Published on Nov 17, 2018
Willis Carto was a towering figure on the American right from the 1950s until his death in 2015. He
founded The Barnes Review, American Free Press, the IHR and other organizations. His widow Elisabeth
Carto, 79, talks about his life - *https://youtu.be/tMVaXms_0lk

*Willis and Elisabeth Carto*
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